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ABSTRACT 
 
 
Understanding Teacher Users of a Digital Library Service: 
 
A Clustering Approach 
 
 
by 
 
 
Beijie Xu, Doctor of Psychology 
 
Utah State University, 2011 
 
 
Major Professor: Mimi Recker, Ph.D. 
Department: Instructional Technology and Learning Sciences 
 
 
This research examined teachers’ online behaviors while using a digital library 
service—the Instructional Architect (IA)—through three consecutive studies. In the first 
two studies, a statistical model called latent class analysis (LCA) was applied to cluster 
different groups of IA teachers according to their diverse online behaviors. The third 
study further examined relationships between teachers’ demographic characteristics and 
their usage patterns. Several user clusters emerged from the LCA results of Study I. 
These clusters were named isolated islanders, lukewarm teachers, goal-oriented brokers, 
window shoppers, key brokers, beneficiaries, classroom practitioners, and dedicated 
sticky users. In Study II, a cleaning process was applied to the clusters discovered in 
Study I to further refine distinct user groups. Results revealed three clusters, key brokers, 
insular classroom practitioners, and ineffective islanders. In Study III, the integration of 
teacher demographic profiles with clustering results revealed that teaching experience 
iv 
and technology knowledge affected teachers’ effectiveness in using the IA. The 
implication, contributions, and limitation of this research are discussed. 
(185 pages) 
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GLOSSARY 
 
 
Active and inactive covariates—active covariates cause additional log-linear parameters 
to be included in the Latent Class model, and a solution different from the one without 
covariates.  Alternatively, inactive covariates do not affect the model estimate, but 
compute the descriptive measures for the association between covariates and the latent 
variables (Vermunt & Magidson, 2005).  
Bayesian information criterion (BIC statistics)—a posterior estimation of model fit based 
on comparing probabilities that each of the models under consideration is the true model 
that generates the observed data (Kuha, 2004).  
Bounce rate—the percentage of single-page visits or visits in which the person left your 
site from the entrance (landing) page (Google Analytics Help, 2010a). 
Categorical variable—a categorical variable (sometimes called a nominal variable) is 
one that has two or more categories without intrinsic orders. Examples of categorical 
variables include gender and genotype (McDonald, 2009). 
Chi-square test—a statistical test to determine whether the row and column categories of 
a contingency table are independent when cell sizes are large enough (N > 5). 
Continuous variable—a data type where there are in theory an infinite number of values 
between any two values (Aron, Aron, & Coups, 2009).  
Data—raw ingredients from which statistics, information, and knowledge are derived 
(Erickson, n.d.).  
Dataset—a collection of raw data files (Erickson, n.d.).  
Data cleaning— a procedure to remove noise and inconsistent data from the data source 
(Han & Kamber, 2006). 
Data integration—a procedure that entails the combination of data from multiple 
autonomous and heterogeneous resources (Han & Kamber, 2006; Romero & Ventura, 
2007). 
Data mining—a.k.a. knowledge discovery and data mining, the discovery and extraction 
of implicit and interesting patterns from large data collections (Pahl & Donnellan, 2002; 
Romero & Ventura, 2007). 
Data preprocessing—any data manipulation performed on raw data to remove noise, 
make up missing entries, integrate, transform data, so that data is in a good shape for 
mining.  
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Digital library—an electronic extension and enhancement of information storage and 
retrieval system that provides the capabilities of creating, searching and using  
information, usually constructed, collected and organized, by (and for) a community of 
users, and supporting the information needs and uses of that community (Borgman, 
1999). 
Educational data mining—the application of data mining methods for ―exploring unique 
types of data that come from educational settings‖ (Baker & Yacef, 2009). 
Exact test—a statistical test to determine whether the row and column categories of a 
contingency table are independent when any cell has small (<5) or zero counts (Stokes, 
Davis, & Koch, 2009). 
Exit rate—the percentage of site exits that occurred from a page or set of pages (Google 
Analytics Help, 2010b). 
Google Analytics (GA)—is a free service offered by Google that generates detailed 
statistics about the visitors to a website (http://analytics.google.com).  
Hierarchical Clustering—a clustering analysis method that seeks to build a hierarchy of 
clusters (Johnson, 1967). 
IA project—an instructional webpage created by an IA user using the IA authoring tool.  
IA registration profile—a profile IA users need to fill out when registering the IA service. 
It contains login information, teaching subjects and grades, teaching experience, and level 
of information literacy.  
IA resource—a link to an NSDL and other web resource stored in a teacher folder. 
K-means—a clustering analysis method which aims to partition n data points into k 
clusters in which each data point belongs to the cluster with the nearest cluster center 
(mean) (Kanungo et al., 2009; MacQueen, 1967). 
Knowledge discovery and data mining (KDD)—a.k.a. data mining, the discovery and 
extraction of implicit and interesting patterns from large data collections (Pahl & 
Donnellan, 2002; Romero & Ventura, 2007).  
Likelihood ratio chi-squared statistics (L
2
)—a posterior estimation of model fit by 
assessing the extent to which ML estimates for the expected cell frequencies differ from 
the corresponding observed frequencies (Magidson & Vermunt, 2004).  
Mann-Whitney U Test—a nonparametric version of the independent sample t-test and 
requires no specific distribution of the population (Mann & Whitney, 1947; Wilcoxon, 
1945). 
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Multinomial logistic regression—a statistical analysis used when the response variable 
has more than two categories either with or without natural ordering, and the explanatory 
variable is numerical or categorical (Chatterjee & Hadi, 2006; Hosmer & Lemeshow, 
2000). 
Navigational funnel—in Google Analytics, researchers can define several expected 
navigational path (goal funnel), and the GA reports will display the percentage of visitors 
falling out of the funnel at each stage without reaching the goal. This allows researchers 
to identify any pages that are hindering visitors from reaching their goal pages (Google 
Analytics Help, 2010c). 
Nominal variable—a nominal variable (sometimes called a categorical variable) is one 
that has two or more categories without intrinsic orders. Examples of categorical 
variables include gender and genotype (McDonald, 2009). 
Ordinal variable—a variable in which the numbers stand only for relative ranking (Aron, 
Aron, & Coups, 2009; McDonald, 2009). 
R
2—also called coefficient of determination, is the proportion of the total variation of 
scores from the grand mean that is accounted for by the variation between the means of 
the group (Aron, Aron, & Coups, 2009). 
Referrer—the address of the webpage that links to the resource. By checking the referrer, 
the new page can see where the request came from.  
Residual—called error of prediction, is the amount of the original value that is left over 
after the prediction is subtracted out (Cohen, 2001).  
PostgreSQL—a powerful, open source object-relational database system that runs on all 
major operating systems, and has a strong reputation for reliability, data integrity, and 
correctness (http://www.postgresql.org). 
Self-organizing map—is a self-organized discretized projection of high dimensional data 
onto low-dimensional (typically two-dimensional) map (Ultsch, 2003). 
Spiders—a.k.a. web robots, crawlers, bots, software programs that automatically traverse 
the hyperlink structure of the World Wide Web in order to locate and retrieve information 
(Tan & Kumar, 2002; Weischedel & Huizingh, 2006).  
Supervised learning—data mining methods that each individual in the sample data is 
associated with a class label and a set of attributes and the goal is to build a classifier 
model that is able to find class label for unknown data with the same set of attributes 
(Han & Kamber, 2006). 
The Education Resources Information Center (ERIC)—an online digital library of 
education research and information that provides ready access to education literature to 
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support the use of educational research and information to improve practice in learning, 
teaching, educational decision-making, and research (http://www.eric.ed.gov). 
The Instructional Architect (IA)—a free educational digital library service that allows 
users to find, use, and share learning resources from the National Science Digital Library 
(NSDL) and the web in order to create engaging and interactive educational web pages 
(http://ia.usu.edu). 
The National Science Digital Library (NSDL)—an online library created by the National 
Science Foundation to provide organized access to high quality resources and tools that 
support innovations in teaching and learning at all levels of science, technology, 
engineering, and mathematics (STEM) education (http://nsdl.org).  
Unsupervised learning—data mining techniques that deal with training data with 
unknown labels. Unsupervised learning algorithms aim at establishing classes or clusters 
in the data based on a set of measurements, observations, etc, without existence of class 
labels (Han & Kamber, 2006).  
Web content mining—a web mining category that aims to extract useful information from 
the web documents themselves, and the data are usually the textual content or document 
metadata (Koutri, Avouris, & Daskalaki, 2004).  
Web metrics—a.k.a. web usage statistics, a general term used to describe various methods 
for collecting and analyzing traffic to and through a web site (Khoo, 2006; Khoo et al., 
2008).  
Web mining—the application of data mining techniques to the World Wide Web, in order 
to extract information from web resources and uncover general patterns on the web (Chen 
& Chau, 2004; Cooley, Mobasher, & Srivastava, 1997).  
Web resource—any object (e.g., document, web page, image, service) that can be located 
or accessed through Internet.  
Web server log—a complete review of the access of a specific server from various clients 
over a period of time. Server logs are stored in a variety of formats depending on the 
server technology used, such as Common Log Format (CLF), Extended Log Format 
(ELF), Internet Information Server (IIS) format, etc. (Koutri, Avouris, & Daskalaki, 
2004).  
Web usage mining—a web mining category that aims to discover meaningful usage 
patterns, and the transaction data are usually generated through users’ interaction with a 
system, for example, document references and user visits are interesting subjects for the 
topic (Koutri, Avouris, & Daskalaki, 2004). 
 CHAPTER I 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
 
Increasingly, education and training are delivered beyond the constraints of the 
classroom environment, and educational digital libraries and their associated services are 
making major contributions to these changes (Choudhury, Hobbs, & Lorie, 2002). 
Teachers, of course, are a primary intended audience of educational digital libraries. Yet 
little is known about the impact of these novel tools and services on the wide range of 
teachers and their resulting instructional practices. As these tools can be engineered to 
capture fine-grained footprints of user activities, opportunities exist to apply emerging 
educational data mining strategies to analyze web usage data so as to better understand 
teacher users of digital libraries. 
 
Problem Statement 
 
 
Today, teachers and learners can enjoy unprecedented access to online 
educational resources, often using them to substitute for or enhance classroom learning, 
and keep current with the development in the fields of interest. Educational digital 
libraries (DL) and their associated services are making major contributions to these 
changes (Choudhury et al., 2002). With the rapid growth of e-learning environments and 
information networks, researchers as well as stakeholders need to ensure efforts and 
resources expended on the development of digital libraries are worthwhile in terms of 
their impact on targeted users.  
Unlike conventional learning environments, educational digital libraries do not 
2 
provide platforms for educators to observe the end users’ ―on-site‖ behaviors. A lack of 
direct contact between DL service providers and their users presents enormous challenges 
to the assessment of service quality of digital libraries. Nevertheless, current digital 
library evaluations by and large still rely on traditional research and evaluation methods 
such as survey, interview, focus group, and self-report/reflection, and are mostly not 
conducted in authentic settings. On the other hand, web-based educational applications 
are able to record users’ fine-grained behaviors in real-time, and thus leave a huge 
amount of data for educators to analyze and hence better understand the user profile 
(Romero & Ventura, 2007).  
The web metrics extracted from the raw user access data depict an overall picture 
of digital library users and their usage behaviors. With the help of modern data mining 
techniques—the discovery and extraction of implicit knowledge from one or more large 
databases (Han & Kamber, 2006; Pahl & Donnellan, 2002; Romero & Ventura, 2007), 
the data can be analyzed more in depth to get an even better understanding of DL users.  
In spite of the wealth of fine-grained usage data, data mining has rarely been used 
in the area of digital library evaluation, especially in studying DL’s teacher users and 
their usage behaviors. Given the apparent dearth of data mining applications in DL 
evaluation, there is a need for gathering and analyzing digital library’s fine-grained 
backend usage data, in other words, an interdisciplinary research that relies on data 
mining approaches to better understand the usage of and determine the effectiveness of 
online digital library services. 
 
  
3 
Research Purpose and Questions 
 
This research used a particular digital library service, called the Instructional 
Architect (www.IA.usu.edu), as a test bed for investigating how the knowledge discovery 
and data mining (KDD) process in general, and clustering methods in particular, could 
help identify the diverse teacher user groups and their characteristics. The IA is an 
educational digital library service that supports teachers in authoring and sharing 
instructional activities using online resources (Recker et al., 2006, 2007). Data mining 
and clustering studies will be introduced and reviewed in detail in Chapter II and the 
Instructional Architect will be introduced in Chapter III.  
In addition to data mining, traditional evaluation data, in this case, teachers’ 
registration profiles, were used to complement and explain (Greene, Caracelli, & 
Graham, 1989) the identified user groups and group behaviors.  
To be specific, the purpose of this research was to:  
1. Document the data mining process—KDD in general—in the educational 
digital library context; 
2. Investigate a particular clustering approach, latent class analysis, in the 
context of a longitudinal educational digital library in terms of its suitability in 
classifying and describing teacher users and usage patterns;  
3. Examine strategies for coordinating traditional coarse-grained teacher profile 
data with fine-grained data mining results. 
The following five research questions guided this research within the context of 
the IA. 
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1. What usage model best characterizes teachers’ usage activities?  
2. How effective and accurate is the latent class analysis in clustering IA users? 
3. What usage patterns and clusters emerge when mining teacher usage data? 
4. To what extent do IA teachers’ registration profile data help complement and 
explain the clustering results? 
5. What are the implications of this study for, specifically, the design of the IA to 
enhance the user experience and, more generally, educational data mining? 
 
Outline of the Dissertation 
 
This dissertation is structured as follows. To provide background for the research, 
Chapter II explains the general data mining procedure, and in particular reviews 
clustering studies set within educational contexts. This is followed by a literature review 
of teachers’ use and factors affecting their use of digital libraries, and the commonly used 
evaluation methods in digital library evaluation. Chapter III describes the methods behind 
three consecutive studies, their purposes, respective data sources, and data analysis 
methods. Chapter IV describes Study I in detail, which involves developing user models, 
using the LCA to classify users, and interpreting the results. Chapter V describes Study 
II, a continuation and revision of Study I. In this study, the user model is refined, and the 
user clusters are cleaned. Chapter VI describes Study III on how to use teachers’ 
registration profile to complement the clustering findings. Finally, Chapter VII draws 
from the narratives and analyses of the three studies to summarize the answers to the five 
research questions raised in the introduction. The implication of this research on the 
5 
design of IA system, and its contribution and generalizability are also discussed. Finally, 
this dissertation concludes with the research limitations and suggestions for further 
studies. 
  
6 
CHAPTER II 
 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
 
 
This chapter explains the general data mining procedure, and in particular reviews 
clustering studies set within educational contexts. This is followed by a literature review 
of teachers’ use and factors affecting their use of digital libraries, and the commonly used 
evaluation methods in digital library evaluation, and concludes with the uniqueness of 
using data mining methods in studying teachers’ use of digital libraries.  
 
Educational Web Mining 
 
 
There is an growing interest in data mining (DM) and the evaluation of web-based 
educational systems, making educational data mining (EDM) a rising and promising 
research field (Romero & Ventura, 2007). Data mining is the discovery and extraction of 
implicit knowledge from one or more large databases, data warehouses, and other 
massive information repositories (Han & Kamber, 2006; Pahl & Donnellan, 2002; 
Romero & Ventura, 2007). When the context is World Wide Web, it is sometimes 
explicitly termed web mining (Bayir, Toroslu, Cosar, & Fidan, 2009; Chen & Chau, 
2004; Cooley, Mobasher, & Srivastava, 1997). Educational data mining, as an emerging 
discipline, is concerned with applying data mining methods for exploring unique types of 
data that come from educational settings (Baker & Yacef, 2009), making inquiries about 
the site’s impact, usage, its users and the users’ behaviors. Web-based educational 
applications are able to record the users’ fine-grained behavior in real-time in a log file or 
in a database, providing a huge amount of data for the educators to analyze and hence 
7 
better understand the user profile (Romero & Ventura, 2007). 
 
Data Mining 
Data mining is also known as knowledge discovery in databases (KDD; Baker & 
Yacef, 2009; Han & Kamber, 2006), and follows the standard KDD process: (a) data 
cleaning and integration, (b) selection and transformation, (c) applying data mining 
algorithms, and (d) evaluation and presentation (Han & Kamber, 2006; Witten & Frank, 
2005). Often the first two phases are combined and called data preprocessing (Cooley et 
al., 1997; Romero & Ventura 2007). Since educational data mining is a sub-area under 
the umbrella of data mining, the three phases of the KDD process are the key to 
educational data mining too, that is, preprocessing educational datasets, applying data 
mining algorithms to analyze the data, and evaluating and validating the findings about 
the educational site usage and user behaviors. In the context of this dissertation, KDD and 
data mining will be used as interchangeable terms to refer to the entire knowledge 
discovery process. The major issues and challenges in each KDD phase documented in 
the literature will be discussed in the following paragraphs. Since this research targets the 
Instructional Architect—an online system, special attention will be given to web mining 
problems. 
Phase I—data preprocessing. Raw data are generally far from being ready to be 
ingested into a mining algorithm, as there can be missing entries, irrelevant information, 
or the need to integrate data from different resources before using them. Thus, the first 
step of KDD—data preprocessing—is very critical in ensuring that the data are in a 
suitable shape and could produce valid results. Data preprocessing is time-consuming and 
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comprises the majority of the KDD work (Han & Kamber, 2006). Yet, it is ―more than a 
tedious necessity‖ (Kriegel et al., 2007, p. 91), because all the decisions made in data 
preprocessing phase can deeply influence the results of the actual data mining. Data 
preprocessing may contain more than one of the tasks listed below. 
Data cleaning, the most intensive step in data preprocessing, is to remove noise 
and inconsistent data from the data source (Han & Kamber, 2006). Usually, a web server 
log stores all requests sent from the clients, which means irrelevant information such as 
company logo, place-holder graphics, or spider hits taint the transaction logs (Cooley, 
Mobasher, & Srivastava, 1999; Weischedel & Huizingh, 2006). Typically these are not 
the information users intend to seek from a website. Eliminating those items irrelevant to 
user browsing tasks is very important to ensure a dataset is not filled with noises. 
Meanwhile path completion and missing value imputation—making up the 
missing pieces of transaction logs—is also necessary in some circumstances. Most web 
browsers cache the pages that have been requested in the past in order to reduce response 
time, making the web server unaware of repeated page requests (Cooley et al., 1997; 
1999; Koutri, Avouris, & Daskalaki, 2004; Sheard, Ceddia, Hurst, & Tuovinen, 2003; 
Weischedel & Huizingh, 2006). Additionally, attributes of interest may not always be 
available (Bell & Koren, 2007; Ma, King, & Lyu, 2007); and relevant data may not be 
recorded due to a misunderstanding, or equipment malfunctions (Han & Kamber, 2006). 
In short, real-world data tend to be ―incomplete, noisy, and inconsistent‖ (Han & 
Kamber, 2006, p. 48); data cleaning is indispensable in one way or another in attempting 
to eliminate or impute missing values, smooth out noises, and correct errors in a dataset 
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(Han & Kamber, 2006). 
Data integration entails the combination of data from multiple autonomous and 
heterogeneous resources (Halevy, Rajaraman, & Ordille, 2006; Han & Kamber, 2006; 
Romero & Ventura, 2007). It is another central step in data preprocessing for knowledge 
discovery (Kriegel et al., 2007). Data mining algorithms generally require a 
homogeneous dataset—data originating from one single source.  However, sometimes 
information from a single resource is insufficient for data mining, and there is a need to 
refer to different sources to get a more comprehensive picture of the topic at hand, 
especially in real-world situations, such as large enterprises own data from multiple 
branches, large-scale scientific projects that gather data from different research groups, or 
cooperation among government agencies (Halevy et al., 2006). Entries of different data 
sources, however, may have different semantics, different scales and formats, and 
varying degrees of noise—all pose considerable challenges to data combination. 
Usually not all the information obtained from the raw dataset is necessary for data 
mining, so researchers select a set of user-related variables—a feature vector—to 
represent a particular user activity. Data transformation is to transform raw data into 
forms appropriate for mining. It could refer to converting log entries into user sessions, 
which is also called session identification (Cooley et al., 1999; Romero & Ventura, 
2007), or converting timestamps into time bins. 
Phase II—applying data mining algorithms. From a data source point of view, 
web mining can be divided into two categories: web usage mining and web content 
mining. Web usage mining aims to discover what users do in a website, such as any 
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interesting usage patterns, and the data are usually generated from transaction logs. On 
the other hand, web content mining deals with the extraction of useful information from 
the content of the web documents, such as extracting important customer opinions from a 
commercial website (Liu, 2005), and the data used are the webpage themselves or 
document metadata. 
In general, web mining serves two purposes—description and prediction. 
Description aims at finding human-interpretable patterns that describe the data; clustering 
(e.g., Durfee, Schneberger, & Amoroso, 2007; Hübscher, Puntambekar, & Nye, 2007; 
Lee, 2007), association rule mining (e.g., Merceron & Yacef, 2005; Minaei-bidgoli, Tan, 
& Punch, 2004), sequential pattern discovery (e.g., Wang, Weng, Su, & Tseng, 2004) all 
belong to this type. Educational data mining, as one of the data mining techniques’ 
applications, adopts almost all types of algorithms. Prediction analyzes existing data, and 
discovers relationships among the variables, in order to use such information to predict 
the unknown or future values of similar variables; classification (e.g., Damez, Dang, 
Marsala, & Bouchon-Meunier, 2005), regression (e.g., Thomas & Galambos, 2004), 
anomaly detection algorithms all fall into this category. Examples will be presented in the 
next section. 
Phase III—interpretation and post-processing. There is no universal standard 
for evaluating data mining results, and a widely divergent set of results are possible even 
when using the same dataset after going through different preprocessing procedures and 
web mining algorithms. In addition, the interpretation of results is highly problem 
dependent. Just as neither statistical p-values nor effect sizes make sense unless 
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contextualized and accompanied with appropriate explanations, the same applies to data 
mining results. Discovered patterns are not very useful unless there are mechanisms and 
tools to help analysts better understand them (Cooley et al., 1997). Interpretation 
techniques are drawn from a number of fields such as statistics, data visualization, and 
usability studies. Though statistical analysis software (e.g., SPSS, LatentGold) and web 
analytics tools (e.g., Google Analytics) have the ability to visually display the analysis 
results, it is usually up to the researcher to interpret and present the discovered patterns. 
 
Data Mining Techniques in Educational  
Systems 
 
The increasing availability of educational datasets and the evolution of data 
mining algorithms have made educational data mining a major interdisciplinary area 
between the fields of education and information science. A large volume of valuable 
literature has been produced over the past ten years. Based on Romero and Ventura’s 
(2007) educational data mining survey, some commonly used data mining techniques are 
listed below. 
Statistical data mining and web metrics. Sometimes, applying a very complex 
algorithm is not the first step in data mining; instead, extracting basic usage statistics can 
be a good starting point for evaluating an educational system. Web metrics, a more up-to-
date term for web usage statistics, are measures that quantitatively reflect how users are 
using a website (Weischedel & Huizingh, 2006). Web metrics help us understand many 
aspects of a website, such as the site’s impact, whether it fulfills its intended use, and 
whether the users’ navigational goals are achieved (Khoo et al., 2008). Popular web 
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metrics include number of hits (any resource sent out from a web server), number of 
visits (a sequence of user transactions from a single IP address within a certain period of 
time), number of unique visitors (a website’s true audience size), page views (the number 
of times web pages are accessed during a single visit, including repeated views of the 
same page), amount of information being served, length of visits, and so forth. 
Classification. Classification is a learning algorithm that builds a model by 
learning a function from a training dataset, with each data object consisting of a set of 
attributes and a class label. Here, the goal is to build a classifier model that is able to find 
class label for unknown data with the same set of attributes. Usually we take a sample set 
of data, also called training samples, where each individual within has a class label. Then, 
a learning model in the form of decision tree, Bayesian classifier, neural network, or any 
other mathematical formula, is built using those samples, and a set of classification rules 
are discovered thereafter. Classification is a supervised learning method in that the class 
labels are already predetermined to the learning model (Han & Kamber, 2006). 
Clustering. Similar to classification, clustering is also a process of grouping 
physical or abstract objects into classes (Romero & Ventura, 2007). In contrast to 
classification, however, clustering is an unsupervised learning model (Han & Kamber, 
2006), in the case when there is neither a predefined number of clusters nor pre-labeled 
instances. Clustering algorithms normally group data based on two measures: the 
similarity between the data objects within the same cluster (minimal intra-cluster 
distance), and the dissimilarity between the data objects of different clusters (maximal 
inter-cluster distance).  Examples of using clustering algorithms in educational setting 
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will be presented in the following sub-section. 
Frequent itemsets and association rule mining. Association rule mining is one 
of the most well studied data mining methods (Romero & Ventura, 2007). An association 
rule reveals that the presence of one or more items implies the presence of another item. 
A rule is defined as an implication of the form X  Y, where X is called antecedent 
while Y is called consequent. In general, association rules are produced through the 
following two steps (Agrawal & Srikant, 1994; Pasquier, Bastide, Taouil, & Lakhal, 
1999): (a) frequent itemsets identification—to identify in the database itemsets whose 
support (the proportion of transactions in the data set containing the itemset X  Y) is 
greater than or equal to a minimum value; and (b) association rule production—to 
produce association rules with frequent rates of occurrence exceeding a given level of 
confidence (the probability of the existence of Y in transactions under the condition that 
these transactions also contain X; Chang, 2007; Han & Kamber, 2006). Frequent itemsets 
and association rule mining could help the educators to find out which contents students 
tend to access together, or which events / activities often occur at the same time. 
Some other data mining methods frequently used in solving educational problems 
are sequential pattern mining (e.g., Cooley et al., 1999) and text mining (Weiss, 
Indurkhya, Zhang, & Damerau, 2005). They are not discussed here because they are not 
related to this research.  
 
Clustering Studies in Educational  
Settings 
Clustering is an unsupervised learning model for grouping physical or abstract 
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objects, in the case when there is neither a predefined number of clusters nor pre-labeled 
instances. Four representative EDM work relying on clustering methods are reviewed in 
the following paragraphs. 
Hübscher and colleagues (2007) used K-means and hierarchical clustering 
techniques respectively to group students who have used CoMPASS, an educational 
hypermedia system that helped students understand relationships between science 
concepts and principles. K-means—is a clustering analysis method which aims to 
partition n data points into k clusters in which each data point belongs to the cluster with 
the nearest cluster center (mean; Kanungo et al., 2009; MacQueen, 1967). Hierarchical 
clustering is a clustering analysis method that seeks to build a hierarchy of clusters 
(Johnson, 1967). In CoMPASS, navigation data was collected in the form of navigation 
events, where each event consisted of a timestamp, a student name, and a science 
concept. After preprocessing, K-means and hierarchical clustering algorithms were used 
to find student clusters based on the structural similarity between navigation matrices. 
Durfee and colleagues (2007) analyzed the relationship between student 
characteristics and their adoption and use of computer-based educational technology 
using factor analysis and self-organizing map (SOM) techniques. SOM is a self-
organized discretized projection of high dimensional data onto low-dimensional 
(typically two-dimensional) map (Ultsch, 2003). Survey responses to questions regarding 
user demographics, computer skills, and experience with a particular computer-based 
training software were collected from over 40 undergraduate students. In order to reduce 
the dimensionality of the dataset, the researchers first used factor analysis to group 28 
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variables into 8 orthogonal factors. They then used SOM to cluster and visualize the 
datasets into the eight individual feature planes. These feature planes were then combined 
into one landscape of hexagons of different shades and border colors. By visually 
analyzing the similarity and difference of the shades and borders, four resulting student 
clusters were identified in the end. Finally, a t test on performance scores supported the 
clustering decisions. That is, student performances between the groups determined by 
SOM based on learner characteristics were significantly different. 
Wang and colleagues (2004) combined sequential pattern mining with a clustering 
algorithm to study students’ learning portfolio. The authors first defined each student’s 
sequence of learning activities as LS = <s1s2…sn>, where si was a content block. They 
then applied a sequential pattern mining algorithm to find the set of maximal frequent 
learning patterns from learning sequences (LS). The discovered patterns were considered 
as variables of a feature vector. For each learner, the value of bit i was set as 1 if the 
pattern i was a subsequence of the original learning sequence, 0 otherwise. After the 
feature vectors were extracted, a clustering algorithm called ISODATA was used to 
group users into four clusters. 
Lee (2007) proposed to assess student knowledge and infer important knowledge 
states (mastery levels) in an integrated online environment using SOM K-means and 
principle component analysis (PCA). SOM K-means involves two steps: the first step is 
to generate a self-organizing map using student data; the second step is to use K-means 
algorithm to cluster the map into predefined number of clusters. PCA was used to 
identify significant feature vectors. A test consisting of 20 items associated with different 
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learning concepts was collected from 90 students. Subsequently, SOM K-means was used 
to identify student clusters, with each cluster’s centroid as a representation of that 
cluster’s knowledge states. Applying PCA upon the cluster centroids helped identify two 
significant feature vectors—two important knowledge mastery levels. Comparisons with 
other algorithms showed that applying PCA over SOM K-means could reveal more 
significant feature vectors (knowledge states) than PCA on the original data set. 
The literature review only identified one clustering study investigating teachers’ 
use of an educational digital library service. In this study, a clustering approach was 
applied to model and discover patterns in teachers using an online curriculum planner 
(Maull, Saldivar, & Sumner, 2010). This study first abstracted user sessions and selected 
27 features for clustering experiments, and then used K-means and expectation-maximum 
likelihood to cluster the user sessions. The two algorithms identified very similar patterns 
in the largest clusters, such as clicking on instructional support materials, embedded 
assessments, and answers and teaching tips. However, the authors acknowledged that 
their study was preliminary, in that there was not complete agreement on top cluster 
features or cluster sizes.  
There are many other clustering studies documented in the literature on 
educational web mining, however, the above examples are sufficient in revealing some 
major considerations in discovering user groups in the context of e-learning 
environments, as follows.  
1. A user-model must be carefully defined according to the topic to be studied. 
Navigational path, online performance, user characteristics, and a user’s prior knowledge 
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are all good choice of user features.  
2. Clustering is a generic definition of a certain type of data mining method. 
Researchers must select the algorithms appropriate for their studies; however, different 
approaches may produce different results.  
3. Other data mining methods such as rule discovery, dimensionality reduction, 
and filling in missing values can be incorporated with clustering algorithms to achieve a 
better grouping effect.  
4. To better understand online user behavior and produce more useful 
information, the web metrics and data mining results should be used in conjunction with 
other information (Ingram, 1999).  
5. As an indispensible component of the KDD process, evaluation of the 
clustering results should be conducted if at all possible. 
 
Teachers’ Use of Digital Libraries 
 
The term digital library (DL) commonly refers to the electronic extension, 
augmentation, enhancement and integration of functions of a traditional library 
(Borgman, 1999). As the perceptions of digital libraries evolve over time (Xie, 2008), 
digital libraries have been developed beyond their basic functions (search and archive), 
and from a service’s perspective, they have become a type of information network that 
serves a community of users who integrate, create and repurpose a collection of 
information resources stored in multimedia repositories (Borgman, 1999; Malik & Jain, 
2006; Zia, 2001). Educational digital libraries are a particular school of digital libraries, 
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which provides and facilitates the access, retrieval and analysis of a wide range of web 
resources for supporting teaching and learning. Within the scope of this dissertation, the 
term digital library refers hereafter to educational digital library. As a valuable asset for 
information knowledge and knowledge sharing, it has been well-accepted (Khoo, 2006; 
Sumner & Marlino, 2004) and has a tangible impact on preservice and inservice teachers 
(Baker, 2009; Carlson & Reidy, 2004; Sumner & CCS Team, 2010). As digital library 
services become a fundamental part of e-learning environments and information 
networks, researchers, as well as stakeholders, embark on various evaluations of teachers’ 
perceptions and usage of digital libraries. Key research findings are summarized in the 
following paragraphs. 
 
Use of Web Resources 
Though researchers have not reached an agreement on whether teachers underuse 
(e.g., Perrault, 2007) or adequately use (Carlson & Reidy, 2004) digital library resources, 
studies have similar findings on how teachers utilize web resources to enrich their 
teaching experience. The most frequently mentioned ways of using web resources are 
lesson planning, curriculum planning (Carlson & Reidy, 2004; Perrault, 2007; Sumner & 
CCS Team, 2010), and looking for examples, activities and illustrations to complement 
textbook materials (Baker, 2009; Sumner & CCS Team, 2010; Tanni, 2008). Less 
frequently mentioned ways are getting background reading, becoming acquainted with 
teaching topics (Sumner & CCS Team, 2010; Tanni, 2008), networking to find out what 
other teachers do (Recker, 2006), and conducting one’s own research (Khoo, 2006). It 
should be noted that some teacher information-seeking activities are intertwined, as 
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characterized in the following excerpt from Sumner and Marlino’s (2004) article: 
Teachers planning a lesson on plate tectonics can browse a concept map on 
―Processes that Shape the Earth‖ to better understand the role of plate tectonics in 
relationship to other Earth processes, to locate resources that take this process-
perspective, or to access research information on common student 
misconceptions, etc. (p. 173) 
 
The above quote demonstrates that within one search session, teachers complete 
multiple information seeking tasks, such as background reading, finding useful resources, 
and conducting research on common pitfalls. 
It is worth noting that sometimes teachers prefer to construct their own digital 
materials and activities instead of employing ―prepackaged‖ web resources (Pattuelli, 
2008; Tanni, 2008). Rather than use these resources as they are, they ponder over how to 
integrate them into classroom teaching, and tailor instruction to their individual students’ 
ability (Sumner & CCS Team, 2010).  
 
Challenge and Barriers of Using  
Digital Libraries 
The use of digital libraries is sometimes coupled with obstacles and frustration. 
Three types of challenges are present in teachers’ use of digital libraries—the technical 
support, the quality of the DL service, and the influence of teachers’ own characteristics. 
Technical problems that discourage teachers from using DLs include slow internet 
connections and outdated computers (Baker, 2009; Khoo, 2006) that prevent 
downloading and displaying large format illustrations and animations, limited access to 
working computers and computer labs, and outdated technology settings (Baker, 2009; 
Khoo, 2006; Recker, 2006). As for the quality of DL service, poor usability design 
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(Khoo, 2006), concerns about resource quality (Madden, Ford, Miller, & Levy, 2005; 
Sumner, Khoo, Recker, & Marlino, 2003), and time commitment and cognitive overload 
on filtering through the vast quantity of unranked resources (Carlson & Reidy, 2004; 
Khoo, 2006; Perrault, 2007; Recker, 2006; Shreeves & Kirkham, 2004; Tanni, 2008) are 
the most often cited reasons that are turning teachers away from using DLs. The 
influence of teachers’ teaching experience and information literacy will be discussed in 
the next section. 
 
Influence of Teachers’ Characteristics 
The successful use of a digital library is also contingent on teachers’ teaching 
experience and information literacy (Chen & Doty, 2005). 
Information literacy. The most frequently used definition of information literacy 
comes from the national report released in 1989 by the Association of College and 
Research Libraries, a division of the American Library Association. A reproduced 
version of the report states that: ―to be information literate, a person must be able to 
recognize when information is needed and have the ability to locate, evaluate, and use 
effectively the needed information‖ (Association of College and Research Libraries, 
1989). In the age of overabundance of information, information literacy is the capability 
of individuals to exercise critical thinking in order to evaluate, integrate and make 
effective use of information (Breivik, 2005; Williams & Coles, 2007). In a similar vein, 
in order for teachers to successfully locate and use web resources, they must be 
information literate (Perrault, 2007). However, teachers often lack the necessary 
information seeking skills, and are incapable of transforming online information for 
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education (Perrault, 2007; Tanni, 2008), and the situation is sometimes compounded by 
the non-intuitive and complex DL interface. Despite the premise that teachers’ 
information literacy affects their use of web resources, there is no hard evidence on the 
quantitative relationship between the two. The closest study so far is Baker’s (2009) 
nation-wide survey on teachers’ perceived value of the Internet. Teachers who used seven 
or more of types of hardware/electronic media other than computers in their classrooms 
rated the Internet as more important to their teaching than did teachers who had fewer 
types of hardware (Baker, 2009). 
Teaching experience. Besides information literacy, teachers must possess 
pedagogical knowledge and content knowledge in order to successfully integrate 
technology into teaching. This set encompasses the knowledge of the subject matter, the 
understanding of the hot topics in the subject domain, and the most effective and 
comprehensible forms of presentation (Ferry, 2003). As stated in Aivazian, Geary, Khoo, 
Sumner, and Ireton (2003), one of the requirements for K-12 educators to effectively use 
digital libraries is grade level differentiation and correlation of resources to national and 
state standards (Aivazian et al., 2003). This knowledge usually comes from years of 
teaching experience, and is rare among novice teachers. Since many teacher trainees were 
not equipped with such wisdom and expertise, they perceived the difficulties in assessing 
information sources and often got lost in coping with information overload (Tanni, 2008). 
Though teaching experience seems to be influential, Baker (2009) failed to find any 
correlation between years of teaching experience and teachers’ perceived value of web 
resources. 
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Current Digital Library Evaluation Methods 
In spite of EDM’s wide application on investigating educational problems, it has 
rarely been used in the area of digital library evaluation. The studies being reviewed 
mostly rely on traditional DL evaluation methods such as interview (e.g., Aivazian et al., 
2003; Baker, 2009; Perrault, 2007; Recker et al., 2007; Sumner & CCS Team, 2010; 
Tanni, 2008), observation (Baker, 2009; Recker et al., 2007), focus group (e.g., Carlson 
& Reidy, 2004; Shreeves & Kirkham, 2004; Sumner et al., 2003), and self-report/ 
reflection (e.g., Baker, 2009; Shreeves & Kirkham, 2004). Surveys in either qualitative or 
quantitative measures are also widely used (e.g., Aivazian et al., 2003; Carlson & Reidy, 
2004; Khoo, 2006; Perrault, 2007; Recker et al., 2007; Sumner et al., 2003). Study topics 
range from teachers’ information seeking practices (e.g., Perrault, 2007; Tanni, 2008) to 
their information use (e.g., Carlson & Reidy, 2004; Tanni, 2008), from teachers’ attitudes 
toward and perceptions of using DL and the broader Internet in instructional planning 
(e.g., Recker et al., 2007; Sumner & CCS, 2010), to the motivation and barriers to DL 
adoption and usage (e.g., Baker, 2009; Sumner & CCS, 2010). 
As a kin to the EDM family, web metrics analysis has been applied in several 
occasions to the DL evaluation. Khoo and colleagues (2008) reviewed the use of web 
metrics in four digital libraries projects: the Instructional Architect, the Library of 
Congress, the National Science Digital Library, and Teachers’ Domain. This series of 
insightful studies discussed how to track users’ search habits and which areas of a web 
page are viewed most frequently. Another finding dealt with how session length may be 
used to understand resource/collection use and DL users’ geographic locations, and so 
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forth. Asunka, Chae, Hughes, and Natriello (2008) analyzed the Gottesman Libraries’ 
server log. In addition to popular search terms, they investigated the relative popularities 
of the various electronic resources and services, the relationship between the access to 
each library resource and the location of its link on the homepage. 
It should be noted that, similar to clustering studies, web metrics on DL usage are 
sometimes analyzed in conjunction with other sources of data, seeking data triangulation 
and complementarity (Greene et al., 1989). In Sumner and CCS Team’s (2010) interview 
with 124 middle and high school science teachers, they reported that the curriculum 
customization service helped teachers approach teaching key concepts in new ways. The 
self-reported result was supported by usage log data. The web analytics indicated that 
teachers accessed personal or shared materials by key concept twice as often as by 
activity, and this knowledge suggested that they were engaged with the concept-driven, 
learning goal-oriented design model the Service is trying to support (Sumner & CCS 
Team, 2010). 
However, these unobtrusively collected web metrics do not always agree with 
teachers’ own stories of their use of a DL. For example, in Shreeves and Kirkham’s 
(2004) usability testing on an OAI service provider search portal, 65% of the subjects 
reported that they attempted to use the advanced search features. However, transaction 
logs did not support such statements because some metadata fields (title, Boolean 
operator, author) were used around 10% or less when not set as default. Shreeves and 
Kirkham’s study raises an interesting question: since each approach has its own 
limitations, which should be trusted when facing the discrepancy between the collected 
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web metrics and teachers’ own stories? How can data triangulation be conducted to 
resolve any discrepancies? 
 
Summary 
 
 
In this chapter, the author has reviewed the general procedure of educational web 
mining, which involves data preprocessing, data mining, and interpretation and 
evaluation. Data preprocessing is time-consuming and accounts for the majority of the 
KDD work. In addition, it presents a handful of challenges, for example, cleaning the 
messy and noisy datasets, data integration, and transformation. Many data mining 
approaches have been applied to understanding educational problems, such as 
classification, clustering, association rule mining, sequential pattern mining, and text 
mining. Since this dissertation work heavily relies on a clustering approach, special 
attention has been given to the review of clustering studies. Five lessons have been 
learned from the review: (a) a user-model must be carefully defined according to the 
topic to be studied; (b) clustering is a generic approach, and researchers must select the 
algorithms appropriate for their studies; (c) other data mining methods can be 
incorporated with clustering algorithms to achieve a better grouping effect; (d) the web 
metrics and data mining results can be used in conjunction with other information; and 
(e) evaluation of the clustering results, or the last step of KDD, should be conducted if at 
all possible. 
After the review of educational web mining, the way teachers use digital libraries 
have been discussed. In general, teachers have positive attitudes toward DLs, and use 
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DLs for instructional planning, background reading, conducting their own research, and 
networking. Technical support, the quality of the DL service, and teachers’ own 
characteristics are the three factors that may become barriers discouraging teachers from 
using and adopting DL services. Regarding teachers’ characteristics, focuses were given 
to teaching experience and information literacy, and it was believed that these two areas 
affect teachers’ perceived value of DLs and associated services, and their decisions to use 
them. 
In the end, it is found that DL usage problems are by and large investigated 
through traditional evaluation data and methods. Rare has been done on using data 
mining methods to study DL teachers. This makes this study—using clustering approach 
to understand DL teachers—a unique experience, and a significant contribution to the 
field of educational data mining.  
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CHAPTER III 
 
METHODOLOGY 
 
 
In order to investigate how to use data mining methods in discovering patterns in 
digital library users’ online behaviors, three consecutive studies were conducted in the 
context of a digital library service named the Instructional Architect (IA). The first two 
focused on clustering analysis of the IA teachers’ online behaviors, with Study II built 
upon the results of Study I. The last study explored the relationship between teacher 
profiles and their online behaviors. The remainder of this chapter first describes the 
research context, then provides a general overview of the methods for each study, and 
concludes with a summary and comparison of the three approaches.  
 
Instructional Architect 
 
This research is set within the context of the Instructional Architect (www. 
IA.usu.edu), an educational digital library service developed for supporting authoring of 
simple instructional activities using online resources in the National Science Digital 
Library (NSDL.org) and on the Web (Recker, 2006; Recker et al., 2007). With the IA, 
teachers are able to search, select, sequence, annotate and reuse online learning resources 
to create instructional project pages, called IA projects (also referred to as ―projects‖ for 
simplicity). Projects can be kept private (private-view), or made available to only their 
students (student-view), or to the wider Web (public-view). Figure 1 shows a portion of a 
simple IA project created by one of the teachers. The teacher created the layout and 
content, along with links to online resources discovered in the NSDL or on the Web. As  
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Figure 1. An IA project named ―Organic Chemistry II‖ created by D. Schuehler. 
 
 
can be seen, an IA project has the author’s screen name and project title on the top, 
followed by a brief overview, and then the project content with resource links embedded 
as illustrated in Figure 1. 
 
Service 
To use the IA, a teacher must first create a free IA account which provides 
exclusive access to his/her saved resources and projects. Inspired by the literature, we are 
also interested in how teachers’ own characteristics affect their use of IA. As part of the 
registration process, teachers complete a profile indicating their years of teaching 
experience, and their comfort level with technology.  
After a teacher logs in, the IA offers two major usage modes: resource 
management and project management. In the resources management mode, teachers can 
search for and store links to NSDL resources within the IA context. In addition, teachers 
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can name and add non-NSDL resource links, or save other people’s projects to their own 
collection. Figure 2 shows the list of resources stored by a teacher named ―D. Schuehler‖, 
the author of the project in Figure 1. Those highlighted are used in at least one of her 
projects.  With the IA’s user-friendly project authoring interface, teachers only need to 
enter an IA project’s title, overview, and content, and the system can generate a webpage 
dynamically upon request. The teacher’s resource collections are listed on the left, and a 
resource can be added to the project by clicking on the arrows behind its title (see Figure 
3). When a project is generated on request, those resources will be converted to 
 
 
Figure 2. D. Schuehler’s resources collection. Those highlighted are used in at least one 
of her projects. 
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Figure 3. Project creation interface. Resources are listed on the left, and a user enters 
content on the right. By clicking the arrow behind a resource, the resource link can be 
inserted into the content automatically.  
 
 
hyperlinks. JavaScript and HTML are supported, which means dynamic objects such as 
multimedia, blogs, and RSS feeds can be included. Teachers can add basic metadata to 
describe their project, such as subject area, grade level, and core curriculum standards. 
The basic metadata are used to support search and browse of public projects.  
A project can be marked as public, student-view, or private. Anyone can visit a 
public project, students can access their teachers’ student-view projects through their 
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student accounts, and private projects are only viewable by the owner. A project can be 
both public viewable and student viewable. In that case, the students access the same 
project in a more convenient and organized manner. All public projects are saved under 
the Creative Commons’ free to share and free to remix license (Creative Commons, 
2010). Any registered teacher can make a duplicate of any public project by clicking the 
copy button at the bottom of the webpage. In this way, the IA provides a service level for 
supporting a teacher community around creating, remixing, and sharing instructional 
resources and activities. 
In summary, a teacher collects web resources from three sources: NSDL, IA 
projects, and other web resources. Resources can be organized into folders. Teachers use 
the collected resources to create projects, and set the access level (public view, student 
view, and private view). Figure 4 presents the data model for the Instructional Architect. 
Teachers play a central role in this model, and are therefore the target of this study.  
 
Previous Evaluation Studies of the IA 
There has been an ongoing evaluation process ever since the IA was launched in 
2002. Interview and survey data collected from early IA curriculum participants were 
analyzed to inform the IA group about the IA’s impact on its participants in terms of their 
knowledge, attitudes, and behaviors in using digital resources and the IA, as well as 
possible ways of improving the IA’s services (DLConnect, 2006). Afterwards, an 
extensive IA redesign was undertaken based on the evaluation findings. Five IA 
workshops were conducted during 2004-2005, and a mixed method comprising surveys, 
interviews, observation, web server log and artifact analyses was used to evaluate the 
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Figure 4. The Instructional Architect’s data model. 
 
 
workshops implementation and the IA usage (Recker et al., 2005, 2007). Overall, 
participants were positive about the value of the IA and IA workshops, and generally 
reported that they would recommend the IA to other teachers. A qualitative analysis of 
the surveys from 52 inservice math and science workshop participants revealed that the 
IA’s online resources were convenient, current, able to enrich classroom activities, and 
providing support for research (Recker et al., 2006). 
In recent years, IA’s evaluation efforts have been expanded to include web 
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metrics analysis (DLConnect, 2006). The voluminous Google Analytics (GA) data 
combined with fine-grained data from a PostgreSQL database have permitted more 
detailed research questions about IA’s usage patterns to be addressed (Khoo et al., 2008). 
Preliminary analyses of GA data revealed several interesting patterns. First, GA 
timeframe data shows that traffic drops during summer months and weekends, indicating 
that IA is primarily for formal school use. Second, greater use of IA takes place in 
geographic areas where IA teacher workshops have been conducted, and the users largely 
(60%) land on the site by clicking a bookmark or typing in the URL—strong evidence of 
the effectiveness of IA workshops and the existence of loyal users. Third, the number of 
student logins is six times greater than teacher logins, and the majority of the student 
users only land on the IA project pages and leave, whereas teacher users have a much 
lower bounce rate (12%) and exit rate (3%). This suggests that the site has achieved its 
intended use: teachers collect online resources and create projects as supplements to 
classroom teaching materials. 
From 2002 to October 2010, over 5,500 teachers have registered with the IA, 
more than 12,000 IA projects have been created, and 54,000 external online resources 
have been added to the database. Since August 2006, public projects have been viewed 
over one million times. Compared with large-scale national digital libraries such as ERIC 
and the NSDL, the IA provides medium-sized datasets that are manageable for data 
mining in terms of magnitude, yet large enough to demonstrate diverse usage patterns. 
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Methodology 
 
Three consecutive studies were conducted for this dissertation work, hereby 
referred to as Study I, Study II, and Study III. Study I was a preliminary study used to test 
the utility of a particular clustering approach called LCA (Magidson & Vermunt, 2004; 
Vermunt & Magidson, 2002). Study II was an extended and revised version based on the 
results of and lessons learned from Study I. Study III served as the last step of KDD, 
using teachers’ registration information to triangulate data mining results from Study II. 
All three studies will be introduced in the following section. Subsequently, Chapters IV, 
V, and VI will discuss each study’s results in detail. 
 
Study I—Preliminary Latent Class Analysis 
Web mining the IA dataset followed the three-phase KDD process—data 
preprocessing, applying data mining algorithms, and data post-processing. Thus, the 
KDD framework was used to build the research methodology.  
Data preprocessing. The IA has three sets of usage data: IA reports provided by 
Google Analytics (GA) since June 2007, IA’s web server log in Common Log Format 
(Apache, n.d.), and a database since April 2005. Each is described next. 
Google analytics provides visitor summaries on different levels, site traffic, and 
navigational funnels (refer to glossary), and so forth. GA’s spreadsheets and dashboards 
present the most straightforward summary of the IA’s usage. The web server log provides 
automatic and real-time records of use from every visitor (Nicholas, Huntington, & 
Watkinson, 2006).  Each time when a web resource is requested by an end user, a piece 
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of information is attached to the end of the log. Typically, a log entry in Common Log 
Format (Apache, n.d.) includes the URL/resource requested, the IP address from which 
the request originated, a timestamp, a status code (e.g., success, error, redirection), and 
the size of the object returned to the visitor. The IP address recorded in the server log 
cannot uniquely identify a user (Cooley et al., 1999; Koutri et al., 2004), as all requests 
from the same proxy server have the same identifier. In addition to the proxy problem, 
multiple users can access the IA service using the same machine from a public library. 
Mandatory account registration before using the service would help resolve the user 
identification problem.  
A powerful educational system should be powered by a multi-functional database, 
which not only stores the instructional content, but also tracks all user interactions 
(Talavera & Gaudioso, 2004). The IA database serves such a purpose. In addition to 
information related to IA functionality, the database contains several tables built to store 
user traces. For example, a table called saved_projects stores all past versions of every IA 
project, providing an avenue to examine how teachers develop and shape their projects; a 
table called tracking_hits records any hit on an IA resource or an IA project, and stores 
the IP address, user ID, timestamp, session ID, referrer page, and target object (either an 
IA resource or IA project); the tracking_page_hits table stores similar information but on 
a finer-grained level—in addition to requests to IA resources and projects, it records 
almost every user click on an IA webpage.  
As mentioned before, it is impossible to uniquely identify a visitor from the web 
server log. In contrast, the IA database stores user profiles, their saved resources, 
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projects, and requests. The database surpasses the server log and Google Analytics 
reports as a data source in four aspects: (a) providing a more comprehensive picture of 
user activities, (b) making it easier to identify individual users given the existence of user 
IDs and session IDs, (c) eliminating the records of image requests that are unrelated to 
this study, and (d) presenting better-formed column information for data cleaning and 
extraction. Based on the above reasoning, the IA database was chosen as the primary data 
source for our web mining study.  
IA teachers were the focus of this study. In order to construct a comprehensive 
user-model, the major roles a teacher plays in the IA environment were first outlined, and 
then behaviors under each role were summarized, and, lastly, measurable metrics and 
features were defined to describe the behaviors under each category.  
A teacher can assume three general roles in the IA environment: resource 
collection, project authoring and usage, and navigation. Data from these three roles were 
included in the feature space for representing a teacher’s online behavior. In Study I, 
three variables in the resources category, nine in the IA project category, five in the 
navigation category, and two sitting in multiple categories (19 in total) were used as the 
input for clustering analysis. The details will be presented in Chapter IV.  
Clustering. Study I used LCA (Magidson & Vermunt, 2004) to classify 
registered teacher users into groups. LCA is a model-based cluster analysis technique in 
that a statistical model (a mixture of probability distributions) is postulated for the 
population based on a set of sample data. The most common applications of LCA are in 
health and clinical research (e.g., Campbell & Morgan-Lopez, 2009; Pence, Miller, & 
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Gaynes, 2009), social and psychology studies (e.g., Klonsky & Olino, 2008; Nylund, 
Bellmore, Nishina, & Graham, 2007), and education research (e.g., Roussos, Templin, & 
Henson, 2007). Though this clustering algorithm has seldom been considered by data 
mining and machine learning researchers, it actually offers several advantages over 
traditional clustering approaches such as K-means: (a) for each data point, it assigns a 
probability to the cluster membership, instead of relying on the distances to biased cluster 
means; (b) it provides various diagnostics such as common statistics, Log-likelihood 
(LL), Bayesian information criterion (BIC)
1
 and p value to determine the number of 
clusters and the significance of variables’ effects; (c) it accepts variables of mixed types 
without the need to standardize or normalize them; and (d) it allows for the inclusion of 
demographics and other exogenous variables either as active or inactive factors 
(Magidson & Vermunt, 2004; Vermunt & Magidson, 2002).  
Latent class (LC) modeling was first introduced by Lazarsfeld and Henry (1968) 
as a way of discovering latent attitudinal variables from dichotomous survey items. 
Goodman (1974) supplemented it nicely by extending the analysis to nominal/categorical 
variables and dealing with the formulation of K latent classes through the observation of 
n manifest variables, where both latent and manifest sets of variables could be 
polychotomous.  
The traditional LCA (Goodman, 1974) assumes that each observation belongs to 
only one of the K latent classes, and that all the manifest variables are locally independent 
of each other (local independence). For instance, in the case of four nominal manifest 
variables, A, B, C, and D, assume we have: 
                                                 
1
 Both Log-likelihood and Bayesian Information Criterion are used to assess a model’s fitness. 
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where   
  denotes the probability of being in latent class t=1, 2,…, T of latent variable X, 
   
   
 denotes the conditional probability of item A belonging to manifest class i (i = 1, 2, 
…, I); and items B, C, and D belonging to manifest classes j (j = 1, 2, …, J), k (k = 1, 2, 
…, K),  and l (l = 1, 2, …, L), respectively.  Item A, B, C, and D are not directly 
connected to each other.  Instead, they are connected through common source X. In other 
words, latent variable explains all the association among the manifest variables. 
The basic structure of an LC model for continuous y variables is: 
                   
 
   ,    
where       is the distribution of a random manifest variable   , and      is the 
probability of latent class x regardless of any other information, and         is the 
distribution of y within latent class x. Starting from this, the least restrictive model is 
obtained by assuming that all y’s follow class-specific multivariate normal distributions, 
that is: 
            
        
          
 
 
       
   
          .   
In this model, each latent class has its own means and variance-covariance matrix 
  , which leaves too many parameters to be estimated.  
In recent years, LCA has been further developed to include the mixed scale type 
(nominal, ordinal, continuous, and count), and to allow for both complete and partial 
local dependence in order to accommodate more research situations (Magidson & 
Vermunt, 2004; Vermunt & Magidson, 2002). To reduce the parameters and to restrict an 
LCA model, one can either set cluster-independent error variances and covariances to 
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zero, or set some off-diagonal elements of the covariance matrix to 0 (i.e., local 
independence between some or all pairs of manifest variables), as shown in the following 
equation:  
        
 
     
 
      
       
 
   
     
Finally, after an LC model is constructed, cases are assigned to the latent class 
that can help achieve the highest       (Magidson & Vermunt, 2004). Table 1 summarizes 
different LCA models under all possible combination of the settings. Restrictions 
simplify a model and decrease the number of parameters; on the other hand, a full model 
is more flexible and has more degree of freedom (Walker, 1940).  
LCA uses the maximum likelihood method for parameter estimation. It starts with 
an EM algorithm and then switches to the Newton-Raphson algorithm (Minka, 2002; 
Ypma, 1995) when it is close enough to the final solution. In this way, the advantages of  
 
Table 1 
 
Different Latent Class Analysis Models (for Continuous Variables) 
 
 
Settings 
─────────────────────────── 
Level of 
restriction 
Number of 
parameters Model Local independence Cluster independence 
1 All Yes High Low 
2 Partial Yes High  Low 
3 No Yes Medium Medium 
4 All No Medium Medium 
5 Partial No Low High 
6 No No Low High 
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both algorithms, that is, the stability of EM and the speed of Newton-Raphson when it is 
close to the optimum solution (Vermunt & Magidson, 2005), are exploited. 
Interpretation and evaluation. Post-processing data mining results are 
indispensible in a comprehensive educational web mining study. For Study I, the 
clustering result was first used to interpret different groups’ usage patterns, and then 
parallel comparisons were made among three selected clusters of users in terms of their 
resource usage, project content, and project visits. Two inferences about IA project 
authoring and usage were made through the examination of these three clusters, and 
finally statistical analyses were conducted to validate the inferences. 
 
Study II—Latent Class Analysis and  
Cluster Pruning 
Based on the lessons learned from Study I, several improvements were made in 
Study II (see Chapter V for more details). 
1. Revisions of the user feature space. 
2. All data points were converted into ordinal variables (with two or three levels) 
regardless of the original data types. 
3. LCA was no longer the only process in the data mining step; instead, frequent 
itemsets mining (Han & Kamber, 2006) was used to further filter out noises. 
This study consisted of four steps: (a) generating preliminary clusters, (b) deriving 
user patterns, (c) mining frequent user patterns, and finally (d) selecting the final user 
clusters. The details are explained next: 
Step 1—generating preliminary clusters. A revised user feature space was used 
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as the input for LCA, and the k was set to be 3 to 15. The clusters produced from LCA 
were used to derive user patterns. However, some clusters were too small (for instance, 
less than 10% of the entire dataset) to demonstrate any reliable pattern. For a user cluster 
to be considered as valid and useful, it must be at least as large as a certain threshold α, 
which is defined as the smaller of the two: 
1. 10% of the total users 
2. N / k, where N is the total number of users and k is the cluster size 
Step 2—deriving user patterns. A valid cluster was then converted to a piece of 
user pattern, which was a conjunction of the themes of individual features within a cluster 
in form of f1 = t1 ^ f2 = t2 ^ … ^ fn = tn, where <f1, f2, …, fn> denotes all the selected 
features in a user model, and <t1, t2, …, ti> denotes the themes for each feature.  
The theme of cluster k’s user feature i was defined based on the following rules. 
1. if i is a two-level ordinal indicator, and one of its categories has 70% or more 
users, consider it as the dominant category, and the value for that category is the 
dominant theme.  
2. if i is a three-level ordinal indicator, and one of its categories has 70% or more 
users, consider it as the dominant category, and the value for that category is the 
dominant theme.  
3. if two neighboring categories of a three-level ordinal indicator consist of more 
than 70% of the total users, and the upper level and lower level differ at least as large as 
10%, then the combination of the two neighboring categories with more than 70% of total 
users will be considered as the dominant theme.  
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4. otherwise if i does not have a dominant theme, it will not be considered for 
user pattern k at all.  
In sum, two themes might exist for a two-level indicator: the lower level is 
dominant, and the higher level is dominant; five themes might exist for a three-level 
indicator: the lowest level is dominant, the lowest two levels are dominant, the middle 
level is dominant, the highest two levels are dominant, and the highest level is dominant. 
Assuming the user feature space has three features: the first one has two levels, and the 
other two have three levels. Table 2 shows how to define feature themes.  
After assigning values, the dominant themes were joined together to produce a 
user pattern. Taking the two clusters in Table 2 for example, the corresponding user 
patterns are: 
A) feature 1 = low ˄ feature 2 = high ˄ feature 3 = low 
B) feature 1 = high ˄ feature 3 = medium or high 
 
Table 2 
 
Examples of Deriving Patterns from User Clusters 
 
Feature Level Cluster A Cluster B 
1 low 88.8% 0% 
high  11.3% 100% 
pattern low high 
2 low 6.8% 26.1% 
medium 19.5% 39.5% 
high 73.8% 34.4% 
pattern high n/a 
3 low 81.3% 13.1% 
medium 16.5% 40.0% 
high 2.3% 46.9% 
pattern low medium or high 
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Step 3—mining frequent user patterns. Frequent itemsets mining (Han & 
Kamber, 2006) was used to find the user patterns that most often occurred. Frequent 
itemsets mining is often used as the first step of the association rule mining (Chang, 
2007; Han & Kamber, 2006). A set of items is referred to as an itemset. An itemset that 
contains k items is a k-itemset. An itemset with occurrence frequency higher than a 
certain threshold (termed as support in association rule mining) is called a frequent 
itemset. For example, Table 3 lists six items and five transactions in a supermarket basket 
analysis. Each transaction contains a subset of the six items. If the minimum support is 
set as 60%, then (milk, cereal) is a frequent itemset, because 60% of the transactions 
contain this combination.  
In this study, minimum support for frequent itemsets mining was set as 10%, and 
its outcome served as the candidates for the final user clusters. 
Step 4—selecting final user clusters. Not all of the frequent user patterns were 
interesting to the researchers. Since frequent itemsets mining is the first phase of 
association rule mining, here the literature in association rule mining is used to explain 
 
Table 3 
 
Transactions in a Supermarket Basket Analysis 
 
Transaction Milk Cereal Bread Eggs Sugar Butter 
1 x x x    
2 x  x x x  
3 x  x   x 
4    x x  
5   x   x 
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the problem. In association rule mining, the number of strong rules (i.e., those rules 
satisfying the minimum support) can be so large (i.e., more than a thousand) that not all 
of them are interesting enough to be useful (Han & Kamber, 2006; Sahar, 2010). There 
are three approaches (Sahar, 2010) to judge whether a rule is interesting or not. Subjective 
interestingness explicitly relies on users’ specific needs and prior knowledge, such as 
domain knowledge expert’s intervention. Objective interestingness solely relies on user 
selected interestingness measures. Finally, impartial interestingness is a ―domain-
independent, task-independent, and user-independent‖ automatic procedure (Sahar, 
2010). In this study, the selection of interesting patterns, a.k.a. final user clusters, was 
more subjective, but had some objective elements in it, and the principles for selecting 
final clusters are listed in order of the importance: 
1. Mutual exclusiveness—the selected clusters should not overlap.  
2. Balance—the data mining result was used in combination with teachers’ 
demographic data (see Chapter VI Study III for more). For data triangulation purposes, 
balanced cluster size (N) was preferred; therefore, a cluster that was too small (N < 100), 
or too large (N > 200) was not selected even if it met all other principles.  
3. Comprehensiveness—represented all three aspects of the user feature space as 
much as possible. 
4. Maximum—maximal frequent itemsets, that is, no superset that is also 
frequent  itemset (Burdick, Calimlim, & Gehrke 2001; Gouda & Zaki, 2001). In the case 
when maximal frequent itemsets did not meet other principles, larger itemsets were 
preferred over their subsets.   
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Study III—Data Triangulation 
To better understand online user behavior and produce more useful information 
for evaluation, the web metrics and data mining results should be used in conjunction 
with other information and data (Ingram, 1999). Since the literature suggests that teacher’ 
characteristics might affect their use of web resources, teachers’ demographic 
information was used to triangulate the clustering results of Study II, the refined version 
of the two.  
As part of the IA’s registration process, teachers complete a profile indicating 
their teaching experience, and comfort level with technology. There are five choices for 
the first question: 1-3 years, 4-6 years, 7-10 years, 11+ years, and not applicable. The 
second question is in a Likert scale, ranging from 0 to 4. The IA was not set up to collect 
such information until late February of 2009. A small portion of the users in Study II 
registered earlier than that time, and thus did not have such registration information, and 
were not included for further analysis. In addition, when a user reported years of teaching 
as ―not applicable,‖ it was impossible to determine whether he/she was a library specialist 
or a homeschooling parent. Such users were removed as well. The relatively small 
sample size was further reduced due to the missing demographic information, leaving 
several small cells of data. In order to have larger cells, and to achieve more statistical 
power, demographic levels were combined. Comfort level with technology was combined 
to three levels: low (0-1), medium (2), and high (3-4); and years of teaching was 
collapsed into two levels: novice teachers (1-3 years), and veteran teachers (4 years and 
up).  
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A multinomial logistic regression (Chatterjee & Hadi, 2006; Hosmer & 
Lemeshow, 2000) was used to triangulate the clustering results. Multinomial logistic 
regression, also known as polychotomous or polytomous logistic regression, is often used 
in health, psychology, and social studies when the response variable has more than two 
categories either with or without natural ordering, and the explanatory variable is 
numerical or categorical. When there is no natural ordering of the response variable, any 
category can be considered as the base level (reference group), multinomial logistic 
regression can be applied to estimate the odds ratios a particular outcome to be present in 
a comparison group instead of in the reference group under the influence of the 
explanatory variables (Brace, Kemp, & Snelgar, 2006; Hosmer & Lemeshow, 2000; 
Kwak & Clayton-Matthews, 2002). For example, Chatterjee and Hadi used the 
multinomial logistic regression to determine the relationship between two patients’ 
conditions—insulin response (IR), and steady state plasma glucose (SSPG)—with their 
diabetes diagnosis. The multinomial logistic regression model was fit with two variables, 
SSPG and IR, and the response variable clinical classification (CC) had three categories: 
overt diabetes, chemical diabetes, and normal. Taking the normal group as the baseline, 
the higher values of SSPG increased the odds of both overt diabetes and chemical 
diabetes, while a decrease in IR reduced the odds of overt diabetes but did not 
significantly affect chemical diabetes, when compared to normal subjects. In study III, 
teachers’ cluster labeling was set as the response variable, and their registration profile 
(years of teaching experience or comfort level with technology) as explanatory variable(s) 
respectively. 
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Summary 
 
In summary, three consecutive studies were conducted to investigate the 
Instructional Architect teachers’ online behavioral patterns. They used different data 
collection and data analysis methods, yet were intertwined together to describe the 
research problems, and to examine the IA as a complete entity from different angles. The 
first two focused on clustering analysis of the IA teachers, with Study II built on the 
results of and lessons learned from Study I. The last study explored the relationship 
between teacher profiles and their online behaviors. Table 4 summarizes each study’s 
purpose, data source, method, and how it fell into the KDD regime, and helped to address 
the research questions. Chapter IV, Chapter V, and Chapter VI will be dedicated to each 
individual study to discuss about their data analysis and findings respectively. 
 
Table 4 
 
Outline of the Three Studies 
Study Purpose Data source Method 
KDD 
steps 
Research 
questions 
1 Classify IA teachers; 
examine commonality 
of popular IA projects 
User transactions from 
IA database 
LCA 1, 2, 3 1, 2, 3 
2 Group IA teachers User transactions from 
IA database 
LCA; 
frequent itemsets 
mining 
1, 2, 3 1, 2, 3 
3 Relate teachers’ online 
behavior to their 
demographic profile 
User clusters from 
study II; 
registration profile 
Multinomial 
logistic regression 
3 4 
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CHAPTER IV 
 
STUDY I: PRELIMINARY LATENT CLASS ANALYSIS 
 
 
This chapter introduces the first study of this dissertation work—using LCA to 
group the Instructional Architect teacher users. User feature space as the input for 
clustering algorithm is introduced first, which is followed by the data analysis section; 
then the results are represented, including the clustering results, and inferences about 
each cluster’s characteristics. The factors that might impact project quality are discussed 
next. This chapter concludes with a discussion on the limitations of Study I, and 
suggestions for further improvements.  
 
User Feature Space 
 
 
A teacher can assume three general roles in the IA environment: resource 
collection, project authoring and usage, and navigation. Data from these three roles were 
included in a user model as in the form of a feature space for representing a teacher’s 
online behavior, and are explained next. 
 
Role I: Resource Collection and Usage 
Behaviors in this role include: collecting resources from the NSDL; storing links 
to favorite IA projects and other web resources; organizing the collected resources into 
folders; and embedding resources into projects. Four related metrics are listed below. 
1. Number of resources collected. The total number of resources collected 
regardless of resource origin.  
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2. Number of resource folders. The number of folders reflects the diversity of a 
teacher’s interests and how s/he organizes the resources. 
3. Resource usage rate. This metric captures a teacher’s use of online resources 
in projects.  
4. Number of resources per project. This metric measures how many resources a 
teacher tends to use in explaining one set of instructional concepts. 
 
Role II: Project Authoring and Usage 
Behaviors in this role include: creating projects; copying projects; editing 
projects; choosing different publishing options; and implementing projects as measured 
by hits on the project. Related metrics are listed below. 
1. Number of projects. Because private projects are inaccessible to anyone but 
the author, only public and student projects are counted when measuring teachers’ 
productivity using the IA authoring tool and their contributions to this community. 
2. The percentage of each type of projects. A preliminary analysis showed that 
24% of the teachers created only private projects, while 29% never kept a project private. 
Project type reflects a teacher’s motivation in creating a project and its target audience; 
for instance, whether there are any student-only projects intended for classroom use? 
3. The percentage of copied projects. The ratio between copied and original 
projects indicates: (a) teachers’ willingness to copy others teachers’ projects, and (b) the 
relative weight between being a consumer and a contributor in this community. 
It is difficult to measure the quality of an IA project without examining its actual 
content. However, determining the quality of online content remains a ―grand challenge‖ 
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(Grimes, 2007) and it is virtually impossible to rate a project using text mining 
techniques, due to each project’s unique context, possible occurrence of fractured and 
ungrammatical syntax, or occasional irregular spellings and abbreviations (Grimes, 
2007). To compensate somewhat for this limitation, the following six indicators were 
used to measure the quality of a project.  
1. Number of resources per project. 
2. The length of project content (measured by words, excluding the text in 
resource links).  
3. Ratio between the previous two. 
4. Number of revisions.  
5. Number of project visits. 
6. Number of times the project was copied by other teachers. 
 The first indicator, number of resources per project, fits under both role I and role 
II. The first four indicators measure the internal characteristics of a project, and the latter 
two measure project quality via their usage rate. The utility of these metrics was 
uncertain at the very beginning. Some were derived based on the IA research group’s 
prior work developing a rubric for measuring quality in IA projects (Leary, Giersch, 
Walker, & Recker, 2009). The author also noted that projects with less than 20 words or 
less than three resource links had little utility for the general user. Despite these 
uncertainties, it was expected that the clustering algorithm would help reveal the 
usefulness of each metric. As discussed further below, clustering results indeed showed 
that not all metrics were useful. The number of project visits excludes authors’ visits to 
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their own projects and external visits referred from other websites. The former was 
excluded because during project authoring the number of project visits can be inflated 
due to an author’s constant preview of one’s own project(s). The latter is excluded 
because links to some (but not all) IA projects are harvested into other digital libraries, 
including the NSDL, thereby inflating the number of visits to harvested projects. To 
remove these potentially confounding factors, only student visits and visits from IA users 
were included in this study.  
 
Role III: Navigation 
Behaviors in this role include: visiting and navigating through the IA website, 
browsing and copying other teachers’ projects. Six related metrics are listed below. 
1. Number of visit to the IA website. Most web usage datasets show an underlying 
zipf (power-law) distribution (Nielson, 1997; Recker & Pitkow, 1996), with a few 
elements showing very high counts, most showing very low, and a medium number of 
elements in the middle. As can be seen in Figure 5, the number of visits to the IA website 
follows such distribution. 
 Figure 5. Distribution of visits to the IA website over 1 year. 
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2. Number of project browses. Here a teacher’s project visits (see Role II—Project 
authoring and usage) refers to the number of visits to this teacher’ projects, and number 
of project browses is his/her visits to other people’s public projects. A histogram of 
project browses follows the zipf distribution too (see Figure 6).  
The above two parameters are used to define user stickiness.  
3. The percentage of copied projects. This indicator fits under both role II and role 
III.  
4. Visit length. A session-level parameter that measures the length of a single visit 
in seconds. 
5. Visit depth. Another session-level parameter that measures the number of hits / 
page views in a single visit. 
6. Duration between two visits. A simple analysis indicates that 66% of the 
consecutive visits occur within a week. This may happen on several occasions, such as a 
revisit right after registration, an immediate revision to a new project, or a final check on 
Figure 6. Distribution of visits to IA projects over 1 year. 
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a project to be released to students. Though it is impossible to deduce each visit’s 
motivation, the duration (in hours) between two consecutive visits is taken as a 
descriptive feature for a user session. 
Some of the user features such as the number of visits and IA project types could 
be easily obtained, while some needed to be extracted from the ill-formed raw data and 
transformed into structures suitable for analysis. For example, all three session-level 
variables (visit length, visit depth, and duration between two visits) were derived from 
page hits information. Hits were first aggregated into user sessions, and then each session 
was analyzed to generate its length and depth, and finally compared with the earlier 
session by the same user to produce the time gap. 
In summary, according to teachers’ roles played in the IA, three categories, and 
19 features were identified, and two of them were double-categorized. Table 5 
summarizes the user feature space, including the categories, the features, the data sources, 
and the data types. 
  
Data Analysis 
 
 
The data from IA teacher users who registered in 2009 were used in this study. 
From this, one-time visitors and those who have never created any IA projects were 
excluded. The data from the remaining 757 teachers (out of a total of 1,164 registered 
during that period) were included.  
Several computer programs provides easy-to-use LCA packages, namely 
LatentGold (Vermunt & Magidson, 2005) and Mplus (Muthén & Muthén, 2010).  
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Table 5 
 
User Feature Space for Study I 
 
Category Raw data Transformed data ( user features) Data type 
Resources Resource collection 
Number of resources Number of resources collected Count 
Number of folders Number of resource folders Count 
Resource usage 
 Project content Resource usage rate Continuous 
 Project content Average number of resources per project
a 
Continuous 
IA projects Project authoring 
Number of projects Number of projects Count 
Project content Average number of resources per project
a
 Continuous 
Project content Average length of content per project 
(measured by words) 
Continuous 
Project content Resource/content (measured by words) ratio Continuous 
Project history Average number of project revisions Continuous 
Project originality *percentage of copied projects Continuous 
Project usage 
Publishing options Percentage of public projects Continuous 
Publishing options Percentage of student projects Continuous 
Publishing options Percentage of private projects Continuous 
Transaction data  Average number of project visits Continuous 
Project originality Average number of project copied by others Continuous 
Navigation User stickiness 
Transaction data Number of visits to the IA Count 
Transaction data Number of project browses Count 
Project originality *percentage of copied projects Continuous 
Navigation profile 
Transaction data Average seconds per visit Continuous 
Transaction data Average depth per visit Continuous 
Transaction data Average hours since previous visit Continuous 
a 
The average number of resources per project fits under both the resources and IA projects categories. The 
percentage of copied projects fits under both the IA projects and navigation categories. 
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In this research, the software package LatentGold was used to conduct LCA.  
Initially, all 19 features were entered into the LCA as indicators (three in the 
resources category, nine in the IA project category, five in the navigation category, and 
two double categorized). When continuous indicators (see Table 5) are used, the cluster 
module can be specified ranging from the most unrestricted to the most restricted models. 
As explained in Chapter III, with an unrestricted model, each cluster may have its own 
variance and a full covariance matrix; though flexible, it results in a large number of 
parameters to be estimated, which increases as the indicators and the number of clusters k 
increase. On the other hand, the most restrictive model is obtained if cluster-independent 
error variance and covariances, and local independence are forced. Though fewer 
parameters to be estimated, it relies on an unrealistic assumption.  
An intermediate model was used to start the data analysis—class dependent 
variance and covariance and all indicators being locally independent (the fourth model in 
Table 1), and set number of clusters equal three to eight (k = 3 ~ 8). R
2
 of each indicator 
was reported along with other parameters and values. R
2
, also called coefficient of 
determination, is the proportion of the total variation of scores from the grand mean that 
is accounted for by the variation between the means of the group (Aron, Aron, & Coups, 
2009); in terms of the LCA, it means how much of the variance of each indicator is 
determined by the difference between latent classes (Statistical Innovations, 2005). Some 
indicators had an R
2
 less than 10%, meaning little variance on such features was 
explained by a model. Such indicators were removed from all models one by one. 10% 
was rather an arbitrary cut-off point; however, according to the observation, when there 
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were more than ten indicators (user features), not every fraction of the user feature space 
has a discriminative power in describing group difference. Further, larger k tended to 
increase the R
2
 values. This was because as k increased, data inside a cluster were more 
cohesive and shared less similar characteristics with data from other clusters, and each 
indicator contributed more in explaining group membership.  
In a perfect world, a statistical model can predict all data points’ membership with 
100% accuracy. However, errors of prediction, also called residual (Cohen, 2001), always 
exist in a real world situation. The bivariate residual (BVR) in an LCA model is a local 
measure of model fit by assessing the extent to which the observed association between 
any pair of indicators are explained by a model (Statistics Innovation, 2005). As each 
BVR corresponds to the amount of difference between the observed frequencies in a 2-
way cross-tabulation of the indicators contrasted with those expected counts estimated 
under the corresponding LCA model (Magidson & Vermunt, 2004), a smaller BVR is 
preferred over a larger one.  
The BVR of several pairs of indicators were very large, attesting to the existence 
of several significant associations (local dependencies) among such pairs of indicators, 
and our original locally independent model fell somewhat short of correctly clustering 
users. However, enforcing local dependence between indicators with large BVR did not 
always increase model fit, which is measured by Bayesian information criterion (BIC) in 
the LCA. BIC is a posterior estimation of model fit based on comparing probabilities that 
each of the models under consideration is the true model that generates the observed data 
(Kuha, 2004). BIC is often used by researchers in selecting a model of the best fit among 
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a class of models with different numbers of parameters (e.g., Claeskens & Hjort, 2008; 
Nishida & Kawahara, 2005). A model with a lower BIC value is preferred over a model 
with a higher value. BIC measure is widely used in LCA’ model selection.  
In summary, each pair of indicators that had BVR greater than 10 were checked 
one at a time, and set as locally dependent only when the new model returned a smaller 
BIC. It is worth noticing that because the R
2
 and BVR values kept changing in different 
settings. Removing indicators and forcing local dependence on certain pairs were not 
separate but iterative steps.  
In the end, 13 indicators remained in the analysis. They were: number of 
resources, number of projects, average number of resources per project, average length 
of content per project (measured by words), average number of project revisions, 
average number of project visits, average number of project copies, percentage of public 
projects, percentage of student projects, percentage of copied projects, number of visits 
to the IA, number of project browses, and average depth per visits.  Those indicators still 
encompassed all three aspects of teachers’ IA activities, one in the resources category, 
seven in the IA project category, three in the navigation category, and two double-
categorized. 
An increase in the number of clusters produced a smaller BIC, but when k = 8, 
one of the cluster only had nine teachers (1.2% of the total). A close examination of this 
cluster of users’ IDs revealed that this tiny group was formed by taking a few cases from 
the smallest cluster in a similar model when k = 7, and moreover, it did not exhibit very 
different characteristics from the seventh cluster of the 7-cluster model. Therefore, the 8-
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cluster model overestimated the number of clusters, and the final number of clusters was 
set as k = 7. 
In order to set up the most parsimonious probability model, we made comparisons 
between models of different degree of restrictions (see Table 6). Both Log-likelihood 
(LL) and BIC were used to assess a model’s fitness. As illustrated by the equation below, 
opposite to BIC, higher LL indicates a better fit.  
                   ,   
where N is the sample size, and M is the number of parameters. The second model in 
Table 6 (class dependent variance-covariance matrices and local dependences between 
some but not all indicators) had the smallest BIC value, and was accepted as the final 
model. In addition, it had the second lowest classification error. Classification error is the 
probability that a modal assignment rule would fail to correctly classify users into their 
true clusters, respectively. 
 
Table 6 
 
Test Results for All 7-cluster Models 
 
Model 
Cluster 
dependence 
Local 
dependence 
Log-
Likelihood BIC 
Number of 
parameters 
Classification 
errors 
1 X X -21060.644 44852.585 412 0.009 
2 X Partial -20668.951 42537.817 181 0.015 
3 X  -21537.081 44852.585 160 0.019 
4  X -26550.538 54042.446 142 0.040 
5  Partial -26452.164 53640.188 106 0.043 
6   -26648.560 53999.833 106 0.044 
Note. Model 2 was chosen as the final model due to its smallest BIC value. 
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Findings 
 
User Clusters 
Being a probability model, the LCA produced several probability tables, such as 
the probability of a case belonging to a certain cluster, and the distribution probabilities 
of an indicator within a certain cluster (see Appendix A). For simplicity’s sake, each 
group’s characteristics and usage patterns were induced based on the indicators’ cluster-
wise average values. Table 7 shows the final clustering results. The clusters are arranged 
in order of their size, as shown in the first two rows (percent and number). The values 
underneath are the cluster’s mean values for each corresponding indicators.  
Cluster 1 (N = 280, 36.8%): Isolated islanders. Most of the teachers in this 
group created projects with more content (ucontent = 207), but only embedded a few 
resources (uresources_used = 3.78). In particular, only 12 out of the 280 teachers in cluster 1 
had projects with more than 10 resource links. Teachers in this cluster seldom browsed 
and never copied (upercentage_copy_projects = 0) other teachers’ projects. Moreover their own 
projects were rarely visited and never copied (uproject_copies = 0) by others. If the IA is 
viewed as a social community, its teacher users sharing content with one another, then 
teachers in cluster 1 are identified as isolated islanders in this IA community. 
Cluster 2 (N = 103, 13.7%): Lukewarm teachers. Teachers in this group did not 
view many other projects (uproject_browses = 0.90). Though cluster 2 was the most productive 
group (unumber_of_projects = 5.27), most of their projects were characterized by little content, 
few resource links, and rare revisions. Teachers in this group always made their projects 
available to their students (upercentage_student_projects = 0.99) and were also willing to share  
 Table 7 
 
Study I’s Latent Class Analysis Result 
 
   Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Cluster 3 Cluster 4 Cluster 5 Cluster 6 Cluster 7 
Cluster size 
 % 36.8 13.7 12.3 12.0 11.1 10.4 3.8 
N 280 103 93 91 83 78 29 
Indicator 
Range 
Grand 
mean Mean Mean Mean Mean Mean Mean Mean Category Name 
Resource Number of resources 0~299 12.57 6.22 12.65 9.53 4.83 12.23 22.40 81.75 
IA project Number of projects 0~10 2.15 1.24 5.27 1.58 0.00 3.57 2.06 4.51 
a,d,eAvg. num. of  res. per project 0~44 3.89 3.78 2.02 4.57 0.00 2.94 9.37 9.35 
d,eAvg. length of content  0~2843 151.93 206.95 20.58 166.42 0.00 67.26 371.90 168.88 
dAvg. num. of project revisions 0~28 5.62 3.54 0.64 2.81 0.00 1.64 6.08 3.04 
b,dAvg. num. of project visits 0~271.75 2.67 1.13 4.36 3.57 0.00 3.84 16.32 53.68 
c,dAvg. num. of project copied 0~6.33 0.075 0.00 0.02 0.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.28 
ePercentage of public projects 0~1 0.55 0.61 0.82 0.59 0.00 0.69 0.43 0.50 
ePercentage of student projects 0~1 0.61 0.66 0.99 0.48 0.00 0.77 0.65 0.59 
a,dPercentage of copied projects 0~1 0.14 0.00 0.00 0.46 0.18 0.16 0.25 0.54 
Navigation Number. of visits to the IA 0~57 7.45 5.37 8.23 5.66 4.22 8.61 11.19 26.93 
bNumber of project browses 0~134 8.36 2.76 0.90 6.99 3.79 30.91 10.66 35.98 
Average depth per visit 2.5~231 35.69 28.96 35.14 39.24 24.94 57.66 45.36 34.90 
 
Notes. 
 
a =  Average number of resource links per project belong to both the resource category and the IA project category; percentage of copied projects belongs to both the IA project category and the 
navigation category.  
b = Project visits measures the number of times a certain IA project has been visited by anyone except by the author, and project browses measures the number of peer projects a teacher has 
visited.  
c = Project copies measures the number of times a project has been copied by anyone except by the author, and percentage of copy projects measures the ratio of non-original projects among this 
teacher’s entire collection of IA projects. 
d = Because private projects are generally tentative tryouts, they are ignored when measuring the average quality of a teacher’s projects. Related indicators are number of projects, average 
number of resources per project, average length of content per project, average number of project revisions, average number of project visits, and average number of project copies.  
e = Local dependence is set between the following pairs of indicators: percentage of student projects and percentage of public projects, percentage of student projects and average number of 
resource links per project, percentage of student projects and average length of content per project.  
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them with the public audience (upercentage_public_projects = 0.88), however, the IA community 
did not appear to value them much, as they were rarely copied (uproject_copies = 0.02). As 
such, teachers in cluster 2 were labeled as lukewarm teachers.  
Cluster 3 (N = 93, 12.3%): Goal-oriented brokers. Though teachers in this 
group did not visit the IA a lot, they tended to borrow ideas from other users’ projects. In 
particular, 46% of their projects were adapted from others. Maybe by viewing and 
digesting peer projects, they had a better sense of a project's quality. Their projects were 
relatively verbose (ucontent = 166.42) and used a fair amount of resources (uresources_used = 
4.57). Perhaps because they were not often listed on the first page of returned results in 
search and browse, their projects were not visited a lot by other teachers (uproject_visits = 
3.57). However, 38.6% of them had been copied and adapted by others, suggesting their 
projects were well received. Group 3 were not the stickiest users judging from their visit 
frequency (uvisits = 5.66). Nevertheless, they made best of each visit, consuming quality 
projects and producing valued work in return. Those goal-oriented teachers were 
therefore considered brokers that knit the IA community together.  
Cluster 4 (N = 91, 12.0%): Window shoppers. This group of teachers had never 
contributed to the IA community because they only created a few private projects, 
perhaps just for practice or fun. Not surprisingly, they were rare visitors compared with 
other groups. Recall that since all teachers without any project authoring activity or 
repeated visits were excluded from this study, members in cluster 4 should not be 
considered the least active IA users. They browsed others projects, but chose not to make 
their own projects visible to the public (upercentage_public_projects = 0), not even to their 
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students (upercentage_student_projects = 0). Considering their lurking characteristics, they 
represented the window shoppers in this community.  
Cluster 5 (N = 83, 11.1%): Beneficiaries. Like cluster 2, teachers in this group 
were willing to share their work with the public, but their projects were seldom visited 
(uproject_visits = 3.84) or copied by their peers in return (uproject_copies = 0). Unlike cluster 2, 
this group was more active, spending a lot of time searching for and browsing existing 
projects (udepth = 57.61, uproject_browses = 30.91). They produced more in-depth work than 
cluster 2, characterized by longer content, more resource links, and more revisions. It 
appears that teachers in this group had learned a few things from the peers but were not 
able to produce quality projects to contribute back to the community, and thus are 
considered as consumers and beneficiaries at this stage.  
Cluster 6 (N = 78, 10.4%): Classroom practitioners. Judging from the number 
of embedded resource links (uresources_used  = 9.37) and length of content (ucontent = 371.90), 
the teachers in this group appeared to have put in lots of efforts into authoring projects. 
This group's projects received the highest number of visits (uproject_visits = 16.32). 
However, most of the hits came from their student accounts (ustudent_visits = 23.70), and 
only a few were from other teachers (upeer_visits = 1.93). Similar to cluster 3, it is 
conjectured that their projects were deeply buried in the list of projects of similar topics 
returned by the IA search engine, and thus not easily discoverable. But even when 
occasionally their projects were visited by other teachers, they had never been copied. 
The text length of the projects suggests these projects were tailored for a specific context 
and group of students, and thus not easily adaptable. Given the fact that teachers in this 
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group appeared to have designed their projects to meet their very specific instructional 
needs, they are labeled as classroom practitioners.  
Cluster 7 (N = 29, 3.9%): Dedicated sticky users. Very similar to cluster 3, 
teachers in this group serve as brokers: they both consumed others' work by copying 
project (upercentage_copy_projects = 0.54) and contributed back to this community (uproject_copies = 
0.28). They did not appear to be as goal-driven as cluster 3, as teachers in this group 
reported unusually high visits (uvisits = 26.93), dedicated enormous time in viewing peer 
projects (uproject_browses = 35.98) and collecting resources (uresources_collected = 81.96) though 
the majority was not utilized in project authoring (uresource_usage_rate = 11%). In sum, this 
group exhibited two characteristics: dedicated to this community, and stickiest behaviors, 
and are therefore labeled accordingly.  
 
Factors Influencing Project Quality  
Zoom into three clusters. In order to extend the previous analyses and to 
specifically focus on teachers that create IA projects copied and adapted by others users, 
three particular clusters—cluster 2, 3, and 7—were examined more closely. These 
teachers represented 29.8% of the studied users, or 225 people in total. Projects created 
by teachers in cluster 3 had the highest probability of being copied and those in cluster 2 
had the least chance, and those in cluster 7 were in between. We examined these three 
groups of teachers, seeking to understand whether there was any teacher behavior that 
might help increase the chance of creating valued projects. Here, the assumption is that a 
project that was copied and adapted by other teachers was valued, and hence a quality 
project.  
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Figure 7 plots teachers (Ncluster2 = 103, Ncluster3 = 93, Ncluster7 = 29) along two 
dimensions: the average content length per project, and average number of resources per 
project. Since the data were skewed, a log transformation was used to make the data 
points more evenly distributed on the plot. The same procedure was applied to generate 
Figure 8 as well. If Figure 7 is segmented into four even tiles, 95% teachers in cluster 2 
fall into the lower left tile, while 80% of the teachers in cluster 3 and 7 belong to the 
upper two tiles, and a few on the lower right. This indicates that, in general, projects from 
teachers in clusters 3 and 7 exceeded those of teachers in cluster 2 either in length (upper 
left tile), or in the number of embedded resource links (lower right tile), or both (upper 
right tile). Examining Figure 8, teachers in cluster 7 have gathered a much larger pool of  
Figure 7. A plot of teachers in cluster 2, 3, and 7 in terms of project content length and 
number of resources per project (log transformed). 
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Figure 8. A plot of teachers in cluster 2, 3, and 7 in terms of number of resources 
collected and number of resources used per project (log transformed). 
 
 
resources than the other two groups, which presumably made it easier for them to choose 
the appropriate web resources to accomplish their instructional objectives. Given the fact 
that projects in clusters 3 and 7 were frequently viewed and copied, and surpass those in 
cluster 3 in length and in number of resource links, it can be surmised that content-
richness and resource-richness are two essential characteristics of a high-quality IA 
project. 
 The previous clustering analysis suggests that teachers in cluster 2 have never 
copied a project, and have conducted less project browsing activities than the other two 
groups (see Table 7). To conduct a fine-grained comparison of the browsing activity, the 
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number of project browses was segmented into four levels using the following procedure. 
The teachers with zero project browse were first singled out and assigned to the lowest 
level (the far left), and then the mean and standard deviation for the remaining were 
calculated after applying a log transformation (to reduce skewness). Finally, the 
remaining teachers were categorized into three levels—one standard deviation below the 
mean, one standard deviation above the mean, and those in the middle. Figure 9 plots the 
each cluster’s distribution of teachers falling into each level. Judging from the figure, 
teachers in cluster 7 indeed have viewed more projects than the other two groups, with 
55% of them falling into the right end of this distribution, and less than 10% with no or 
small amount of project browses. On the other hand, more than 75% of the teachers in 
cluster 2 have never visited other teachers’ projects, and none of them was one or more 
standard deviations above the mean. This analysis provides further evidence that cluster 2 
 
Figure 9. A plot of teachers in cluster 2, 3, and 7 in terms of the magnitude of project 
browses. 
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represented the lukewarm teacher group, while cluster 7 represented the sticky one in 
terms of the magnitude of project browses. It also suggests that engaging in browsing 
behavior seems to be a precursor to creating valued IA projects. Cluster 3 and cluster 7, 
representing approximately 16% of the community, exemplify the ethos of reciprocal 
contributions and hence can be seen as the backbones of the IA community. 
Statistical analysis. Two inferences have been made through the visual 
examination and comparison between clusters 2, 3, and 7, claiming that project features 
(text, and resource links) and teacher’s browsing behavior can affect the outcome of IA 
projects. Statistical analyses were used to determine the validity of our inferences. 
Claim 1: On the project-level, content-richness and resource-richness are two 
essential characteristics of high quality IA projects. 
Since a teacher could publish more than one project, and claim 1 is about the IA 
project’s innate properties, all public projects (N = 1,280) created by teachers in Study I 
(instead of the teachers themselves) were selected as the sample dataset. Those projects 
were assigned to group 1 if being copied by other teachers than the authors themselves, to 
group 2 if otherwise. Projects’ number of resource links and the content length (measured 
by words) were set as the dependent variables to be compared. The descriptive statistics 
are listed in Table 8.  
Since both measures were positively skewed, and the data was not evenly 
distributed between the two groups, the assumptions of the parametric independent 
sample t test were violated. In this case, the Mann-Whitney U Test was adopted as an 
alternative. The Mann Whitney U Test (Mann & Whitney, 1947; Wilcoxon, 1945) is a  
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Table 8 
 
Descriptive Statistics of the Project-level Dataset in Supporting Claim 1 of Study I 
 
Group N Variable Min Max Mean SD 
1 74 Content length 0 1,071 138.59 162.19 
Resource links 0 50 5.51 6.83 
2 1,206 Content length 0 2,843 108.08 236.03 
Resource links 0 55 3.44 4.57 
Note. Group 1 = have been copied; group 2 = have not been copied.  
 
 
nonparametric version of the independent sample t test and requires no specific 
distribution of the population. To test the null hypothesis that two samples originate from 
the same population, the Mann-Whitney U Test ranks all n1 + n2 = N scores from lowest 
to highest regardless of group membership, then compares the sum of the ranks with the 
consideration of group size (Howell, 2002; McKnight & Najab, 2010).  
The Mann-Whitney U Test indicated that both content length (U = 32393, p < 
0.00) and number of resource links (U = 34466, p < 0.00) had significant influence on the 
project’s popularity, which was measured by whether a project had been copied by other 
teachers. This result helped confirm the claim that text richness and resource richness are 
two essential characteristics of high-quality IA project. 
Claim 2: On the teacher-level, engaging in browsing behavior seems to be a 
precursor to creating valued IA projects.  
All teachers who have public projects (N = 503) in Study I were selected as the 
sample dataset. The teachers who have projects copied by others were assigned to group 
1, to group 2 if otherwise. Teacher’s browsing behavior (the number of peer projects one 
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has browsed) was set as the dependent variables. The descriptive statistics are listed in 
Table 9. The Mann-Whitney U Test indicated that there was no significant difference 
between the two groups (U = 12495, p = .98). Therefore, this result failed to associate the 
creation of valued IA projects with teachers’ browsing behavior.  
The statistical analyses have confirmed one of the inferences drawn from the 
observation of clustering results, but rejected the other. Therefore, it can be stated with 
assurance that teachers should be encouraged to embed more useful resources and be 
elaborative in order to create high quality projects. On the other hand, though copying 
one another’s projects reflects teachers’ collaboration and cognitive responsibility in the 
community (Xu & Recker, 2010), there is no converging evidence regarding whether 
such activities indeed help improve teachers’ ability of identifying high quality IA project 
and the knowledge of how to build them.  
 
Discussion 
 
 
Study I was conducted as a preliminary study when LCA was perceived as the 
best approach for classifying the IA teachers’ online behaviors. Nevertheless, a deeper 
exploration into the LCA and its results revealed several drawbacks as follows. 
 
Table 9 
 
Descriptive Statistics of the Teacher-level Dataset in Supporting Claim 2 of Study I 
 
Group N Min Max Mean SD 
group 1 74 0 1,071 9.02 12.21 
group 2 447 0 134 9.29 14.63 
Note. Group 1 = have been copied; group 2 = have not been copied.  
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1. Of 757 users, 96 never published a project. Though 95% of such users were 
correctly labeled as window shoppers, including them into a LCA contaminated the 
estimation of model parameters and classification of cases. 
2. The number of project visits in Study I did not distinguish between peer visits 
and student visits. This made it very difficult to differentiate between teachers who 
shared with the public and those who only served their students. For instance, the number 
of student visits was actually not listed in the user features space, and were it not for 
another look at the IA’s database, it was impossible to diagnose cluster 6 as classroom 
practitioners. Therefore, the number of project visits was not a good indicator of teachers’ 
intention in using neither the IA nor their intended audiences.  
3. When a user searches and browses public projects, the project title and 
overview are listed as metadata, helping the user make judgment about a project’s quality 
and relevance. To address this point, all public projects (N = 1280) created by teachers in 
Study I were taken as the sample dataset, and a Mann-Whitney U test revealed that the 
projects viewed by others had significantly more words in their project overview than 
those that did not (U = 156435, p < 0.00). Thus, the number of words in the project 
overview has a tangible impact on attracting user visits, but was unfortunately not 
considered in Study I.  
4. Original variables either in continuous or count type were used as the input in 
the LCA in Study I, and many of them contain outliers. The presence of outliers can lead 
to inflated variance and error rate, and distorted estimation of parameters in statistical 
models (Zimmerman, 1994). For example, 97.4% of the users in Study I collected fewer 
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than 50 resources, and the inclusion of the 3% users with more than 50 resources led to 
the increase of the mean score by 1.5 times, and the standard deviation by almost twice 
than before; to further compound the problem, three outliers situated on the very right 
end of the continuation further distorted the mean and standard deviation (see Table 10). 
This example shows that data transformation needed to be applied to the original dataset 
to ensure its homogeneity.  
The clusters produced in Study I only roughly sketched several types of teachers, 
making it impossible to draw clear divisions between the groups. For example, cluster 3 
represented the key brokers of the IA community, but 12 of them did not have public 
projects at all, let alone attract public attention. On the other hand, a teacher from cluster 
2, though classified as a lukewarm user, has visited 5 other projects, and had created a 
project used by his students 13 times. As such, incorrect labeling of teachers was present 
in Study I. 
Study II, a revised version based on the lessons learned from Study I, will be 
described in detail in the next chapter.  
 
Table 10 
 
The Impact of Outliers on Measuring the Number of Resources 
 
Number of resources 0-49 50-99 100-199 200+ 
N 737 13 4 3 
% 97.4 1.7 0.5 0.4 
Mean / SD 21.5 / 12.85    
30.67 / 22.57   
36.85 / 31.98  
48.08 / 59.68 
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CHAPTER V 
 
STUDY II: LATENT CLASS ANALYSIS AND CLUSTER PRUNING 
 
 
This chapter describes the second study of this dissertation work. Study II was 
conducted based on the reflection of the drawbacks of Study I as documented at the end 
of the previous chapter. The revision plan is first introduced, followed by a thorough 
description of the data analysis procedure. The clustering results are then interpreted and 
discussed at length. Finally, a comparison between Study I and Study II was carried out 
to elaborate the merits and drawbacks of each study.  
 
Revisions 
 
 
The revisions of Study II were mainly composed of three areas: changes of the 
user feature space, an extra layer of data transformation, and cluster pruning using 
frequent itemsets mining.  
 
Changes of the User Feature Space 
Not all of the indicators in Study I were useful in distinguishing IA users. Even 
the final list of 13 indicators taken as the input for clustering algorithm had flaws. For 
example, the list failed to distinguish between visits from other IA users and teachers’ 
own students; also, the text in the project overview should have been considered, but was 
not. Study I showed that 13 indicators were too much for LCA, and the resulting clusters 
were not clean enough to present distinct patterns. Responding to this problem, the user 
feature space in Study II was designed as succinct as possible, and had the following 
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changes. 
1. The number of project visits was split into peer visits and student visits. A 
peer visit is the visit to one’s IA projects by other IA users. As argued in the User Feature 
Space section of Chapter IV, excluding external visits avoids the inflation of the visit 
counts of the projects harvested by NSDL. Further, only the number of visits to the 
project that drew the most attention was measured. Therefore, the number of project visits 
was replaced by the maximum number of peer visits, and the maximum number of student 
visits. In addition, the percentages of each type (public, student, copied) of projects were 
removed. Study I already showed that most teachers had at least published half of their 
projects, and Study II examined how often the projects were used instead of teachers’ 
willingness of sharing them. And the percentage of copied projects was replaced by the 
number of copied projects to reflect the exact number of times a teacher had adapted 
others’ work.    
2. Due to the potential impact of the project overview on users’ decisions to 
browse projects, the length of project overview (measured by words) was added to the 
user feature space. 
3. Since the project quality issue centering around project adaptation has been 
discussed at length in Study I, and only less than 10% (N = 56) of teachers have projects 
adapted by others, the number of times a teacher’s projects were copied by others was not 
considered in Study II.  
4. The size of the collected resources has already been studied in Study I, and 
does not affect teachers’ use of the IA other than offering a larger pool for helping 
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teachers choose the appropriate web resources to accomplish instructional objectives. 
Therefore, the number of resources collected was removed. The number of resource 
folders, the average seconds per visit, and the average hours since previous visit were not 
in Study I’s final LCA model, and thus removed from the refined user feature space. The 
average depth per visit, though included in Study I’s final LCA model, did not play an 
important role in interpreting the user clusters, and thus removed from the refined user 
feature space.   
 
Data Transformation 
 The original features were either in continuous or count format, and the existence 
of outliers led to inflated variance and error rate and distorted estimation of parameters in 
statistical models (Zimmerman, 1994). Therefore, in Study II, all data points were 
converted into ordinal variables regardless of the original data types.  
 Most of the time, equal intervals were used to discretize a continuous variable, the 
number of copied projects, for one. However, some features were extremely skewed, 
leaving a huge number of data points on the far left and only a few cases on the tail side. 
In that case, it was impossible to segment the data into equal intervals, and the author 
herself made the data segmentation decision. The author has been involved in the 
Instructional Architect research for two years, and observed several IA teacher 
development workshops, and was very familiar with the dataset. Thus, a professional 
opinion heavily influenced the data segmentation process.  
 In the end, nine indicators were included in the study: number of projects, 
average number of resources per project, average length of content per project 
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(measured by words), average length of overview per project (measured by words), 
number of copied projects, maximum number of student visits, maximum number of peer 
visits, number of visits to the IA, and number of project browses. The only feature left 
from the resource category in Study I also belonged to the IA project category, which 
already had another six features. To provide a better representation of the user feature 
space, the categorization was refined into project authoring, project usage, and 
navigation. Table 11 outlines the revised user feature space, with data segmentation 
decisions documented as well. 
 
Cluster Pruning Using Frequent  
Itemsets Mining 
The clusters produced in Study I only provided rough sketches of several types of 
teachers, and did not support clear divisions between the groups. In order to produce user 
groups with distinctive characteristics, frequent itemsets mining (Han & Kamber, 2006) 
was used to detect the frequent user patterns hidden inside the clusters.  
As shown in Study I, when the number of clusters k increases, the LCA does not 
produce a completely different set of clusters. Instead, the extra cluster is formed by 
taking cases from the existing clusters. In other words, some common characteristics can 
be retrieved from the clusters coming from different k settings. Since such behavioral 
characteristics are agreed by several LCAs regardless the k, they can be considered as the 
typical and error-proof usage patterns. The cluster pruning strategy in Study II was 
conducted based on this reasoning and involved four steps: (a) generating preliminary 
clusters using LCA, (b) deriving user patterns from valid user clusters, (c)  
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Table 11 
 
Revised User Feature Space for Study II 
 
Category Raw data Transformed data 
Equal 
interval Segmentation 
Range of 
original values 
Project 
authoring 
Number of 
projects 
Number of projects Yes 1 1 
2 2 ~ 10 
Project content Average number of 
resources per project 
Yes 1 0~2 
2 3~4 
3 5 ~ 44 
Project content Average length of 
content per project 
(measured by words) 
Yes 1 0~32 
2 33-167 
3 168 ~ 2843 
Project content Average length of 
overview per project 
(measured by words) 
Yes 1 0~11 
2 12~21 
3 22 ~ 293 
Project 
originality 
Number of copied 
projects
a
 
No 1 0 
2 1 
3 2 ~ 18 
Project 
usage 
Project visits Maximum number of 
peer visits 
No 1 0 
2 1 
3 2 ~ 164 
Project visits Maximum number of 
student visits 
No 1 0 
2 1~5 
3 6 ~ 1022 
Navigation Transaction data Number of visits to the 
IA 
Yes 1 1~4 
2 5~8 
3 9 ~ 57 
Transaction data Number of project 
browses 
Yes 1 0 
2 1~4 
3 5 ~ 134 
Project 
originality 
Number of copied 
projects
a
 
No 1 0 
2 1 
3 2 ~ 18 
a 
The number of copied projects belong to both the project authoring and stickiness category. 
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mining frequent user patterns, and (d) selecting the final user clusters. The detailed 
clustering procedure is presented below. 
 
Clustering Analysis 
 
 
In the following section, the clustering analysis procedures and the related 
decision making are documented in detail. 
 
Generate Preliminary Clusters 
Study II used the same dataset as Study I: the repeated teacher users who 
registered in 2009. However, unlike Study I, which recruited all repeated users who have 
created projects, Study II only included repeated users with either public project(s) or 
student project(s). Thus, this study’s dataset was reduced to 661 users (out of 1,164 
registered during that period).  
The user feature space (four in the project authoring category, two in the project 
usage category, two in the navigation category, and one belonging to both the project 
authoring and navigation categories), after converting to a list of ordinal indicators, was 
used as the input for the LCA. All LCA models starting from k = 3 until k = 15 were 
generated. As in Study I, the author started with intermediate models—class dependent 
variance and covariance and all indicators being locally independent (the fourth model in 
Table 1). This time, all indicators had large R
2
 values, and were all included in the final 
models. Again, local dependence was forced between indicators with large bivariate 
residuals.  
Some resulting clusters were too small to demonstrate a reliable pattern. For 
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instance, some clusters only had approximately 10 users, with several of their indicators 
distributed across all levels. This means that after filtering out the outliers, only a few 
users were left to represent the overall cluster-wise patterns. In order to obtain 
representative user patterns, these kinds of small-sized clusters were excluded and only 
clusters greater than a certain threshold α were used. α was defined as the smaller of the 
two: 1) 10% of the total number of users, or 2) N / k, where N is the total number of users 
and k is the cluster size. 59 clusters from models of different k were above their 
respective thresholds. Table 12 lists the thresholds and the cluster sizes under different 
k’s. The selected clusters for the subsequent pattern analysis are underlined.  
 
Table 12 
 
Size of Clusters Generated through Latent Class Analysis in Study II 
 
K α Size of clusters 
3 66 400,  175,  86 
4 66 206, 189,  180,  86 
5 66 159, 170, 177, 77, 78 
6 66 199, 168, 126, 57, 63, 48 
7 66 197, 121, 102, 65, 59, 62, 55 
8 66 158, 161, 142, 67, 48, 40, 23, 22 
9 66 149, 108, 98, 65, 59, 62, 49, 49, 22 
10 66 116, 109, 82, 88, 72, 66, 49, 32, 31, 16 
11 60 121, 110, 89, 79, 60, 44, 37, 40, 34, 29, 18 
12 55 133, 88, 73, 65, 50, 61, 48, 35, 30, 31, 24, 23 
13 50 98, 85, 86, 66, 62, 48, 38, 43, 36, 29, 26, 27, 17 
14 47 96, 92, 68, 65, 53, 51, 44, 38, 33, 37, 23, 23, 20, 18 
15 44 97, 90, 68, 70, 56, 54, 54, 36, 22, 21, 22, 18, 20, 17, 16 
Note. The 59 underlined clusters are those selected for subsequent user patterns analysis. 
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Derive User Patterns 
A valid cluster was then converted to a piece of user pattern, which was a 
conjunction of the themes of individual features within a cluster (see Appendix B) based 
on several rules described in Chapter III. Since a one-to-one correspondence existed 
between clusters and user patterns, 59 sets of user patterns have been produced.  
The number of projects was the only two-level indicator, and both of its themes 
(one project, and more than one projects) were almost equally distributed into the 59 
patterns. However, for three-level ordinal indicators, its five themes (the lowest level is 
dominant, the lowest two levels are dominant, the middle level is dominant, the highest 
two levels are dominant, and the highest level is dominant) were not distributed evenly, 
and some even did not emerge at all. The middle level is dominant rarely occurred; in 
addition, the highest level only dominated once for the maximum number of peer visits 
and never showed up for the maximum number of student visits and the number of copied 
projects.  
As mentioned in Chapter III, the minimum support for frequent itemsets mining 
was set as 10%, and there were altogether 59 user patterns. This means any theme that 
appeared less than six times, equivalent to 10% of the total 59 user patterns, would never 
been considered as a frequent theme. In order to obtain as many frequent themes as 
possible, adjustment was made to the ―tail level themes‖ (lowest level is dominant and 
highest level is dominant) when it had 5 or less occurrences. In such cases, the lowest 
level is dominant was merged into the lowest two levels are dominant, and the highest 
level is dominant was merged into the highest two levels are dominant. By doing so, 
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precision was compromised in exchange for a greater number of frequent themes. Finally, 
30 themes remained in the adjusted 59 user patterns, as shown in Table 13. The first 
column is the numbering of all clusters. The second column is the cluster label. The 
number before dash refers to the k used to generate that cluster, and the number after dash 
represents the internal numbering given a certain k. For example, cluster 3-1 is the first 
cluster when there are three clusters in total. The following nine columns correspond to 
the nine features used in this study, with projects representing number of projects, 
overview representing the average amount of project overview, content representing the 
average amount of project content, resources representing the average number resource 
links per project, student representing the maximum number of student visits, peer 
representing maximum number of peer visits, visits representing number of visits to the 
IA, browses representing the number of project browses, copied representing the number 
of copied projects. The information in each of the nine columns records the themes under 
each feature. Due to the space limitation, each feature’s themes are shortened. The full 
notations for themes in each feature are listed as follows, with the short notations in 
parentheses. 
 Themes for projects: (one, more than one [more]); 
 Themes for overview: (low, medium, high, low to medium [-], medium to 
high [+])  
 Themes for content: (low, medium, high, low to medium [-], medium to high 
[+]) 
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Table 13 
 
User Patterns Matched with User Clusters (after Adjustment) 
 
No. Cluster Projects Overview Content Resources Student Peer Visits Browses Copied 
K = 3 
1 3-1 one + + + zero - - n/a zero 
2 3-2 more - low low + n/a n/a n/a zero 
3 3-3 more + + + n/a + high high + 
K = 4 
4 4-1 one - n/a n/a zero zero - + zero 
5 4-2 one high + + zero - - n/a zero 
6 4-3 more - low low + n/a n/a n/a zero 
7 4-4 more + + + n/a + high high + 
K = 5 
8 5-1 one + + - zero + - - zero 
9 5-2 more - low low + n/a n/a n/a zero 
10 5-3 one + high high zero - n/a + - 
11 5-4 more n/a + + n/a + high high + 
12 5-5 one (-) - low zero - - + - 
K = 6 
13 6-1 one - + n/a zero - - n/a zero 
14 6-2 more - low low + n/a n/a n/a zero 
15 6-3 one high high high zero - n/a + - 
K = 7 
16 7-1 one + + n/a zero - - n/a zero 
17 7-2 one high high high zero - n/a + - 
18 7-3 more - low low + n/a n/a zero zero 
K = 8 
19 8-1 one + + n/a zero - - - zero 
20 8-2 more - low low + n/a n/a n/a zero 
21 8-3 one + high high zero - - + - 
22 8-4 one (-) - low zero zero (-) n/a zero 
K = 9 
23 9-1 one high high high zero - n/a n/a - 
24 9-2 one + medium n/a zero zero - n/a zero 
25 9-3 more - low low + n/a n/a zero zero 
K = 10 
26 10-1 one + + n/a zero zero - + zero 
27 10-2 more - low low + n/a + zero zero 
 
(table continues) 
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No. Cluster Projects Overview Content Resources Student Peer Visits Browses Copied 
28 10-3 one + high high zero - - high - 
29 10-4 one + + n/a - - - zero zero 
30 10-5 more + + + n/a + high high + 
31 10-6 more - low low + n/a n/a high zero 
K = 11 
32 11-1 one + n/a n/a zero zero - + zero 
33 11-2 more - low low + n/a + zero zero 
34 11-3 one + + + - - - zero zero 
35 11-4 one high high high zero - - high n/a 
36 11-5 more - low low + n/a n/a high zero 
K = 12 
37 12-1 one high high high zero - n/a + - 
38 12-2 one + medium n/a zero zero - n/a zero 
39 12-3 more (-) low low + - + zero zero 
40 12-4 one (-) low low zero zero (-) n/a zero 
41 12-6 more - low low + n/a - high zero 
K = 13 
42 13-1 one + + n/a - - - zero zero 
43 13-2 one + n/a + zero zero (-) - zero 
44 13-3 more - low low + n/a n/a zero zero 
45 13-4 one high high high zero - n/a high - 
46 13-5 more + + + n/a (+) high high + 
K = 14 
47 14-1 one + + + - - - zero zero 
48 14-2 one - + n/a zero zero - high zero 
49 14-3 more - low low + n/a - zero zero 
50 14-4 more - low low + - - high zero 
51 14-5 one high high high zero n/a + high - 
52 14-6 one high + + zero - - n/a - 
K = 15 
53 15-1 more - low low + - + zero zero 
54 15-2 one + + + zero - - zero zero 
55 15-3 one + n/a n/a zero zero - + zero 
56 15-4 one high high high zero - n/a + - 
57 15-5 more + + + n/a + high high + 
58 15-6 more - low low + n/a - high zero 
59 15-7 one (-) low low zero zero (-) - zero 
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 Themes for resources: (low, medium, high, low to medium [-], medium to 
high [+]) 
 Themes for student: (zero, a few, high, zero to a few [-], a few to high [+]) 
 Themes for peer: (zero, a few, high, zero to a few [-], a few to high [+])  
 Themes for visits: (low, medium, high, low to medium [-], medium to high [+]) 
 Themes for browses: (low, medium, high, low to medium [-], medium to high 
[+]) 
 Themes for copied: (zero, one, high, zero to one [-], one to high [+]) 
 
Mining of Frequent User Patterns 
Frequent itemsets mining (Han & Kamber, 2006) was used to find the user 
patterns that most often occurred together. In this study, the minimum support for 
frequent itemsets mining was set as 10% and there were 59 user patterns in total; 
therefore, all itemsets with a frequency of occurrence of six or more were selected. 
Among all 30 existing themes, 24 were frequent, from which 24 1-itemsets, 110 2-
itemsets, 190 3-itemsets, 182 4-itemsets, 102 5-itemsets, 31 6-itemsets, and four 7-
itemsets were formed (see Appendix C). The larger itemsets were the superset of the 
smaller ones. For example, the four 7-itemsets can be split into the 31 6-itemsets; the 31 
6-itemsets can be split into the 102 5-itemsets, which can be further split into the 182 4-
itemsets, and so on.  
 
Select Final User Clusters 
Not all of the frequent user patterns were interesting and useful to this study. The 
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following four principles guided the selection of interesting frequent itemsets, in other 
words, the final user clusters. 
1. Mutual exclusiveness. The selected clusters should not overlap.  
2. Balance. Balanced cluster size (N) was preferred; a cluster that was too small 
(N < 100) or too large (N > 200) was not selected even if it met all the other principles.  
3. Comprehensiveness. Represented all aspects of the user feature space as much 
as possible. 
4. Maximum. Maximal frequent itemsets under the condition that other 
principles were all met. In the case when maximal frequent itemsets did not meet other 
principles, larger itemsets were preferred over their subsets; when two competitive 
itemsets contained the same number of items/features, the larger of the two was 
preferred. 
When those guiding principles were conflicting with each other, they were ranked 
in order of importance as listed above. For example, the following four 7-itemsets were 
all maximal frequent itemsets. 
 projects = one ˄ overview = high  ˄ content = high ˄ resources = high ˄ 
student = zero ˄ public = - ˄ copied = -  (N = 41) 
 
 projects = one ˄ content = high ˄ resources = high ˄ student = zero ˄ 
public = - ˄ browses = + ˄ copied = - (N = 44) 
 
 projects = more ˄ overview = - ˄ content = low ˄ resources = low ˄ student 
= + ˄ browses = low ˄ copied = zero (N = 62) 
 
 projects = more ˄ content = + ˄ resources = + ˄ peer = +  ˄ visits = high ˄ 
browses = high ˄ copied = + (N = 25) 
 
However, none of them contained more than 100 users. What is worse, the first 
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two itemsets shared 30 users in common. If all of those four itemsets were selected, they 
met the
 
fourth principle perfectly, but violated the first two, so they were not used as the 
final user patterns.  
Even with the order of importance being set, it was still difficult to choose among 
similar itemsets. For example, the following two 5-itemsets both had a sufficient number 
of users (balance principle), and only differed in one of the features, the first one having 
peer = zero, and the second one having peer = -. Being a superset of the other, the 
second set was preferred according to the maximum principle.  
 projects = one ˄ student = zero ˄ peer = zero ˄ visits = - ˄ copied = zero  
(N = 126) 
 
 projects = one ˄ student = zero ˄ peer = - ˄ visits = - ˄ copied = zero  (N = 
164) 
 
However, if it was selected, then the theme peer = + would no longer be an 
option according to the principle of mutual exclusiveness.  
In order to obtain several mutually exclusive clusters of users, the author decided 
to take a few conflicting themes as a starting point, and then build the clusters around 
them. Since project usage is indicative of the IA’s impact on teachers’ teaching behavior, 
the features (maximum number of public visits and maximum number of student visits) 
belonging to this category were selected to build the initial clusters. Among all frequent 
user patterns, student = zero often either went together with peer = - or peer = zero, and 
student = + and peer = + were standalone themes, respectively. Thus, three cluster 
origins were constructed as follows: 
Cluster 1: peer = + 
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Cluster 2: student = + 
Cluster 3: student = zero ˄ peer = - 
None of the 42 five or larger itemsets having peer = + contained more than 100 
users and thus violated the principle of balance. Among the sixteen 3-itemsets, only one 
of them met both the principles of balance and the principle of comprehensiveness, and 
was taken as the final user pattern of cluster 1, which was: 
content = + ˄ peer = + ˄ browses = high (N = 108) 
student = + appeared in one 7-itemset, which violated the principle of balance. 
Though six 6-itemsets met the principle of comprehensiveness, only one had more than 
100 users, and was taken as the final user pattern of cluster 2, which was: 
projects = more ˄ overview = - ˄ content = low ˄ resources = low ˄ student = 
+ ˄ copied = zero (N = 114) 
student = zero ˄ peer = zero appeared in one 6-itemset, which violated the 
principle of balance. Two of the five 5-itemsets that contained this pair of themes 
satisfied both the principle of comprehensiveness and the principle of balance, and the 
larger of the two was taken as the final user pattern of cluster 3, which was   
projects = one ˄ student = zero ˄ peer = zero ˄ visits = - ˄ copied = zero (N = 
126) 
All three selected user patterns were not maximum frequent itemsets, but they 
were the largest among each of their competitors and, therefore, met the principle of 
maximum. Unfortunately student = + or student = high did not emerge from this study. 
This four-phase clustering method did not assign every user to a group, but only the users 
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demonstrating one of three selected usage patterns, such that there were clear lines 
between the groups and were easy to interpret. In the end, 348 out of the 661 users were 
classified into one of the three clusters.  
Table 14 is a summary of the three user clusters. Note that each step of Study II 
relied on the segmented dataset. In this table, the original values were brought back and 
the range, mean, and median were reported to give a richer account of the story. Each 
user cluster represented a distinctive user pattern and the defining indicators starts with 
asterisks. The IA usage data were positively skewed, making the medians lower than the 
means on every one of its measures. Within each cluster, the difference between medians 
and means were narrowed, which means the cluster-wise dataset was cohesive and more 
homogenous than not grouped. This is exactly what a clustering algorithm was intended 
for: organizing objects into groups whose members are similar to one another in some 
way (Han & Kamber, 2006). 
 
Interpretation of the Clustering Findings 
 
 In this section, the three clusters were analyzed at length and labeled according to 
their overarching characteristics.  
 
Cluster 1: Key Brokers  
Pattern: average length of project content = medium or high ˄ maximum number 
of peer visits = medium or high ˄ number of project browses = high (N = 108). 
This group of teachers were frequent browsers (meanbrowses = 19.54, medianbrowses 
= 16), and their own projects were verbose (meancontent = 297.11, mediancontent = 196) and 
 Table 14 
 
Final User Clusters for Study II 
 
Indicator 
────────────────── 
Overall 
───────────────── 
 Cluster 1 (N = 108) 
──────────────────  
Cluster 2 (N = 114) 
───────────────  
Cluster 3 (N = 126) 
───────────────── 
category name range mean median  range mean median  range mean median  range mean median 
Project 
authoring 
Number of projects 1 ~ 9 2.84 1  1 ~ 9 2.55 2 * 2 ~ 8 5.14 5 * 1 1 1 
Project. Overview 0 ~ 293 20.57 13  3 ~ 143 29.01 20.1 * 0 ~ 20 9.20 8  0 ~ 293 23.62 15 
Project content 0 ~ 2843 153.66 67.50 * 34 ~ 2843 297.11 196 * 0 ~ 32 15.09 15  0 ~ 1205 156.00 109 
Res. links 1 ~ 28 4.24 2.50  0 ~ 26 6.24 5 * 0 ~ 2 1.92 2  0 ~ 28 4.63 4 
Project 
usage 
Max student visits 0 ~ 1022 14.41 0  0 ~ 1022 36.74 0 * 1 ~ 61 9.17 5 * 0 0 0 
Max peer visits 0 ~ 164 2.37 0 * 1 ~ 164 6.38 2  0 ~ 15 1.18 1 * 0 0 0 
Navigation Visits to the IA 1 ~ 57 8.18 5  1 ~ 57 13.41 10  1 ~ 39 7.86 6 * 1 ~ 8 3.98 4 
Project browses 0 ~ 8`8 10.51 6 * 5 ~ 88 19.54 16  0 ~ 75 8.91 0  0 ~ 32 4.22 3 
Copied projects 0 ~ 18 0.49 0  0 ~ 18 1.58 1 * 0 0 0 * 0 0 0 
Note. The indicators that starts with an asterisk are the defining features.
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attracted visits from other people (meanpeer_visits = 6.38, medianpeer_visits = 2). They were 
relatively high on other measures among all three groups except for the maximum 
number of student projects, which was lower than cluster 2. They did not necessarily 
share every single project with the public, but they were careful in selecting what to share 
and what not to. The author compared the teachers’ public projects (could be student 
viewable as well) with their student-only projects. Assuming that their choice of audience 
reflected their perceived project publishing standards, they obviously set a higher bar for 
what was presentable to the public. Overall, their public projects have higher values on 
the three project quality indicators (overview, content, resource) than their student 
projects (see Table 15). The minor difference suggests that this group really knew what 
they were doing and gave serious thoughts to their IA projects. Again, if the IA is viewed 
as a learning community, teachers in Cluster 1 were the stickiest and key brokers because 
they were willing to observe and learn from others and also give back to the community.  
 
Cluster 2: Ineffective Classroom Practitioners 
Pattern: number of projects = more than one ˄ average length of project  
 
Table 15 
 
Comparison Between Public Projects and Student Only Projects Created by Teachers in 
Cluster 1 
Public 
viewable 
Student 
viewable N 
Overview words count 
──────────── 
Content words count 
──────────── 
Number of resources 
──────────── 
range mean range mean range mean 
Yes N/A 238 0 ~ 143 23.49 0 ~ 2843 225.94 0 ~ 50 5.40 
No Yes 51 0 ~ 122 20.69 0 ~ 594 124.96 0 ~ 20 4.47 
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overview = low or medium ˄ average length of project content = low ˄ average number 
of resource links per project = low ˄ maximum number of student visits = medium or 
high ˄ number of copied project = zero (N = 114). 
This group of teachers did not create high-quality projects, because they were 
characterized by few resource links (meanresources = 1.92, medianresources= 2), limited 
introduction (meanoverview = 9.20, medianresources= 8), and little content (meancontent = 
15.09, mediancontent= 15). Meanwhile they did not visit the IA (meanvisits = 7.86, 
medianvisits= 6) nor browse others’ projects (meanbrowses = 8.91, medianbrowses= 0) as often 
as cluster 1 did, nor adapted peer work for their own use (meancopy = 0, mediancopy = 0). 
In spite of the lack of enthusiasm for the IA, they implemented their IA projects for 
classroom teaching. Their projects have been demonstrated to the students at least once; 
50% of the teachers in this group had projects viewed by the students five times or more, 
and in addition, 30% had projects viewed by the students 10 times or more. Given their 
controversial behaviors—willing to use the IA projects for classroom teaching on one 
hand, however, producing projects of questionable quality and little interest in browsing 
and copying others’ work on the other hand, this group is named as insular classroom 
practitioners.  
 
Cluster 3: Ineffective Islanders  
Pattern: number of projects = one ˄ maximum number of student visits = zero ˄ 
maximum number of peer visits = zero ˄ number of visits = low or medium ˄ number of 
copied projects = zero (N = 126).  
This group of teachers only published one project each. The published products 
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were supposed to be good, judging from the three project authoring measures: fair 
amount of introduction (meanoverview = 23.62, medianresources= 15), relatively verbose 
(meanresources = 156, medianresources= 109), and reasonable number of resource links 
(meanresources = 4.63, medianresources= 4). However, somehow the projects were neither 
viewed by the public at all, nor were they presented to the students. It is unclear whether 
the projects lacked quality and, therefore, were not well perceived, or were not 
discovered by other users. Meanwhile, this group was as inactive as Cluster 2, and was 
low in all three navigation measures. It is speculated that the fact that they did not explore 
the IA as much as cluster 1 did may have affected their knowledge of using the IA as well 
as their judgment on how to create quality IA projects. Since this group was isolated from 
others and failed to demonstrate the effective use of the IA, they are defined as 
ineffective islanders.  
 
Comparisons with Study I 
 
 
Study I and Study II were two similar clustering studies using the same dataset, 
similar user feature space, a shared clustering algorithm, and the same set of research 
questions to be answered. Due to their many connections, the results of two studies were 
intended to support each other. As such, the author selected the 348 users that were 
clustered in both studies and compared their memberships.  
There were seven groups of teachers in Study I: isolated islanders, lukewarm 
teachers, goal-oriented brokers, window shoppers, beneficiaries, classroom practitioners, 
and dedicated sticky users. Window shoppers were those who had not published any 
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project and have not been included in Study II; therefore, none of the 348 users belonged 
to this group. Table 16 is a multi-way table measuring the association between the two 
sets of clusters. All the remaining six groups in Study I matched to some degree with at 
least one of the clusters in Study II (see Table 16). Some of the cluster names are very 
similar. To avoid confusion, all groups are accompanied with a parenthesized roman 
number denoting their belonging studies whenever mentioned in the following 
discussion.  
Results showed that 81.6% of the isolated islanders (I) in this crosstab table 
matched with the ineffective islanders (II), and 80.8% of the goal-oriented brokers (I) 
were key brokers (II). This indicates that the two studies agreed mostly on defining 
peripheral users and community hubs. However, 19 key brokers (II) were considered 
 
Table 16 
 
Matching Between Clusters in Study I and Study II  
 
 
Study II clusters 
────────────────────────────────   
 
Key brokers 
──────── 
Insular classroom 
practitioners 
────────── 
Ineffective 
islanders 
────────── 
N % Study I clusters N % N % N % 
Isolated islanders 19 14.0 6 4.4 111 81.6 136 39.1 
Lukewarm teachers 0 0 76 100 0 0 76 21.8 
Goal-oriented brokers 21 80.8 2 7.7 3 11.5 26 7.5 
Beneficiaries 20 37.7 30 56.6 3 5.7 53 15.2 
Classroom practitioners 29 76.3 0 0 9 23.7 38 10.9 
Dedicated sticky users 19 100 0 0 0 0 19 5.5 
N 108 114 126 Total  N = 348 
% 31.0 32.8 36.2 
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isolated islanders (I) because the isolated islanders in Study I were named that way based 
on their copying activities, whereas in Study II the copy behavior was not considered as 
important as it was in Study I. The 19 users were reasonably defined as key brokers (II) 
in Study II since they wove the IA community through browsing and being browsed; 
however, they never got involved in a copy activity and, therefore, were considered 
isolated islanders (I) in Study I. It was not surprising that the ineffective classroom 
practitioners (II) were the lukewarm users (I) instead of classroom practitioners (I), 
because the classroom practitioners in Study I produced content-rich and resource-rich 
projects, while the insular classroom practitioners in Study II did not. Meanwhile, the 
production of projects with little content manifested their lukewarm nature in both 
studies. All dedicated sticky users (I), the majority of classroom practitioners (I) and 
goal-oriented brokers (I) were key brokers (II). This indicates that the two sets of profiles 
agreed with each other because the key brokers in Study II were practitioners and brokers 
with high stickiness measures.  
However, the two studies did not agree with each other all the time. Three 
ineffective islanders (II) were considered goal-oriented brokers (I), three were considered 
beneficiaries (I), and nine were grouped into classroom practitioners (I). On the other 
hand, goal-oriented brokers (I) contained two ineffective classroom practitioners (II). 
These could be the classification errors of the LCA in Study I. 30 ineffective classroom 
practitioners (II) were considered as beneficiaries (I). To be a beneficiary in Study I, one 
must have browsed a fair amount of other people’s projects and produced relatively in-
depth IA projects. These 30 users did not match the profile completely due to their 
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projects’ poor quality. Therefore, it is questionable whether they were indeed 
beneficiaries or not.  
As mentioned at the end of Chapter IV, Study I was not able to provide clear 
divisions among the groups, and occasionally mislabeled users. Table 17 reproduces 
Table 16 by labeling how the two studies agreed with each other. The two studies agreed 
on clean cells, conflicted on the cells with exclamation marks, and the cells having 
question marks were blurry areas. If the clustering results of Study II are taken as 
accurate, then among the 348 users, Study I correctly classified 81.0% users, mislabeled 
13.5% users, and the remaining 5.5% are unclear.  
Study I and Study II each have merits and drawbacks. Study I only relied on one 
clustering algorithm and was easy to implement. But, as is a common problem for 
clustering algorithms, it was difficult to decide the right number of clusters k. In addition, 
there were several blurry areas in the clustering results, which may mislead any inference 
based on such results. On the other hand, a series of pruning were conducted on the LCA 
 
Table 17 
 
Agreement and Disagreement on Clusters in Study I and Study II  
 
 
Study II clusters 
───────────────────────────────── 
Study 1 clusters Key brokers 
Insular classroom 
practitioners Ineffective islanders 
Isolated islanders 19 (?) 6 111 
Lukewarm teachers 0 76 0 
Goal-oriented brokers 21 2 (!) 3(!) 
Beneficiaries 20 30 (!) 3(!) 
Classroom practitioners 29 0 9(!) 
Dedicated sticky users 19 0 0 
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results and resulted in clear clusters. The number of clusters was decided systematically 
based on the pruning principles; however, it was very time-consuming to go through the 
four phases of this clustering process, and in the end it left out 47.35% users without 
manifest characteristics. In summary, each approach has its pros and cons. The approach 
in Study I is good for quick implementation and offers a rough sketch for a clustering 
problem; and the approach in Study II provides distinct clusters without noises, but gives 
up efficiency in exchange for precision.  
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CHAPTER VI 
 
STUDY III: TRIANGULATION OF CLUSTERING FINDINGS 
 
 
The literature suggests that teachers’ characteristics might affect their use of web 
resources. To provide a comprehensive picture of the IA teacher users’ online behaviors, 
Study III was conducted to triangulate (Greene, Caracelli, & Graham, 1989) Study II’s 
clustering results through teachers’ demographic profile using: (a) teaching experience 
(Aivazian et al., 2003; Ferry, 2003) and (b) information literacy (Baker, 2009; Breivik, 
2005; Perrault, 2007; Tanni, 2008; Williams & Coles, 2007). In this chapter, the data 
analysis procedure and results of each step are presented, followed by a discussion of the 
results. 
 
Data Analyses and Results 
 
It was impossible to rate one’s information literacy with a single question. To be 
efficient, a rating scale question ―comfort level with technology‖ was placed in IA 
registration profile to substitute questions about information literacy. Subsequently, as 
part of the IA’s registration process, teachers optionally completed a profile indicating 
their teaching experience and comfort level with technology. There are five choices for 
the first question: 1-3 years, 4-6 years, 7-10 years, 11+ years, and not applicable. The 
second question is formatted in a rating scale, ranging from 0 to 4.  
 
Cross Tabulation 
The IA was not set up to collect such information until late February of 2009. A 
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small portion of the users in Study II registered before that time, and thus did not have 
demographic information and were not included for further analysis. For the three 
clusters of teachers (N = 348) in Study II, only 292 users reported their comfort level with 
technology, and 116 reported their years of teaching. The three user clusters’ teaching 
and technology information is listed in Tables 18 and 19, respectively. 
 
Table 18 
 
The Three Clusters of Users’ Teaching Experience 
 
 
Years of teaching 
──────────────────────────────────── 
 
Clusters 1 ~ 3 4 ~ 6 7 ~ 10 11 or more Not applicable Total 
Key brokers 24 9 7 20 35 108 
Insular classroom 
practitioners 
16 0 1 2 60 114 
Ineffective islanders 24 4 2 7 69 126 
Total 64 13 10 29 164 280 
 
 
 
Table 19 
 
The Three Clusters of Users’ Comfort Level with Technology 
 
 
Technology 
──────────────────────────────────── 
 
Clusters 0 1 2 3 4 Total 
Key brokers 3 14 36 37 7 97 
Insular classroom 
practitioners 
1 15 51 20 1 88 
Ineffective islanders 4 13 51 34 5 107 
Total 8 42 138 91 13 292 
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As can be seen, some cells were very small and only had one or two users. In 
order to have larger cell sizes, and to achieve more statistical power, neighboring 
demographic levels were combined. Comfort level with technology was aggregated into 
three levels: low (0-1), medium (2), and high (3-4). Years of teaching was collapsed into 
two levels: novice teachers (1-3 years) and veteran teachers (4 years and up). Tables 20 
and 21 show the demographic levels over the three user clusters after transformation.  
 
Table 20 
 
The Three Clusters of Users’ Teaching Experience after Transformation 
 
 
Teaching 
─────────────────── 
 
Clusters 
Novice 
(1 ~ 3 years) 
Veteran 
(4 or more years) Total 
Key brokers 24 36 60 
Insular classroom practitioners 16 3 19 
Ineffective islanders 24 13 37 
Total 64 52 116 
 
 
 
Table 21 
 
The Three Clusters of Users’ Comfort Level with Technology after Transformation 
 
 
Technology 
───────────────────────── 
 
Clusters Low (0 ~ 1) Medium (2) High (3 ~ 4) Total 
Key brokers 17 36 44 97 
Insular classroom practitioners 16 51 21 88 
Ineffective islanders 17 51 39 107 
Total 50 138 104 292 
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Chi-Square Test and Exact Test 
A glance at the two tables shows that the key brokers group had a larger 
proportion of tech-savvy teachers than the other two groups, and the insular classroom 
practitioners mostly consisted of novice teachers. To test whether this is a random effect, 
a chi-square test and an exact test were used as preliminary analyses to evaluate the 
frequency distributions of the demographic profile across the different user groups. Both 
tests are to determine whether the row and column categories of a contingency table are 
independent. The chi-square test is used when sample size is large, while the exact test is 
used when any cell has small (< 5) or 0 counts (Stokes, Davis, & Koch, 2009). 
A chi-square test showed that the probability distribution of the comfort level with 
technology was significantly different among the three groups (   = 10.4282, p < 0.05). 
An exact test showed that the probability distribution of the teaching experience was 
significantly different among the three groups (p < 0.00).  
 
Association Between Teachers’ Demographic  
Characteristics and their Online Behaviors 
 
Chi-square test and exact test attested that relationships existed between teachers’ 
demographic profile and their online behaviors as represented by user clusters. Therefore, 
a multinomial logistic regression (Chatterjee & Hadi, 2006; Hosmer & Lemeshow, 2000) 
was used to further explore how teachers’ technology knowledge and teaching experience 
affect their online behavior, with teachers’ cluster label set as the response variable, and 
their demographic as the explanatory variable. 
Teaching experience. In this study, veteran teachers were represented by the 
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number 2, and novice teachers by the number 1. Table 22 shows the detailed statistical 
results.  
The meanings of the parameters (B, p value, Exp[B]) are explained below 
(Annotated SPSS Output, n.d.; Brace et al., 2006). 
B. the estimated multinomial logistic regression coefficients for the model. The 
standard interpretation of the multinomial logit is that for a unit change in the explanatory 
variable, the logit of response variable relative to the referent group (baseline) is expected 
to change by its respective parameter estimate (which is in log-odds units).  
P value. The probability that, within a given model, the null hypothesis that a 
particular explanatory variable’s regression coefficient is zero given that the rest are held 
constant.  
Exp(B). These are the odds ratios for the explanatory variables. The odds ratio of 
a coefficient indicates how the risk of the outcome falling in the comparison group 
compared to the risk of the outcome falling in the reference group changes with the 
explanatory variable in question. An odds ratio > 1 indicates that the risk of the outcome 
falling in the comparison group relative to the risk of the outcome falling in the reference  
 
Table 22 
 
Multinomial Logistic Regression Analysis of the Impact of Teaching 
Experience on Users’ Online Behavior 
Group B P value Exp(B) 
Insular classroom practitioners -2.079 .002 .125 
Ineffective islanders -1.019 .019 .361 
Note. Key brokers is the reference group (baseline). 
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group increases as the variable increases; an odds ratio < 1 indicates that the risk of the 
outcome falling in the comparison group relative to the risk of the outcome falling in the 
referent group decreases as the variable increases. 
Therefore, according to the statistics, if one is a veteran teacher, the multinomial 
log-odds of being an insular classroom teacher rather than key broker would be expected 
to significantly decrease by 2.079 units; alternatively, the predicted odds of being an 
insular classroom teacher would be expected to be .125 times more likely than being a 
key broker (p < 0.00). If one is a veteran teacher, the log-odds of being an ineffective 
islander rather than a key broker would be expected to decrease by 1.019; alternatively, 
the predicted odds of being an ineffective islander would be expected to be .361 times 
more likely than being a key broker (p < 0.05).  
Comfort level with technology. In this study, teachers’ comfort level with 
technology was considered an ordinal variable with three categories (low = 1, medium = 
2, high = 3). Table 23 shows the detailed statistical results.  
For every one unit increase in technology level (from low to medium, or from 
medium to high), the multinomial log-odds of being an insular classroom teacher rather 
 
Table 23 
Multinomial Logistic Regression Analysis of the Impact of Technology 
Knowledge on Users’ Online Behavior 
Group B P value Exp(B) 
Insular classroom practitioners -.452 .034 .636 
Ineffective islanders -.153 .453 .858 
Note. Key brokers is the reference group (baseline). 
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than key broker would be expected to significantly decrease by .452 unit; alternatively, 
the predicted odds of being an insular classroom teacher would be expected to be .636 
times more likely compared with being a key broker (p < 0.05). For every one unit 
increase in technology level, the multinomial log-odds of being an ineffective islander 
rather than a key broker would be expected to decrease by .153 unit; alternatively, the 
predicted odds of being an ineffective islander would be expected to be .858 times more 
likely compared with being a key broker, but this difference failed to achieve statistical 
significance.  
 
Discussion 
 
 
Study III saw strong relationships between teachers’ characteristics and their 
online behaviors as described by user clusters. Specifically, teachers with more teaching 
experience are more likely to be key brokers, and those with less teaching experience are 
more likely to demonstrate ineffective use of the IA. Teachers who are more comfortable 
with technology are more likely to be key brokers and are least likely to be insular 
classroom practitioners. Such results show that effective usage of a web-based 
educational digital library service, the Instructional Architect, requires both pedagogical 
knowledge (gained through experience teaching) and technological knowledge to use it 
effectively.  
Studies of teaching experience suggest that veteran teachers usually possess a 
better knowledge of the subject matter, have a better understanding of the important 
topics in the subject domain, and have the most effective forms of presentation (Ferry, 
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2003). In the context of the IA, veteran teachers appear more aware of the quality of the 
instruction and the value of other people’s work, and have a higher chance of producing 
useful and valuable projects than novice teachers. 
Teachers’ technology background also affects their use of the IA. Among the 
three groups, the ineffective classroom practitioners were the least tech savvy as a whole.  
Even though some of them strived to create as many IA projects as possible, and were 
willing to let their students try them, they demonstrated less effective use of the IA. In 
particular, they conducted few browsing activities and created few valued IA projects. 
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CHAPTER VII 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
 
Drawing from the narratives and analyses of the three studies, this chapter 
summarizes the answers to the five research questions raised in Chapter I. The 
implication of this research on the design of IA system, and its contribution and 
generalizability are also discussed. Finally, the chapter concludes with the research 
limitations and suggestions for further studies. 
 
Summary of the Research 
 
 
This research examined the teacher users’ online behaviors in a digital library 
service—the Instructional Architect—through three consecutive studies. In the first two 
studies data mining approaches, clustering in particular, were applied to identify different 
groups of IA teachers according to their diverse online behaviors. The third study 
examined relationships between teachers’ profile data and their usage patterns.  
In Study I, a user model consisting of 19 features was identified and fed into a 
LCA model, which clustered IA teachers into seven groups. They were labeled isolated 
islanders, lukewarm teachers, goal-oriented brokers, window shoppers, beneficiaries, 
classroom practitioners, and dedicated sticky users. Based on an analysis of IA projects’ 
popularity, the quality of projects was addressed, concluding that content-richness and 
resource-richness were two essential characteristics of high quality IA projects. 
In Study II, the user model was adjusted with the removal of several less useful 
features and the refinement of several existing features. In addition, improvements were 
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made to the clustering process so as to produce cleaner user groups. Three clusters were 
produced. They were labeled as: key brokers, insular classroom teachers, and ineffective 
islanders. In the end, the results and methods of Study I and Study II were compared. 
Study II was more accurate, and able to produce distinct clusters without noise, but gave 
up efficiency in exchange for precision.  
Study III was conducted to triangulate Study II’s clustering results with teachers’ 
demographic profile using: (a) teaching experience and (b) technology knowledge. 
Analyses showed that both factors had impacts on teachers’ effectiveness in using the IA. 
Veteran teachers and tech-savvy users were significantly likely to be the key brokers than 
the other two groups of users.  
 
Revisiting the Research Questions 
 
The study set out to answer five research questions by conducting three 
consecutive studies. 
RQ1: What usage model best characterizes teachers’ usage activities? The 
development of the IA’s user model started by defining the behavioral/navigational 
categories supported by the system’s functionality, and user features that could fit into 
each category were enumerated. Study I started with 19 features and only 13 remained in 
the end. The nine features used in Study II were identified based on the lessons learned 
from Study I, and all of them were retained in the final user model, which consisted of 
three categories (project authoring, project usage and navigation), and nine features: 
number of projects, the length of project overview, the length of project content, number 
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of resources per project, maximum number of student visits, maximum number of public 
visits, number of visits to the IA, number of project browses, and number of copied 
projects.  
RQ2: How effective and accurate is the Latent Class Analysis in clustering IA 
users? LCA has a solid underlying statistical model, and several existing LCA packages 
make it easy to implement. One can start a LCA from a restricted model or a full model 
and then gradually adjust it by changing the cluster size k, removing insignificant 
indicators, and forcing local dependence, and so forth. Though LCA is statistically sound, 
it is not able to produce clean clusters when the number of indicators is large (in my case, 
11 in Study I and 9 in Study II). However, due to its ease of implementation, LCA can be 
used to produce preliminary clusters, upon which further cleaning procedures can be 
conducted. 
RQ3: What usage patterns and clusters emerge when mining teacher usage data? 
There were seven clusters in Study I and three clusters in Study II. Though they were 
different in the number of clusters, they actually supported each other as discussed at the 
end of Chapter V. Several usage patterns emerged from both studies.  
1. Several participatory levels existed in the IA community, ranging from 
peripheral activities, consuming and benefiting from others’ IA projects, to making 
contribution to the IA community.  
2. It was on opposite ends of how effective teachers used the IA. Some produced 
IA projects that were well received by other users, while some did not make the use of 
the IA and either produced poor quality projects or had only limited navigation and 
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exploration of the IA system.  
3. On its service level, one of the IA’s objectives is to allow teachers to create, 
remix and share instructional resources with their students. It is not surprising that 
classroom practitioners emerged from both studies, which means the IA appears to have 
fulfilled those teachers’ instructional needs. 
RQ4: To what extent do IA teachers’ characteristics (years of teaching and 
comfort level with technology) complement and explain the clustering results? Teacher 
profiles were collected when teachers registered with the IA. From the profile data, two 
items were selected to be combined with Study II’s clustering results; they were: years of 
teaching and comfort level with technology. The results of Study III showed associations 
between teachers’ characteristics and their online behaviors. Specifically, teachers with 
more teaching experience were more likely to be key brokers, and with less teaching 
experience more likely demonstrated ineffective use of the IA. Teachers who were more 
comfortable with technology were more likely to be key brokers, and least likely to be 
insular classroom practitioners. Therefore, teaching experience and technology 
knowledge both contribute to the effectiveness of using the IA. 
RQ5: What are the implications of the discovered usage patterns for design? 
Signs of ineffective and inadequate use of the IA arose from this research. The IA system 
and user interface can be improved to address those issues, as discussed in the next 
section. 
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Implication for Design of the IA 
 
Results from this research showed that in the IA community, consumers 
outnumber contributors. Of the 757 users in Study I, most were isolated islanders, 
window shoppers, lukewarm users, or beneficiaries. Only 122 users were key brokers or 
sticky users, comprising 16.1% of the selected cases, and 10.5% of the users in Study I. 
Similar results occurred in Study II, which only had 108 key brokers. This is a 
participation inequality phenomenon (Nielson, 1997, 2006). While ―free riding‖ is a 
common phenomenon in peer production communities (López-Pintado, 2008; Wasko, 
Teigland, & Faraj, 2009), sustainability of these communities can be enhanced by 
supporting the critical mass of active members (Wasko et al., 2009). 
Within the IA, to continue to sustain and even grow the number of critical 
contributors, its system design might consider incentive schemes to encourage more 
knowledge sharing. For example, the interface could display the number of times a 
project has been viewed or copied, in order to publically acknowledge popular authors. 
Popular projects could be included in the showcase section of the IA. The search 
functionality could include a recommender engine in order to suggest similar projects and 
encourage sharing. Finally, as an incentive for peer contribution, the IA system could 
support user commenting and rating to encourage iterative improvements to projects.  
Although some users readily share their projects with the public, sometimes the 
project is of dubious quality. For example, teachers in cluster 2 (lukewarm teachers) of 
Study I made the majority of their projects public, however, their projects appear to be of 
low quality judging from the features related to project authoring, and were not viewed 
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by many and never copied. So were the projects created by cluster 3 (ineffective 
islanders) of Study II. A vetting process could be implemented in the IA system, 
providing suggestions to project authors on how to make improvements to their projects 
before making them public. Such vetting could include a checklist identifying important 
elements in a high-quality project.  
An analysis of project quality in Study I revealed that it is very important to have 
a pool of useful resources as the foundation of a high quality project. The current IA 
collaboration scheme only allows users to share public projects; they cannot share their 
resource collection unless used within public projects. As such, there is no way to copy 
an individual resource collection without copying the entire project itself. Given the 
importance of resources, the IA interface could be modified to allow users to share their 
resource collections.  
The analysis of clusters’ characteristics in Study I revealed that some seemingly 
good projects (for instance, projects created by users in cluster 3 and cluster 6) had not 
caught users’ attention perhaps because they were not at the top among the returned 
results, and not easily discovered. The IA projects browsing interface could be improved 
to address this problem. For example, it could allow users to filter search results by 
content length and number of resource links; and rank projects in order of their number of 
visits, and so forth.   
Finally, and more futuristically, LCA results could be used to offer personalized 
messages to members of each cluster. For example, the key brokers could be prompted to 
make their projects public. These projects could also be automatically featured in the 
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project showcase section of the IA. Similarly, the isolated users could be reminded of the 
browse and copy features of the IA, functionalities they seldom use. 
 
Contributions and Implications of This Research 
 
This research contributes to the general field of educational data mining in three 
ways: (a) using data mining in evaluating teachers’ use of digital library, (b) using LCA 
to solve standard data mining problems, and (c) using frequent itemsets mining to clean 
clusters.  
Teachers, of course, are one of the primary intended audiences of educational 
digital libraries. Yet the studies of how they use digital libraries and online resources 
typically have relied on traditional evaluation methods such as survey, interview and 
observation, and so forth. There is a dearth of studies on how data mining approaches can 
help better understand teachers’ usage patterns. The three consecutive studies described 
in this dissertation filled the gap between digital library research and evaluation and data 
mining.  
LCA has widespread applications in health, marketing, survey, sociology, 
psychology, and education research (Uebersax, 2010), but is not typical in standard data 
mining, especially in web mining research. Through this series of studies, LCA has been 
introduced as a statistical model and its utility in clustering web usage data has been 
demonstrated and discussed. Due to it its ease of implementation and feasibility as a 
statistical model, it is worth considering for researchers who are interested in studying 
web usage patterns in the future. 
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Traditionally, frequent itemsets mining was used as the first step in association 
rule mining, which aims at finding associations between several items. In Study II, 
frequent itemsets mining was put to innovative use—finding common frequent patterns 
among all preliminary clusters. It can help identify unique clusters when the cluster size k 
is hard to determine, and input variables are many but not correlated.  
In addition to the above three contributions, this research has at least two more 
take-away messages for future EDM studies. First, the development of a user feature 
space should start by defining the behavioral/navigational categories supported by the 
system’s functionality, and then enumerating the user features that could fit into each 
category. When there is redundancy in the initial user feature space, the removal of 
redundant features relies on the inherent nature of the clustering algorithm, but should at 
the same time remain the backbone of the original categories. Second, most current web-
based educational applications have an inherent built-in social structure. Explicit and 
implicit linkages between users (e.g., the browsing and copying behavior of users in the 
IA) are potentially fruitful areas for exploration. 
 
Limitations and Future Work 
 
While this research has utility, it still has plenty of room for improvement. First, 
although LCA is alleged to outperform k-means, no competing clustering algorithm has 
been implemented to justify the choice of algorithm. In the future, other clustering 
algorithms, such as k-means, can be used as a baseline approach to quantitatively 
compare to LCA’s performance.  
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Secondly, previous work showed that greater use of the IA occurs in geographical 
areas where teacher professional development workshops using the IA have been 
conducted (Khoo et al., 2008; Xu, Recker, & His, 2010). This suggests that workshop 
participants have a higher chance of becoming sticky users. Therefore, teachers with 
workshop history can be singled out for analysis, as their distribution among clusters is 
expected to be different.  
Finally, the third stage of KDD, evaluation and interpretation, could be conducted 
in a more comprehensive fashion. The survey information filled out by workshop 
participants could be used to triangulate the clustering results, providing evidence of why 
and how the teachers like and dislike the IA. 
Despite the current challenges, the field of educational data mining is making 
progress towards standardizing its procedures for tackling educational problems. This 
research shows the study of teachers’ use of online resources could use authentic web 
usage data and employ on data mining approaches. In summary, educational data mining 
provides promising opportunities of investigating conventional digital library problems in 
innovative manners.  
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Table A1 
 
Distribution Probability of the Seven Clusters (Study I) 
 
Features Range Clu#1 Clu#2 Clu#3 Clu#4 Clu#5 Clu#6 Clu#7 
Number of 
resources 
0 - 3 0.6126 0.0051 0.0626  0.2849  0.0209  0.0139 0.0000 
4 - 6 0.5589  0.0138  0.2125  0.1668  0.0321  0.0160  0.0000 
7 - 10 0.3646  0.2100  0.1112  0.1000  0.1907  0.0235  0.0000 
11 - 15 0.2444  0.3102  0.1231  0.0362  0.1835  0.0952  0.0073 
16—299 0.0488  0.1377  0.1062  0.0108  0.1125  0.3910  0.1930 
Number of 
projects 
0—0 0.0000  0.0000 0.0000 0.9434  0.0308  0.0050  0.0209 
1 -1  0.6532  0.0015  0.1727  0.0000  0.0508  0.1136  0.0082 
2—4 0.2890  0.0377  0.2237  0.0000  0.1299  0.2295  0.0902 
5 - 10 0.0275  0.5645  0.0171  0.0000  0.2668  0.0492  0.0749 
Avg. number of  
res. per project 
0 - 0.750  0.2296  0.0041  0.0354  0.6424  0.0493  0.0178  0.0214 
1 - 2  0.2790  0.3699  0.1147  0.0000  0.2021  0.0212  0.0131 
2.125—3 0.5149  0.1594  0.1558  0.0000  0.0724  0.0777  0.0198 
3.2—5.75 0.5433  0.0156  0.1632  0.0000  0.1140  0.1249  0.0391 
6 - 44 0.3841  0.0000  0.1608  0.0000  0.0547  0.2992  0.1012 
Avg. length of 
content 
0 - 4  0.2211  0.0427  0.0329  0.5959  0.0643  0.0233  0.0198 
5—29.40 0.1258  0.5037  0.0572  0.0000  0.2617  0.0384  0.0133 
29.6 - 104 0.5455  0.1380  0.1375  0.0000  0.1195  0.0331  0.0265 
105 - 236 0.4395  0.0000  0.2384  0.0000  0.0473  0.1762  0.0985 
237—2843 0.5085  0.0000  0.1498  0.0000  0.0611  0.2474  0.0331 
Avg. number of 
project 
revisions 
0—0 0.2471  0.0924  0.1016  0.3991  0.1103  0.0231  0.0265 
0.143—0.571 0.0865  0.5306  0.0693  0.0000  0.2501  0.0497  0.0137 
0.600—2 0.3884  0.2184  0.1429  0.0000  0.1356  0.0638  0.0509 
2.167—4.833 0.5496  0.0423  0.1633  0.0000  0.0442  0.1160  0.0846 
5—28 0.5090  0.0000  0.1272  0.0000  0.0696  0.2757  0.0186 
 
(table continues) 
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Features Range Clu#1 Clu#2 Clu#3 Clu#4 Clu#5 Clu#6 Clu#7 
Avg. number of 
project visits 
0—0 0.4518  0.0071  0.0934  0.2913  0.0569  0.0865  0.0129 
0.2—1.5 0.4326  0.1780  0.1249  0.0000  0.1362  0.1077  0.0206 
1.6—4 0.3795  0.2094  0.1607  0.0000  0.1513  0.0860  0.0130 
4.2—271.8 0.1119  0.2940  0.1454  0.0000  0.1569  0.1550  0.1368 
Avg. number of 
proj. copied 
0—0 0.4018  0.1348  0.0725  0.1307  0.1209  0.1133  0.0260 
0.143—6.333 0.0000  0.1562  0.6717  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000  0.1722 
Percentage of 
public projects 
0—0 0.3493  0.0516  0.0472  0.3567  0.0735  0.1098  0.0119 
0.111—0.375 0.0991  0.0674  0.2357  0.0000  0.1130  0.2553  0.2295 
0.400—0.889 0.2670  0.1196  0.3061  0.0000  0.0906  0.1353  0.0814 
1—1 0.4582  0.2179  0.0973  0.0000  0.1462  0.0654  0.0150 
Percentage of 
student projects 
0—0 0.3383  0.0000  0.1417  0.4118  0.0414  0.0577  0.0091 
0.111—0.5 0.3361  0.0000  0.2624  0.0000  0.1180  0.1898  0.0936 
0.538—0.9 0.1507  0.0896  0.1041  0.0000  0.1951  0.2429  0.2176 
1—1 0.4196  0.2585  0.0761  0.0000  0.1382  0.0894  0.0182 
Percentage of 
copied projects 
0—0 0.4752  0.1765  0.0416  0.1171  0.1042  0.0770  0.0085 
0.1—0.3 0.0000  0.0000  0.2657  0.0588  0.2352  0.1459  0.2944 
0.333—1 0.0000  0.0000  0.4178  0.1362  0.1217  0.2007  0.1236 
Number of 
visits to the IA 
0—2 0.3988  0.0547  0.1677  0.2499  0.0630  0.0481  0.0179 
3—4 0.4975  0.1058  0.1157  0.1429  0.0984  0.0397  0.0000 
5—6 0.3951  0.1338  0.1220  0.1500  0.1041  0.0880  0.0070 
7—10 0.3546  0.1858  0.1609  0.0692  0.1100  0.1068  0.0126 
11—57 0.1730  0.1859  0.0620  0.0196  0.1677  0.2349  0.1568 
Number of 
project browses 
0—0 0.4599  0.3190  0.0482  0.1487  0.0000  0.0202  0.0040 
1—1 0.5571  0.1301  0.1310  0.1297  0.0000  0.0335  0.0186 
2—5 0.4998  0.0668  0.1897  0.1504  0.0000  0.0933  0.0000 
6—13 0.3759  0.0449  0.2101  0.1200  0.0076  0.2216  0.0199 
14—134 0.0067  0.0000  0.0905  0.0369  0.5470  0.1598  0.1591 
 
(table continues) 
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Features Range Clu#1 Clu#2 Clu#3 Clu#4 Clu#5 Clu#6 Clu#7 
Average depth 
per visit 
2.5—18 0.5077  0.0923  0.1286  0.2106  0.0135  0.0277  0.0197 
19.11—24.63 0.4206  0.1111  0.1142  0.1497  0.0440  0.1010  0.0596 
24.67- 33.60 0.3460  0.1534  0.1011  0.1185  0.0854  0.1366  0.0591 
33.75—48.2 0.3632  0.2115  0.0874  0.0662  0.1330  0.1321  0.0066 
48.33—231 0.2017  0.1147  0.1849  0.0528  0.2782  0.1213  0.0464 
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Table B1 
 
Usage Pattern from Preliminary Clusters When k = 3 
 
Features Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Cluster 3 
Size 400 175 86 
Number of projects 
 One 88.8% 0% 11.6% 
 More than one 11.3% 100% 88.4% 
 Pattern one more than one more than one 
Overview 
 Low 28.8% 64.6% 22.1% 
 Medium 26.0% 30.3% 39.5% 
 High 45.3% 5.1% 38.4% 
 Pattern medium or high low or medium medium or high 
Content 
 Low 16.8% 84.6% 8.1% 
 Medium 39.5% 15.4% 39.5% 
 High 43.8% 0% 52.3% 
 Pattern medium or high low medium or high 
Number of resources 
 Low 28.0% 92.6% 24.2% 
 Medium 27.3% 5.7% 32.6% 
 High 44.8% 1.7% 43.0% 
 Pattern medium or high low medium or high 
Max student visits 
 Zero 81.3% 13.1% 37.2% 
 A few 16.5% 40.0% 23.3% 
 High 2.3% 46.9% 39.5% 
 Pattern zero a few or high n/a 
Max peer visits 
 Zero 62.5% 45.7% 15.1% 
 One 18.8% 22.9% 11.6% 
 More than one 18.8% 31.4% 73.3% 
 Pattern zero or one n/a more than one 
Number of visits 
 Low 47.8% 30.3% 1.2% 
 Medium 36.3% 34.9% 12.8% 
 High 16.0% 34.9% 86.0% 
 Pattern low or medium n/a high 
Number of project browses 
 Zero 30.3% 51.4% 1.2% 
 A few 29.5% 14.3% 11.6% 
 High 40.3% 34.3% 87.2% 
 Pattern n/a n/a high 
 
(table continues) 
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Features Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Cluster 3 
Number of copied projects 
 Zero 78.3% 98.9% 25.6% 
 One 14.3% 1.1% 22.1% 
 More than one 7.5% 0% 52.3% 
 Pattern zero zero more than one 
 
Note. k = 3, α = 66. 
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Table B2 
 
Usage Pattern from Preliminary Clusters When k = 4 
 
Features Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Cluster 3 Cluster 4 
Size 206 189 180 86 
Number of projects 
 One 88.3% 82.1% 0% 10.5% 
 More than one 11.7% 7.9% 100% 89.5% 
 Pattern one one more than one more than one 
Overview 
 Low 56.8% 0% 63.3% 18.6% 
 Medium 43.2% 4.2% 31.7% 43.0% 
 High 0% 95.8% 5% 38.4% 
 Pattern low or medium high low or medium medium or high 
Content 
 Low 27.7% 4.2% 82.8% 9.3% 
 Medium 47.6% 30.2% 17.2% 38.4% 
 High 24.8% 65.6% 0% 52.3% 
 Pattern n/a medium or high low medium or high 
Number of resources 
 Low 37.4% 16.4% 92.2% 24.4% 
 Medium 27.2% 28.0% 5.6% 32.6% 
 High 35.4% 55.6^ 2.2% 43.0% 
 Pattern n/a medium or high low medium or high 
Max student visits 
 Zero 80.6% 82.0% 13.9% 39.5% 
 A few 18.0% 15.3% 39.4% 22.1% 
 High 1.5% 2.6% 46.7% 38.4% 
 Pattern zero zero a few or high n/a 
Max peer visits 
 Zero 70.9% 53.4% 46.1% 15.1% 
 One 18.9% 18.0% 22.2% 14.0% 
 More than one 10.2% 28.6% 31.7% 70.9% 
 Pattern zero zero or one n/a more than one 
Number of visits 
 Low 57.3% 36.5% 31.7% 1.2% 
 Medium 30.1% 42.9% 34.4% 14.0% 
 High 12.6% 20.6% 33.9% 84.9% 
 Pattern low or medium low or medium n/a high 
 
(table continues) 
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Features Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Cluster 3 Cluster 4 
Number of project browses 
 Zero 28.6% 32.3% 50.6% 1.2% 
 A few 28.6% 31.7% 13.9% 10.5% 
 High 42.7% 36.0% 35.6% 88.4% 
 Pattern a few or high n/a n/a high 
Number of copied projects 
 Zero 82.5% 74.6% 97.8% 24.4% 
 One 10.2% 18.5% 1.7% 22.1% 
 More than one 7.3% 6.9% .6% 53.5% 
 Pattern zero zero zero one or more than one 
 
Note. k = 4, α = 66. 
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Table B3 
 
Usage Pattern from Preliminary Clusters When k = 5 
 
Features Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Cluster 3 Cluster 4 Cluster 5 
Size 159 170 177 77 78 
Number of projects 
 One 100% 0% 80.2% 6.5% 75.6% 
 More than one 0% 100% 19.8% 93.5% 24.4% 
 Pattern one more than one one more than one one 
Overview 
 Low 18.9% 62.9% 17.5% 24.7 76.9% 
 Medium 27.7% 31.2% 25.4% 44.2% 19.2% 
 High 53.5% 5.9% 57.1% 31.2% 3.8% 
 Pattern medium or high low or medium medium or high n/a low 
Content 
 Low 10.7% 84.7% 3.4% 13.0% 57.7% 
 Medium 59.7% 15.3% 21.5% 39.0% 38.5% 
 High 29.6% 0% 75.1% 48.1% 3.8% 
 Pattern medium or high low high medium or high low or medium 
Number of resources 
 Low 27.7% 95.3% 0% 14.3% 100% 
 Medium 59.7% 4.7% 6.8% 41.6% 0% 
 High 12.6% 0% 93.2% 44.2% 0% 
 Pattern low or medium low high medium or high low 
Max student visits 
 Zero 73.6% 12.4% 84.7% 32.5% 85.9% 
 A few 22.0% 41.8% 13.0% 20.8% 14.1% 
 High 4.4% 45.9% 2.3% 46.8% 0% 
 Pattern zero a few or high zero n/a zero 
Max peer visits 
 Zero 64.2% 44.1% 55.4% 20.8% 66.7% 
 One 22.6% 24.1% 16.9% 11.7% 11.5% 
 More than one 13.2% 31.8% 27.7% 67.5% 21.8% 
 Pattern zero or one n/a zero or one one or more than one zero or one 
Number of visits 
 Low 52.8% 31.2% 32.2% 0% 65.4% 
 Medium 35.8% 41.8% 7.8% 23.1% 11.3% 
 High 11.3% 32.4% 26.0% 92.2% 11.5% 
 Pattern low or medium n/a n/a high low or medium 
Number of project browses 
 Zero 45.3% 51.8% 18.6% 3.9% 20.5% 
 A few 34.0% 14.1% 23.7% 7.8% 34.6% 
 High 20.8% 34.1% 57.6% 88.3% 44.9% 
 Pattern low or a few n/a a few or high high a few or high 
(table continues) 
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Features Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Cluster 3 Cluster 4 Cluster 5 
Number of copied projects 
 Zero 91.8% 97.6% 68.9% 27.3% 67.9% 
 One 7.5% 2.4% 16.9% 20.8% 20.5% 
 More than one .6% .0% 14.1% 51.9% 11.5% 
Pattern zero zero zero or one one or more than one zero or one 
Note. k = 5, α = 66, 
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Table B4 
Usage Pattern from Preliminary Clusters When k = 6 
 
Features Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Cluster 3 
Size 199 168 126 
Number of projects 
 One 95.0% .0% 81.7% 
 More than one 5.0% 100.0% 18.3% 
 Pattern one more than one one 
Overview 
 Low 27.1% 64.3% 1.6% 
 Medium 32.7% 30.4% 18.3% 
 High 40.2% 5.4% 80.2% 
 Pattern medium or high low or medium high 
Content 
 Low 2.0% 83.9% .0% 
 Medium 68.8% 16.1% 3.2% 
 High 29.1% .0% 96.8% 
 Pattern medium or high low high 
Number of resources 
 Low 29.6% 97.0% .0% 
 Medium 41.7% 3.0% 15.1% 
 High 28.6% .0% 84.9% 
 Pattern n/a low high 
Max student visits 
 Zero 78.4% 14.9% 85.7% 
 A few 19.1% 40.5% 13.5% 
 High 2.5% 44.6% .8% 
 Pattern zero a few or high zero 
Max peer visits 
 Zero 58.8% 44.0% 56.3% 
 One 21.6% 23.2% 18.3% 
 More than one 19.6% 32.7% 25.4% 
 Pattern zero or one n/a zero or one 
Number of visits 
 Low 53.8% 33.3% 28.6% 
 Medium 37.2% 36.3% 43.7% 
 High 9.0% 30.4% 27.8% 
 Pattern low or medium n/a n/a 
 
(table continues) 
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Features Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Cluster 3 
Number of project browses 
 Zero 36.7% 51.8% 21.4% 
 A few 30.7% 14.3% 28.6% 
 High 32.7% 33.9% 50.0% 
 Pattern n/a n/a a few or high 
Number of copied projects 
 Zero 93.5% 99.4% 59.5% 
 One 6.5% .6% 25.4% 
 More than one .0% .0% 15.1% 
 Pattern zero zero zero or one 
Note. k = 6, α = 66. 
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Table B5 
 
Usage Pattern from Preliminary Clusters When k = 7 
 
Features Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Cluster 3 
Size 197 121 102 
Number of projects 
 One 95.9% 80.2% .0% 
 More than one 4.1% 19.8% 100.0% 
 Pattern one one more than one 
Overview 
 Low 25.4% 1.7% 65.7% 
 Medium 34.0% 15.7% 30.4% 
 High 40.6% 82.6% 3.9% 
 Pattern medium or high high low or medium 
Content 
 Low 2.0% .0% 86.3% 
 Medium 66.0% 3.3% 13.7% 
 High 32.0% 96.7% .0% 
 Pattern medium or high high low 
Number of resources 
 Low 28.4% .0% 98.0% 
 Medium 41.6% 14.9% 2.0% 
 High 29.9% 85.1% .0% 
 Pattern n/a high low 
Max student visits 
 Zero 80.2% 85.1% 11.8% 
 A few 18.3% 14.0% 42.2% 
 High 1.5% .8% 46.1% 
 Pattern zero zero a few or high 
Max peer visits 
 Zero 59.4% 57.9% 43.1% 
 One 20.3% 17.4% 23.5% 
 More than one 20.3% 24.8% 33.3% 
 Pattern zero or one zero or one n/a 
Number of visits 
 Low 51.8% 31.4% 26.5% 
 Medium 39.6% 40.5% 39.2% 
 High 8.6% 28.1% 34.3% 
 Pattern low or medium n/a n/a 
 
(table continues) 
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Features Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Cluster 3 
Number of project browses 
 Zero 39.1% 19.0% 83.3% 
 A few 28.9% 28.9% 16.7% 
 High 32.0% 52.1% .0% 
 Pattern n/a a few or high zero 
Number of copied projects 
 Zero 94.4% 57.9% 100.0% 
 One 5.6% 26.4% .0% 
 More than one .0% 15.7% .0% 
 Pattern zero zero or one zero 
Note. k = 7, α = 66. 
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Table B6 
 
Usage Pattern from Preliminary Clusters When k = 8 
 
Features Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Cluster 3 Cluster 4 
Size 158 161 142 67 
Number of projects 
 One 100.0% 0% 84.5% 74.6% 
 More than one 0% 100.0% 15.5% 25.4% 
 Pattern one more than one one one 
Overview 
 Low 14.6% 61.5% 14.1% 83.6% 
 Medium 29.1% 32.3% 26.1% 14.9% 
 High 56.3% 6.2% 59.9% 1.5% 
 Pattern medium or high low or medium medium or high low 
Content 
 Low 3.8% 85.1% 0% 67.2% 
 Medium 63.9% 14.9% 15.5% 31.3% 
 High 32.3% 0% 84.5% 1.5% 
 Pattern medium or high low high low or medium 
Number of resources 
 Low 26.6% 95.7% 0% 79.1% 
 Medium 56.3% 4.3% 4.2% 13.4% 
 High 17.1% 0% 95.8% 7.5% 
 Pattern n/a low high low 
Max student visits 
 Zero 73.4% 8.1% 86.6% 97.0% 
 A few 22.8% 44.7% 12.7% 3.0% 
 High 3.8% 47.2% .7% 0% 
 Pattern zero a few or high zero zero 
Max peer visits 
 Zero 58.9% 43.5% 61.3% 82.1% 
 One 23.4% 23.6% 17.6% 14.9% 
 More than one 17.7% 32.9% 21.1% 3.0% 
 Pattern zero or one n/a zero or one zero 
Number of visits 
 Low 45.6% 28.0% 38.0% 92.5% 
 Medium 41.1% 37.9% 40.8% 7.5% 
 High 13.3% 34.2% 21.1% 0% 
 Pattern low or medium n/a low or medium low 
 
(table continues) 
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Features Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Cluster 3 Cluster 4 
Number of project browses 
 Zero 46.2% 52.8% 17.6% 28.4% 
 A few 29.1% 11.8% 23.9% 41.8% 
 High 24.7% 35.4% 58.5% 29.9% 
 Pattern zero or few n/a a few or high n/a 
Number of copied projects 
 Zero 93.7% 97.5% 66.2% 94.0% 
 One 6.3% 2.5% 19.7% 6.0% 
 More than one 0% 0% 14.1% 0% 
 Pattern zero zero zero or one zero 
Note. k = 8, α = 66. 
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Table B7 
 
Usage Pattern from Preliminary Clusters When k = 9 
 
Features Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Cluster 3 
Size 149 108 98 
Number of projects 
 One 82.6% 97.2% 0% 
 More than one 17.4% 2.8% 100.0% 
 Pattern one one more than one 
Overview 
 Low .7% 1.9% 68.4% 
 Medium 20.8% 49.1% 30.6% 
 High 78.5% 49.1% 1.0% 
 Pattern high medium or high low or medium 
Content 
 Low 0% 4.6% 89.8% 
 Medium 6.7% 84.3% 10.2% 
 High 93.3% 11.1% 0% 
 Pattern high medium low 
Number of resources 
 Low 2.0% 24.1% 98.0% 
 Medium 18.1% 53.7% 2.0% 
 High 79.9% 22.2% 0% 
 Pattern high n/a low 
Max student visits 
 Zero 85.2% 79.6% 11.2% 
 A few 13.4% 20.4% 42.9% 
 High 1.3% 0% 45.9% 
 Pattern zero zero a few or high 
Max peer visits 
 Zero 54.4% 75.0% 44.9% 
 One 16.8% 16.7% 24.5% 
 More than one 28.9% 8.3% 30.6% 
 Pattern zero or one zero n/a 
Number of visits 
 Low 31.5% 58.3% 25.5% 
 Medium 40.3% 38.9% 38.8% 
 High 28.2% 2.8% 35.7% 
 Pattern n/a low or medium medium or high 
 
(table continues) 
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Features Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Cluster 3 
Number of project browses 
 Zero 24.8% 37.0% 82.7% 
 A few 27.5% 32.4% 17.3% 
 High 47.7% 30.6% 0% 
 Pattern a few or high n/a zero 
Number of copied projects 
 Zero 64.4% 94.4% 100.0% 
 One 22.8% 5.6% 0% 
 More than one 12.8% 0% 0% 
 Pattern zero or one zero zero 
Note. k = 9, α = 66. 
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Table B8 
 
Usage Pattern from Preliminary Clusters When k = 10 
 
Features Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Cluster 3 Cluster 4 Cluster 5 cluster 6 
Size 116 109 82 88 72 66 
Number of projects 
 One 93.1% 0% 85.4% 100.0% 9.7% 0% 
 More than one 6.9% 100.0% 14.6% 0% 90.3% 100.0% 
 Pattern one more than 
one 
one one more than one more than one 
Overview 
 Low 20.7% 64.2% 18.3% 20.5% 19.4% 60.6% 
 Medium 32.8% 31.2% 20.7% 29.5% 40.3% 31.8% 
 High 46.6% 4.6% 61.0% 50.0% 40.3% 7.6% 
 Pattern medium or 
high 
low or 
medium 
medium or 
high 
medium or 
high 
medium or high low or medium 
Content 
 Low 10.3% 82.6% 0% 6.8% 4.2% 86.4% 
 Medium 61.2% 17.4% 19.5% 50.0% 38.9% 13.6% 
 High 28.4% 0% 80.5% 43.2% 56.9% 0% 
 Pattern medium or 
high 
low high medium or 
high 
medium or high low 
Number of resources 
 Low 25.0% 93.6% 0% 27.3% 12.5% 92.4% 
 Medium 51.7% 5.5% 7.3% 43.2% 40.3% 7.6% 
 High 23.3% .9% 92.7% 29.5% 47.2% 0% 
 Pattern n/a low high n/a medium or high low 
Max student visits 
 Zero 83.6% 10.1% 91.5% 68.2% 37.5% 12.1% 
 A few 14.7% 40.4% 8.5% 25.0% 18.1% 43.9% 
 High 1.7% 49.5% 0% 6.8% 44.4% 43.9% 
 Pattern zero a few or high zero zero or a few n/a a few or high 
Max peer visits 
 Zero 75.0% 45.0% 59.8% 61.4% 15.3% 43.9% 
 One 16.4% 22.9% 20.7% 25.0% 12.5% 24.2% 
 More than one 8.6% 32.1% 19.5% 13.6% 72.2% 31.8% 
 Pattern zero n/a zero or one zero or one more than one n/a 
Number of visits 
 Low 57.8% 24.8% 36.6% 52.3% 0% 37.9% 
 Medium 35.3% 36.7% 41.5% 38.6% 9.7% 31.8% 
 High 6.9% 38.5% 22.0% 9.1% 90.3% 30.3% 
 Pattern low or 
medium 
medium or 
high 
low or 
medium 
low or 
medium 
high n/a 
Number of project browses 
 Zero .9% 82.6% 0% 100.0% 0% 0% 
 A few 57.8% 17.4% 1.2% 0% 6.9% 0% 
 High 41.4% 0% 98.8% 0% 93.1% 100.0% 
 Pattern a few or high zero high zero high high 
 
(table continues) 
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Features Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Cluster 3 Cluster 4 Cluster 5 cluster 6 
Number of copied projects 
 Zero 85.3% 100.0% 47.6% 100.0% 26.4% 87.9% 
 One 14.7% 0% 26.8% 0% 22.2% 6.1% 
 More than one 0% 0% 25.6% 0% 51.4% 6.1% 
 Pattern zero zero zero or one zero one or more 
than one 
zero 
Note. k = 10, α = 66. 
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Table B9 
 
Usage Pattern from Preliminary Clusters When k = 11 
 
Features Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Cluster 3 Cluster 4 Cluster 5 
Size 121 110 89 79 60 
Number of projects 
 One 90.9% 2.7% 100.0% 86.1% 0% 
 More than one 9.1% 97.3% 0% 13.9% 100.0% 
 Pattern one more than one one one more than one 
Overview 
 Low 25.6% 64.5% 15.7% 10.1% 60.0% 
 Medium 32.2% 30.9% 27.0% 19.0% 31.7% 
 High 42.1% 4.5% 57.3% 70.9% 8.3% 
 Pattern medium or 
high 
low or 
medium 
medium or high high low or medium 
Content 
 Low 13.2% 83.6% 1.1% 0% 83.3% 
 Medium 64.5% 16.4% 48.3% 6.3% 16.7% 
 High 22.3% 0% 50.6% 93.7% 0% 
 Pattern n/a low medium or high high low 
Number of resources 
 Low 24.0% 92.7% 23.6% 0% 91.7% 
 Medium 48.8% 6.4% 42.7% 10.1% 6.7% 
 High 27.3% .9% 33.7% 89.9% 1.7% 
 Pattern n/a low medium or high high low 
Max student visits 
 Zero 89.3% 8.2% 68.5% 92.4% 6.7% 
 A few 10.7% 41.8% 24.7% 7.6% 46.7% 
 High 0% 50.0% 6.7% 0% 46.7% 
 Pattern zero a few or high zero or a few zero a few or high 
Max peer visits 
 Zero 71.9% 46.4% 56.2% 65.8% 41.7% 
 One 17.4% 22.7% 28.1% 17.7% 26.7% 
 More than one 10.7% 30.9% 15.7% 16.5% 31.7% 
 Pattern zero n/a zero or one zero or one n/a 
Number of visits 
 Low 57.0% 22.7% 47.2% 40.5% 35.0% 
 Medium 34.7% 38.2% 42.7% 41.8% 35.0% 
 High 8.3% 39.1% 10.1% 17.7% 30.0% 
 Pattern low or 
medium 
medium or 
high 
low or medium low or medium n/a 
 
(table continues) 
Number of project browses 
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Features Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Cluster 3 Cluster 4 Cluster 5 
 Zero 4.1% 82.7% 97.8% 0% 0% 
 A few 50.4% 17.3% 2.2% 11.4% 0% 
 High 45.5% 0% 0% 88.6% 100.0% 
 Pattern a few or 
high 
zero zero high high 
Number of copied projects 
 Zero 90.1% 100.0% 100.0% 40.5% 93.3% 
 One 9.9% 0% 0% 34.2% 6.7% 
 More than one 0% 0% 0% 25.3% 0% 
 Pattern zero zero zero n/a zero 
Note. k = 11, α = 60. 
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Table B10 
 
Usage Pattern from Preliminary Clusters When k = 12 
 
Features Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Cluster 3 Cluster 4 Cluster 6 
Size 133 88 73 65 61 
Number of projects 
 One 84.2% 96.6% 0% 70.8% 0% 
 More than one 15.8% 3.4% 100.0% 29.2% 100.0% 
 Pattern one one more than one one  more than one 
Overview 
 Low .8% 9.1% 79.5% 86.2% 57.4% 
 Medium 23.3% 54.5% 20.5% 13.8% 34.4% 
 High 75.9% 36.4% 0% 0% 8.2% 
 Pattern high medium or high low low low or medium 
Content 
 Low 0% 4.5% 93.2% 76.9% 83.6% 
 Medium 6.0% 93.2% 6.8% 23.1% 16.4% 
 High 94.0% 2.3% 0% 0% 0% 
 Pattern high medium low low low 
Number of resources 
 Low 0% 19.3% 100.0% 81.5% 90.2% 
 Medium 12.0% 55.7% 0% 10.8% 6.6% 
 High 88.0% 25.0% 0% 7.7% 3.3% 
 Pattern high n/a low low low 
Max student visits 
 Zero 85.0% 84.1% 8.2% 98.5% 9.8% 
 A few 13.5% 15.9% 50.7% 1.5% 47.5% 
 High 1.5% 0% 41.1% 0% 42.6% 
 Pattern zero zero a few or high zero a few or high 
Max peer visits 
 Zero 57.9% 83.0% 58.9% 70.8% 41.0% 
 One 15.8% 12.5% 24.7% 18.5% 24.6% 
 More than one 26.3% 4.5% 16.4% 10.8% 34.4% 
 Pattern zero or one zero zero or one zero n/a 
Number of visits 
 Low 33.1% 68.2% 13.7% 93.8% 39.3% 
 Medium 42.1% 29.5% 39.7% 6.2% 37.7% 
 High 24.8% 2.3% 46.6% 0% 23.0% 
 Pattern n/a low or medium medium or high low low or medium 
Number of project browses 
 Zero 20.3% 33.0% 79.5% 32.3% 0% 
 A few 27.8% 28.4% 20.5% 40.0% 1.6% 
 High 51.9% 38.6% 0% 27.7% 98.4% 
 Pattern a few or high n/a zero n/a high 
(table continues) 
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Features Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Cluster 3 Cluster 4 Cluster 6 
Number of copied projects 
 Zero 62.4% 96.6% 100.0% 89.2% 93.4% 
 One 23.3% 3.4% 0% 7.7% 4.9% 
 More than one 14.3% 0% 0% 3.1% 1.6% 
 Pattern zero or one zero zero zero zero 
Note. k = 12, α = 55 
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Table B11 
 
Usage Pattern from Preliminary Clusters When k = 13 
 
Features Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Cluster 3 Cluster 4 Cluster 5 
Size 98 85 86 66 62 
Number of projects 
 One 100.0% 94.1% 1.2% 92.4% 4.8% 
 More than one 0% 5.9% 98.8% 7.6% 95.2% 
 Pattern one one more than 
one 
one more than 
one 
Overview 
 Low 14.3% 12.9% 64.0% 0% 14.5% 
 Medium 24.5% 49.4% 30.2% 0% 45.2% 
 High 61.2% 37.6% 5.8% 100.0% 40.3% 
 Pattern medium or 
high 
medium or 
high 
low or 
medium 
high medium or 
high 
Content 
 Low 2.0% 16.5% 84.9% 1.5% 6.5% 
 Medium 39.8% 71.8% 15.1% 12.1% 37.1% 
 High 58.2% 11.8% 0% 86.4% 56.5% 
 Pattern medium or 
high 
medium low high medium or 
high 
Number of resources 
 Low 27.6% 17.6% 97.7% 1.5% 14.5% 
 Medium 40.8% 49.4% 2.3% 19.7% 41.9% 
 High 31.6% 32.9% 0% 78.8% 43.5% 
 Pattern n/a medium or 
high 
low high medium or 
high 
Max student visits 
 Zero 65.3% 94.1% 9.3% 87.9% 32.3% 
 A few 27.6% 5.9% 39.5% 12.1% 19.4% 
 High 7.1% 0% 51.2% 0% 48.4% 
 Pattern zero or a few zero a few or high zero n/a 
Max peer visits 
 Zero 48.0% 85.9% 44.2% 54.5% 12.9% 
 One 30.6% 10.6% 23.3% 16.7% 14.5% 
 More than one 21.4% 3.5% 32.6% 28.8% 72.6% 
 Pattern zero or one zero n/a zero or one more than 
one 
 
(table continues) 
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Features Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Cluster 3 Cluster 4 Cluster 5 
Number of visits 
 Low 32.7% 80.0% 25.6% 21.2% 0% 
 Medium 51.0% 20.0% 45.3% 50.0% 9.7% 
 High 16.3% 0% 29.1% 28.8% 90.3% 
 Pattern low or medium low n/a n/a high 
Number of project browses 
 Zero 83.7% 20.0% 100.0% 0% 0% 
 A few 16.3% 43.5% 0% 27.3% 4.8% 
 High 0% 36.5% 0% 72.7% 95.2% 
 Pattern zero a few or high zero high high 
Number of copied projects 
 Zero 100.0% 88.2% 100.0% 62.1% 14.5% 
 One 0% 11.8% 0% 33.3% 22.6% 
 More than one 0% 0% 0% 4.5% 62.9% 
 Pattern zero zero zero zero or one one or 
high 
Note. k = 13, α = 50. 
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Table B12 
 
Usage Pattern from Preliminary Clusters When k = 14 
 
Features  Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Cluster 3 Cluster 4 Cluster 5 Cluster 6 
Size 96 92 68 65 53 51 
Number of projects 
 One 100.0% 88.0% 0% 0% 100.0% 88.2% 
 More than one 0% 12.0% 100.0% 100.0% 0% 11.8% 
 Pattern one one more than one more than 
one 
one one 
Overview 
 Low 14.6% 54.3% 55.9% 63.1% 0% 0% 
 Medium 29.2% 37.0% 36.8% 30.8% 0% 0% 
 High 56.3% 8.7% 7.4% 6.2% 100.0% 100.0% 
 Pattern medium or 
high 
low or 
medium 
low or 
medium 
low or 
medium 
high high 
Content 
 Low 4.2% 10.9% 86.8% 87.7% 1.9% 3.9% 
 Medium 44.8% 66.3% 13.2% 12.3% 18.9% 33.3% 
 High 51.0% 22.8% 0% 0% 79.2% 62.7% 
 Pattern medium or 
high 
medium or 
high 
low low high medium or 
high 
Number of resources 
 Low 24.0% 27.2% 97.1% 89.2% 1.9% 27.5% 
 Medium 37.5% 39.1% 2.9% 7.7% 17.0% 33.3% 
 High 38.5% 33.7% 0% 3.1% 81.1% 39.2% 
 Pattern medium or 
high 
n/a low low high medium or 
high 
Max student visits 
 Zero 67.7% 87.0% 11.8% 7.7% 88.7% 82.4% 
 A few 26.0% 12.0% 42.6% 44.6% 11.3% 17.6% 
 High 6.3% 1.1% 45.6% 47.7% 0% 0% 
 Pattern zero or a 
few 
zero a few or high a few or 
high 
zero zero 
Max peer visits 
 Zero 54.2% 76.1% 35.3% 46.2% 45.3% 56.9% 
 One 27.1% 15.2% 23.5% 24.6% 20.8% 17.6% 
 More than one 18.8% 8.7% 41.2% 29.2% 34.0% 25.5% 
 Pattern zero or one zero n/a zero or one n/a zero or one 
 
(table continues) 
 
 
 
 
Number of visits 
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Features  Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Cluster 3 Cluster 4 Cluster 5 Cluster 6 
 Low 41.7% 58.7% 33.8% 40.0% 17.0% 49.0% 
 Medium 42.7% 30.4% 57.4% 33.8% 47.2% 43.1% 
 High 15.6% 10.9% 8.8% 26.2% 35.8% 7.8% 
 Pattern low or 
medium 
low or 
medium 
low or 
medium 
low or 
medium 
medium or 
high 
low or 
medium 
Number of project browses 
 Zero 100.0% 0% 100.0% 0% 0% 0% 
 A few 0% 26.1% 0% 6.2% 0% 100.0% 
 High 0% 73.9% 0% 93.8% 100.0% 0% 
 Pattern zero high zero high high medium 
Number of copied projects 
 Zero 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 93.8% 56.6% 66.7% 
 One 0% 0% 0% 6.2% 28.3% 31.4% 
 More than one 0% 0% 0% 0% 15.1% 2.0% 
 Pattern zero zero zero zero zero or one zero or one 
Note. k = 14, α = 47. 
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Table B13 
 
Usage Pattern from Preliminary Clusters When k = 15 
 
Features Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Cluster 3 Cluster 4 Cluster 5 Cluster 6 Cluster 7 
Size 97 90 68 70 56 54 54 
Number of projects 
 One 2.1% 100.0% 97.1% 94.3% 16.1% 0% 77.8% 
 More than one 97.9% 0% 2.9% 5.7% 83.9% 100.0% 22.2% 
 Pattern more than 
one 
one one one more than 
one 
more than 
one 
one 
Overview 
 Low 68.0% 12.2% 14.7% 0% 8.9% 61.1% 88.9% 
 Medium 29.9% 30.0% 50.0% 0% 42.9% 31.5% 11.1% 
 High 2.1% 57.8% 35.3% 100.0% 48.2% 7.4% 0% 
 Pattern low or 
medium 
medium 
or high 
medium 
or high 
high medium 
or high 
low or 
medium 
low 
Content 
 Low 89.7% 0% 7.4% 0% 0% 88.9% 81.5% 
 Medium 10.3% 46.7% 85.3% 0% 32.1% 11.1% 18.5% 
 High 0% 53.3% 7.4% 100.0% 67.9% 0% 0% 
 Pattern low medium 
or high 
n/a high medium 
or high 
low low 
Number of resources 
 Low 100.0% 24.4% 23.5% 8.6% 8.9% 94.4% 83.3% 
 Medium 0% 40.0% 55.9% 18.6% 33.9% 5.6% 7.4% 
 High 0% 35.6% 20.6% 72.9% 57.1% 0% 9.3% 
 Pattern low medium 
or high 
n/a high medium 
or high 
low low 
Max student visits 
 Zero 9.3% 70.0% 86.8% 87.1% 37.5% 5.6% 96.3% 
 A few 47.4% 25.6% 13.2% 12.9% 25.0% 50.0% 3.7% 
 High 43.3% 4.4% 0% 0% 37.5% 44.4% 0% 
 Pattern a few or 
high 
zero zero zero n/a a few or 
high 
zero 
Max peer visits 
 Zero 46.4% 51.1% 86.8% 60.0% 14.3% 40.7% 88.9% 
 One 23.7% 27.8% 11.8% 21.4% 16.1% 25.9% 11.1% 
 More than one 29.9% 21.1% 1.5% 18.6% 69.6% 33.3% 0% 
 Pattern zero or 
one 
zero or 
one 
zero zero or 
one 
one or 
more than 
one 
n/a zero 
 
(table continues) 
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Features Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Cluster 3 Cluster 4 Cluster 5 Cluster 6 Cluster 7 
Number of visits 
 Low 23.7% 47.8% 61.8% 28.6% 0% 37.0% 88.9% 
 Medium 39.2% 43.3% 33.8% 44.3% 5.4% 38.9% 9.3% 
 High 37.1% 8.9% 4.4% 27.1% 94.6% 24.1% 1.9% 
 Pattern medium 
or high 
low or 
medium 
low or 
medium 
n/a high low or 
medium 
low 
Number of project browses 
 Zero 84.5% 95.6% 1.5% 0% 0% 0% 37.0% 
 A few 15.5% 4.4% 48.5% 40.0% 5.4% 0% 40.7% 
 High 0% 0% 50.0% 60.0% 94.6% 100.0% 22.2% 
 Pattern zero zero a few or 
high 
a few or 
high 
high high zero or a 
few 
Number of copied projects 
 Zero 100.0% 100.0% 92.6% 62.9% 19.6% 94.4% 94.4% 
 One 0% 0% 7.4% 32.9% 21.4% 5.6% 5.6% 
 More than one 0% 0% 0% 4.3% 58.9% 0% 0% 
 Pattern zero zero zero zero or 
one 
one or 
more than 
one 
zero zero 
 
Note. k = 15, α = 47.
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Appendix C 
 
Frequent User Patterns (Study II)
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3-itemsets (N = 190) 
projects = one ^ overview = high ^ words = high  
projects = one ^ overview = high ^ resources = high  
projects = one ^ overview = high ^ student = zero   
projects = one ^ overview = high ^ peer = -   
projects = one ^ overview = high ^ copy = -   
projects = one ^ overview = + ^ words = +  
projects = one ^ overview = + ^ student = zero  
projects = one ^ overview = + ^ peer = zero  
projects = one ^ overview = + ^ peer = -  
projects = one ^ overview = + ^ visit = -  
projects = one ^ overview = + ^ copy = zero  
projects = one ^ overview = - ^ student = zero  
projects = one ^ overview = - ^ visit = -  
projects = one ^ overview = - ^ copy = zero  
projects = one ^ words = high ^ resources = high  
projects = one ^ words = high ^ student = zero  
projects = one ^ words = high ^ peer = -  
projects = one ^ words = high ^ browse = +  
projects = one ^ words = high ^ copy = -  
projects = one ^ words = + ^ resources = +  
projects = one ^ words = + ^ student = zero  
projects = one ^ words = + ^ peer = -  
projects = one ^ words = + ^ visit = -  
projects = one ^ words = + ^ copy = zero  
projects = one ^ resources = high ^ student = zero  
projects = one ^ resources = high ^ peer = -  
projects = one ^ resources = high ^ browse = +  
projects = one ^ resources = high ^ copy = -  
projects = one ^ resources = + ^ peer = -  
projects = one ^ resources = + ^ visit = -  
projects = one ^ resources = + ^ copy = zero  
projects = one ^ student = zero ^ peer = zero  
projects = one ^ student = zero ^ peer = -  
projects = one ^ student = zero ^ visit = -  
projects = one ^ student = zero ^ browse = +  
projects = one ^ student = zero ^ copy = zero  
projects = one ^ student = zero ^ copy = -  
projects = one ^ peer = zero ^ visit = -  
projects = one ^ peer = zero ^ copy = zero  
projects = one ^ peer = - ^ visit = -  
projects = one ^ peer = - ^ browse = +  
projects = one ^ peer = - ^ copy = zero  
projects = one ^ peer = - ^ copy = -  
projects = one ^ visit = - ^ browse = +  
projects = one ^ visit = - ^ copy = zero  
projects = one ^ browse = + ^ copy = -  
projects = morethanone ^ overview = - ^ words = low  
projects = morethanone ^ overview = - ^ resources = low  
projects = morethanone ^ overview = - ^ student = +  
projects = morethanone ^ overview = - ^ browse = low  
projects = morethanone ^ overview = - ^ copy = zero  
projects = morethanone ^ words = low ^ resources = low  
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projects = morethanone ^ words = low ^ student = +  
projects = morethanone ^ words = low ^ browse = low  
projects = morethanone ^ words = low ^ copy = zero  
projects = morethanone ^ words = + ^ resources = +  
projects = morethanone ^ words = + ^ peer = +  
projects = morethanone ^ words = + ^ visit = high  
projects = morethanone ^ words = + ^ browse = high  
projects = morethanone ^ words = + ^ copy = +  
projects = morethanone ^ resources = low ^ student = +  
projects = morethanone ^ resources = low ^ browse = low  
projects = morethanone ^ resources = low ^ copy = zero  
projects = morethanone ^ resources = + ^ peer = +  
projects = morethanone ^ resources = + ^ visit = high  
projects = morethanone ^ resources = + ^ browse = high  
projects = morethanone ^ resources = + ^ copy = +  
projects = morethanone ^ student = + ^ browse = low  
projects = morethanone ^ student = + ^ copy = zero  
projects = morethanone ^ peer = + ^ visit = high  
projects = morethanone ^ peer = + ^ browse = high  
projects = morethanone ^ peer = + ^ copy = +  
projects = morethanone ^ visit = high ^ browse = high  
projects = morethanone ^ visit = high ^ copy = +  
projects = morethanone ^ browse = low ^ copy = zero  
projects = morethanone ^ browse = high ^ copy = +  
overview = high ^ words = high ^ resources = high  
overview = high ^ words = high ^ student = zero  
overview = high ^ words = high ^ peer = -  
overview = high ^ words = high ^ copy = -  
overview = high ^ resources = high ^ student = zero  
overview = high ^ resources = high ^ peer = -  
overview = high ^ resources = high ^ copy = -  
overview = high ^ student = zero ^ peer = -  
overview = high ^ student = zero ^ copy = -  
overview = high ^ peer = - ^ copy = -  
overview = + ^ words = + ^ resources = +  
overview = + ^ words = + ^ student = zero  
overview = + ^ words = + ^ peer = +  
overview = + ^ words = + ^ peer = -  
overview = + ^ words = + ^ visit = -  
overview = + ^ words = + ^ copy = zero  
overview = + ^ student = zero ^ peer = zero  
overview = + ^ student = zero ^ peer = -  
overview = + ^ student = zero ^ visit = -  
overview = + ^ student = zero ^ copy = zero  
overview = + ^ peer = zero ^ visit = -  
overview = + ^ peer = zero ^ copy = zero  
overview = + ^ peer = - ^ visit = -  
overview = + ^ peer = - ^ copy = zero  
overview = + ^ visit = - ^ copy = zero  
overview = - ^ words = low ^ resources = low  
overview = - ^ words = low ^ student = +  
overview = - ^ words = low ^ visit = -  
overview = - ^ words = low ^ browse = low  
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overview = - ^ words = low ^ copy = zero  
overview = - ^ resources = low ^ student = +  
overview = - ^ resources = low ^ visit = -  
overview = - ^ resources = low ^ browse = low  
overview = - ^ resources = low ^ copy = zero  
overview = - ^ student = zero ^ visit = -  
overview = - ^ student = zero ^ copy = zero  
overview = - ^ student = + ^ browse = low  
overview = - ^ student = + ^ copy = zero  
overview = - ^ visit = - ^ copy = zero  
overview = - ^ browse = low ^ copy = zero  
overview = - ^ browse = high ^ copy = zero  
words = low ^ resources = low ^ student = +  
words = low ^ resources = low ^ visit = -  
words = low ^ resources = low ^ browse = low  
words = low ^ resources = low ^ copy = zero  
words = low ^ student = + ^ browse = low  
words = low ^ student = + ^ copy = zero  
words = low ^ visit = - ^ copy = zero  
words = low ^ browse = low ^ copy = zero  
words = high ^ resources = high ^ student = zero  
words = high ^ resources = high ^ peer = -  
words = high ^ resources = high ^ browse = +  
words = high ^ resources = high ^ copy = -  
words = high ^ student = zero ^ peer = -  
words = high ^ student = zero ^ browse = +  
words = high ^ student = zero ^ copy = -  
words = high ^ peer = - ^ browse = +  
words = high ^ peer = - ^ copy = -  
words = high ^ browse = + ^ copy = -  
words = + ^ resources = + ^ peer = +  
words = + ^ resources = + ^ peer = -  
words = + ^ resources = + ^ visit = high  
words = + ^ resources = + ^ visit = -  
words = + ^ resources = + ^ browse = high  
words = + ^ resources = + ^ copy = +  
words = + ^ student = zero ^ peer = -  
words = + ^ student = zero ^ visit = -  
words = + ^ student = zero ^ copy = zero  
words = + ^ peer = + ^ visit = high  
words = + ^ peer = + ^ browse = high  
words = + ^ peer = + ^ copy = +  
words = + ^ peer = - ^ visit = -  
words = + ^ peer = - ^ copy = zero  
words = + ^ visit = high ^ browse = high  
words = + ^ visit = high ^ copy = +  
words = + ^ visit = - ^ copy = zero  
words = + ^ browse = high ^ copy = +  
resources = low ^ student = + ^ browse = low  
resources = low ^ student = + ^ copy = zero  
resources = low ^ visit = - ^ copy = zero  
resources = low ^ browse = low ^ copy = zero  
resources = high ^ student = zero ^ peer = -  
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resources = high ^ student = zero ^ browse = +  
resources = high ^ student = zero ^ copy = -  
resources = high ^ peer = - ^ browse = +  
resources = high ^ peer = - ^ copy = -  
resources = high ^ browse = + ^ copy = -  
resources = + ^ peer = + ^ visit = high  
resources = + ^ peer = + ^ browse = high  
resources = + ^ peer = + ^ copy = +  
resources = + ^ peer = - ^ visit = -  
resources = + ^ visit = high ^ browse = high  
resources = + ^ visit = high ^ copy = +  
resources = + ^ visit = - ^ copy = zero  
resources = + ^ browse = high ^ copy = +  
student = zero ^ peer = zero ^ visit = -  
student = zero ^ peer = zero ^ copy = zero  
student = zero ^ peer = - ^ visit = -  
student = zero ^ peer = - ^ browse = +  
student = zero ^ peer = - ^ copy = zero  
student = zero ^ peer = - ^ copy = -  
student = zero ^ visit = - ^ browse = +  
student = zero ^ visit = - ^ copy = zero  
student = zero ^ browse = + ^ copy = -  
student = + ^ browse = low ^ copy = zero  
peer = zero ^ visit = - ^ copy = zero  
peer = + ^ visit = high ^ browse = high  
peer = + ^ visit = high ^ copy = +  
peer = + ^ browse = high ^ copy = +  
peer = - ^ visit = - ^ copy = zero  
peer = - ^ browse = low ^ copy = zero  
peer = - ^ browse = + ^ copy = -  
visit = high ^ browse = high ^ copy = +  
visit = - ^ browse = low ^ copy = zero  
 
4-itemsets (N = 182) 
projects = one ^ overview = high ^ words = high ^ resources = high  
projects = one ^ overview = high ^ words = high ^ student = zero  
projects = one ^ overview = high ^ words = high ^ peer = -  
projects = one ^ overview = high ^ words = high ^ copy = -  
projects = one ^ overview = high ^ resources = high ^ student = zero  
projects = one ^ overview = high ^ resources = high ^ peer = -  
projects = one ^ overview = high ^ resources = high ^ copy = -  
projects = one ^ overview = high ^ student = zero ^ peer = -  
projects = one ^ overview = high ^ student = zero ^ copy = -  
projects = one ^ overview = high ^ peer = - ^ copy = -  
projects = one ^ overview = + ^ words = + ^ student = zero  
projects = one ^ overview = + ^ words = + ^ peer = -  
projects = one ^ overview = + ^ words = + ^ visit = -  
projects = one ^ overview = + ^ words = + ^ copy = zero  
projects = one ^ overview = + ^ student = zero ^ peer = zero  
projects = one ^ overview = + ^ student = zero ^ peer = -  
projects = one ^ overview = + ^ student = zero ^ visit = -  
projects = one ^ overview = + ^ student = zero ^ copy = zero  
projects = one ^ overview = + ^ peer = zero ^ visit = -  
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projects = one ^ overview = + ^ peer = zero ^ copy = zero  
projects = one ^ overview = + ^ peer = - ^ visit = -  
projects = one ^ overview = + ^ peer = - ^ copy = zero  
projects = one ^ overview = + ^ visit = - ^ copy = zero  
projects = one ^ overview = - ^ student = zero ^ visit = -  
projects = one ^ overview = - ^ student = zero ^ copy = zero  
projects = one ^ overview = - ^ visit = - ^ copy = zero  
projects = one ^ words = high ^ resources = high ^ student = zero  
projects = one ^ words = high ^ resources = high ^ peer = -  
projects = one ^ words = high ^ resources = high ^ browse = +  
projects = one ^ words = high ^ resources = high ^ copy = -  
projects = one ^ words = high ^ student = zero ^ peer = -  
projects = one ^ words = high ^ student = zero ^ browse = +  
projects = one ^ words = high ^ student = zero ^ copy = -  
projects = one ^ words = high ^ peer = - ^ browse = +  
projects = one ^ words = high ^ peer = - ^ copy = -  
projects = one ^ words = high ^ browse = + ^ copy = -  
projects = one ^ words = + ^ resources = + ^ peer = -  
projects = one ^ words = + ^ resources = + ^ visit = -  
projects = one ^ words = + ^ student = zero ^ peer = -  
projects = one ^ words = + ^ student = zero ^ visit = -  
projects = one ^ words = + ^ student = zero ^ copy = zero  
projects = one ^ words = + ^ peer = - ^ visit = -  
projects = one ^ words = + ^ peer = - ^ copy = zero  
projects = one ^ words = + ^ visit = - ^ copy = zero  
projects = one ^ resources = high ^ student = zero ^ peer = -  
projects = one ^ resources = high ^ student = zero ^ browse = +  
projects = one ^ resources = high ^ student = zero ^ copy = -  
projects = one ^ resources = high ^ peer = - ^ browse = +  
projects = one ^ resources = high ^ peer = - ^ copy = -  
projects = one ^ resources = high ^ browse = + ^ copy = -  
projects = one ^ resources = + ^ peer = - ^ visit = -  
projects = one ^ resources = + ^ visit = - ^ copy = zero  
projects = one ^ student = zero ^ peer = zero ^ visit = -  
projects = one ^ student = zero ^ peer = zero ^ copy = zero  
projects = one ^ student = zero ^ peer = - ^ visit = -  
projects = one ^ student = zero ^ peer = - ^ browse = +  
projects = one ^ student = zero ^ peer = - ^ copy = zero  
projects = one ^ student = zero ^ peer = - ^ copy = -  
projects = one ^ student = zero ^ visit = - ^ browse = +  
projects = one ^ student = zero ^ visit = - ^ copy = zero  
projects = one ^ student = zero ^ browse = + ^ copy = -  
projects = one ^ peer = zero ^ visit = - ^ copy = zero  
projects = one ^ peer = - ^ visit = - ^ copy = zero  
projects = one ^ peer = - ^ browse = + ^ copy = -  
projects = morethanone ^ overview = - ^ words = low ^ resources = low  
projects = morethanone ^ overview = - ^ words = low ^ student = +  
projects = morethanone ^ overview = - ^ words = low ^ browse = low  
projects = morethanone ^ overview = - ^ words = low ^ copy = zero  
projects = morethanone ^ overview = - ^ resources = low ^ student = +  
projects = morethanone ^ overview = - ^ resources = low ^ browse = low  
projects = morethanone ^ overview = - ^ resources = low ^ copy = zero  
projects = morethanone ^ overview = - ^ student = + ^ browse = low  
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projects = morethanone ^ overview = - ^ student = + ^ copy = zero  
projects = morethanone ^ overview = - ^ browse = low ^ copy = zero  
projects = morethanone ^ words = low ^ resources = low ^ student = +  
projects = morethanone ^ words = low ^ resources = low ^ browse = low  
projects = morethanone ^ words = low ^ resources = low ^ copy = zero  
projects = morethanone ^ words = low ^ student = + ^ browse = low  
projects = morethanone ^ words = low ^ student = + ^ copy = zero  
projects = morethanone ^ words = low ^ browse = low ^ copy = zero  
projects = morethanone ^ words = + ^ resources = + ^ peer = +  
projects = morethanone ^ words = + ^ resources = + ^ visit = high  
projects = morethanone ^ words = + ^ resources = + ^ browse = high  
projects = morethanone ^ words = + ^ resources = + ^ copy = +  
projects = morethanone ^ words = + ^ peer = + ^ visit = high  
projects = morethanone ^ words = + ^ peer = + ^ browse = high  
projects = morethanone ^ words = + ^ peer = + ^ copy = +  
projects = morethanone ^ words = + ^ visit = high ^ browse = high  
projects = morethanone ^ words = + ^ visit = high ^ copy = +  
projects = morethanone ^ words = + ^ browse = high ^ copy = +  
projects = morethanone ^ resources = low ^ student = + ^ browse = low  
projects = morethanone ^ resources = low ^ student = + ^ copy = zero  
projects = morethanone ^ resources = low ^ browse = low ^ copy = zero  
projects = morethanone ^ resources = + ^ peer = + ^ visit = high  
projects = morethanone ^ resources = + ^ peer = + ^ browse = high  
projects = morethanone ^ resources = + ^ peer = + ^ copy = +  
projects = morethanone ^ resources = + ^ visit = high ^ browse = high  
projects = morethanone ^ resources = + ^ visit = high ^ copy = +  
projects = morethanone ^ resources = + ^ browse = high ^ copy = +  
projects = morethanone ^ student = + ^ browse = low ^ copy = zero  
projects = morethanone ^ peer = + ^ visit = high ^ browse = high  
projects = morethanone ^ peer = + ^ visit = high ^ copy = +  
projects = morethanone ^ peer = + ^ browse = high ^ copy = +  
projects = morethanone ^ visit = high ^ browse = high ^ copy = +  
overview = high ^ words = high ^ resources = high ^ student = zero  
overview = high ^ words = high ^ resources = high ^ peer = -  
overview = high ^ words = high ^ resources = high ^ copy = -  
overview = high ^ words = high ^ student = zero ^ peer = -  
overview = high ^ words = high ^ student = zero ^ copy = -  
overview = high ^ words = high ^ peer = - ^ copy = -  
overview = high ^ resources = high ^ student = zero ^ peer = -  
overview = high ^ resources = high ^ student = zero ^ copy = -  
overview = high ^ resources = high ^ peer = - ^ copy = -  
overview = high ^ student = zero ^ peer = - ^ copy = -  
overview = + ^ words = + ^ student = zero ^ visit = -  
overview = + ^ words = + ^ student = zero ^ copy = zero  
overview = + ^ words = + ^ peer = - ^ visit = -  
overview = + ^ words = + ^ peer = - ^ copy = zero  
overview = + ^ words = + ^ visit = - ^ copy = zero  
overview = + ^ student = zero ^ peer = zero ^ visit = -  
overview = + ^ student = zero ^ peer = zero ^ copy = zero  
overview = + ^ student = zero ^ peer = - ^ visit = -  
overview = + ^ student = zero ^ visit = - ^ copy = zero  
overview = + ^ peer = zero ^ visit = - ^ copy = zero  
overview = + ^ peer = - ^ visit = - ^ copy = zero  
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overview = - ^ words = low ^ resources = low ^ student = +  
overview = - ^ words = low ^ resources = low ^ visit = -  
overview = - ^ words = low ^ resources = low ^ browse = low  
overview = - ^ words = low ^ resources = low ^ copy = zero  
overview = - ^ words = low ^ student = + ^ browse = low  
overview = - ^ words = low ^ student = + ^ copy = zero  
overview = - ^ words = low ^ visit = - ^ copy = zero  
overview = - ^ words = low ^ browse = low ^ copy = zero  
overview = - ^ resources = low ^ student = + ^ browse = low  
overview = - ^ resources = low ^ student = + ^ copy = zero  
overview = - ^ resources = low ^ visit = - ^ copy = zero  
overview = - ^ resources = low ^ browse = low ^ copy = zero  
overview = - ^ student = zero ^ visit = - ^ copy = zero  
overview = - ^ student = + ^ browse = low ^ copy = zero  
words = low ^ resources = low ^ student = + ^ browse = low  
words = low ^ resources = low ^ student = + ^ copy = zero  
words = low ^ resources = low ^ visit = - ^ copy = zero  
words = low ^ resources = low ^ browse = low ^ copy = zero  
words = low ^ student = + ^ browse = low ^ copy = zero  
words = high ^ resources = high ^ student = zero ^ peer = -  
words = high ^ resources = high ^ student = zero ^ browse = +  
words = high ^ resources = high ^ student = zero ^ copy = -  
words = high ^ resources = high ^ peer = - ^ browse = +  
words = high ^ resources = high ^ peer = - ^ copy = -  
words = high ^ resources = high ^ browse = + ^ copy = -  
words = high ^ student = zero ^ peer = - ^ browse = +  
words = high ^ student = zero ^ peer = - ^ copy = -  
words = high ^ student = zero ^ browse = + ^ copy = -  
words = high ^ peer = - ^ browse = + ^ copy = -  
words = + ^ resources = + ^ peer = + ^ visit = high  
words = + ^ resources = + ^ peer = + ^ browse = high  
words = + ^ resources = + ^ peer = + ^ copy = +  
words = + ^ resources = + ^ peer = - ^ visit = -  
words = + ^ resources = + ^ visit = high ^ browse = high  
words = + ^ resources = + ^ visit = high ^ copy = +  
words = + ^ resources = + ^ browse = high ^ copy = +  
words = + ^ student = zero ^ peer = - ^ visit = -  
words = + ^ student = zero ^ peer = - ^ copy = zero  
words = + ^ student = zero ^ visit = - ^ copy = zero  
words = + ^ peer = + ^ visit = high ^ browse = high  
words = + ^ peer = + ^ visit = high ^ copy = +  
words = + ^ peer = + ^ browse = high ^ copy = +  
words = + ^ peer = - ^ visit = - ^ copy = zero  
words = + ^ visit = high ^ browse = high ^ copy = +  
resources = low ^ student = + ^ browse = low ^ copy = zero  
resources = high ^ student = zero ^ peer = - ^ browse = +  
resources = high ^ student = zero ^ peer = - ^ copy = -  
resources = high ^ student = zero ^ browse = + ^ copy = -  
resources = high ^ peer = - ^ browse = + ^ copy = -  
resources = + ^ peer = + ^ visit = high ^ browse = high  
resources = + ^ peer = + ^ visit = high ^ copy = +  
resources = + ^ peer = + ^ browse = high ^ copy = +  
resources = + ^ visit = high ^ browse = high ^ copy = +  
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student = zero ^ peer = zero ^ visit = - ^ copy = zero  
student = zero ^ peer = - ^ visit = - ^ copy = zero  
student = zero ^ peer = - ^ browse = + ^ copy = -  
peer = + ^ visit = high ^ browse = high ^ copy = +  
 
5-itemsets (N = 102) 
projects = one ^ overview = high ^ words = high ^ resources = high ^ student = zero  
projects = one ^ overview = high ^ words = high ^ resources = high ^ peer = -  
projects = one ^ overview = high ^ words = high ^ resources = high ^ copy = -  
projects = one ^ overview = high ^ words = high ^ student = zero ^ peer = -  
projects = one ^ overview = high ^ words = high ^ student = zero ^ copy = -  
projects = one ^ overview = high ^ words = high ^ peer = - ^ copy = -  
projects = one ^ overview = high ^ resources = high ^ student = zero ^ peer = -  
projects = one ^ overview = high ^ resources = high ^ student = zero ^ copy = -  
projects = one ^ overview = high ^ resources = high ^ peer = - ^ copy = -  
projects = one ^ overview = high ^ student = zero ^ peer = - ^ copy = -  
projects = one ^ overview = + ^ words = + ^ student = zero ^ visit = -  
projects = one ^ overview = + ^ words = + ^ student = zero ^ copy = zero  
projects = one ^ overview = + ^ words = + ^ peer = - ^ visit = -  
projects = one ^ overview = + ^ words = + ^ peer = - ^ copy = zero  
projects = one ^ overview = + ^ words = + ^ visit = - ^ copy = zero  
projects = one ^ overview = + ^ student = zero ^ peer = zero ^ visit = -  
projects = one ^ overview = + ^ student = zero ^ peer = zero ^ copy = zero  
projects = one ^ overview = + ^ student = zero ^ peer = - ^ visit = -  
projects = one ^ overview = + ^ student = zero ^ visit = - ^ copy = zero  
projects = one ^ overview = + ^ peer = zero ^ visit = - ^ copy = zero  
projects = one ^ overview = + ^ peer = - ^ visit = - ^ copy = zero  
projects = one ^ overview = - ^ student = zero ^ visit = - ^ copy = zero  
projects = one ^ words = high ^ resources = high ^ student = zero ^ peer = -  
projects = one ^ words = high ^ resources = high ^ student = zero ^ browse = +  
projects = one ^ words = high ^ resources = high ^ student = zero ^ copy = -  
projects = one ^ words = high ^ resources = high ^ peer = - ^ browse = +  
projects = one ^ words = high ^ resources = high ^ peer = - ^ copy = -  
projects = one ^ words = high ^ resources = high ^ browse = + ^ copy = -  
projects = one ^ words = high ^ student = zero ^ peer = - ^ browse = +  
projects = one ^ words = high ^ student = zero ^ peer = - ^ copy = -  
projects = one ^ words = high ^ student = zero ^ browse = + ^ copy = -  
projects = one ^ words = high ^ peer = - ^ browse = + ^ copy = -  
projects = one ^ words = + ^ resources = + ^ peer = - ^ visit = -  
projects = one ^ words = + ^ student = zero ^ peer = - ^ visit = -  
projects = one ^ words = + ^ student = zero ^ peer = - ^ copy = zero  
projects = one ^ words = + ^ student = zero ^ visit = - ^ copy = zero  
projects = one ^ words = + ^ peer = - ^ visit = - ^ copy = zero  
projects = one ^ resources = high ^ student = zero ^ peer = - ^ browse = +  
projects = one ^ resources = high ^ student = zero ^ peer = - ^ copy = -  
projects = one ^ resources = high ^ student = zero ^ browse = + ^ copy = -  
projects = one ^ resources = high ^ peer = - ^ browse = + ^ copy = -  
projects = one ^ student = zero ^ peer = zero ^ visit = - ^ copy = zero  
projects = one ^ student = zero ^ peer = - ^ visit = - ^ copy = zero  
projects = one ^ student = zero ^ peer = - ^ browse = + ^ copy = -  
projects = morethanone ^ overview = - ^ words = low ^ resources = low ^ student = +  
projects = morethanone ^ overview = - ^ words = low ^ resources = low ^ browse = low  
projects = morethanone ^ overview = - ^ words = low ^ resources = low ^ copy = zero  
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projects = morethanone ^ overview = - ^ words = low ^ student = + ^ browse = low  
projects = morethanone ^ overview = - ^ words = low ^ student = + ^ copy = zero  
projects = morethanone ^ overview = - ^ words = low ^ browse = low ^ copy = zero  
projects = morethanone ^ overview = - ^ resources = low ^ student = + ^ browse = low  
projects = morethanone ^ overview = - ^ resources = low ^ student = + ^ copy = zero  
projects = morethanone ^ overview = - ^ resources = low ^ browse = low ^ copy = zero  
projects = morethanone ^ overview = - ^ student = + ^ browse = low ^ copy = zero  
projects = morethanone ^ words = low ^ resources = low ^ student = + ^ browse = low  
projects = morethanone ^ words = low ^ resources = low ^ student = + ^ copy = zero  
projects = morethanone ^ words = low ^ resources = low ^ browse = low ^ copy = zero  
projects = morethanone ^ words = low ^ student = + ^ browse = low ^ copy = zero  
projects = morethanone ^ words = + ^ resources = + ^ peer = + ^ visit = high  
projects = morethanone ^ words = + ^ resources = + ^ peer = + ^ browse = high  
projects = morethanone ^ words = + ^ resources = + ^ peer = + ^ copy = +  
projects = morethanone ^ words = + ^ resources = + ^ visit = high ^ browse = high  
projects = morethanone ^ words = + ^ resources = + ^ visit = high ^ copy = +  
projects = morethanone ^ words = + ^ resources = + ^ browse = high ^ copy = +  
projects = morethanone ^ words = + ^ peer = + ^ visit = high ^ browse = high  
projects = morethanone ^ words = + ^ peer = + ^ visit = high ^ copy = +  
projects = morethanone ^ words = + ^ peer = + ^ browse = high ^ copy = +  
projects = morethanone ^ words = + ^ visit = high ^ browse = high ^ copy = +  
projects = morethanone ^ resources = low ^ student = + ^ browse = low ^ copy = zero  
projects = morethanone ^ resources = + ^ peer = + ^ visit = high ^ browse = high  
projects = morethanone ^ resources = + ^ peer = + ^ visit = high ^ copy = +  
projects = morethanone ^ resources = + ^ peer = + ^ browse = high ^ copy = +  
projects = morethanone ^ resources = + ^ visit = high ^ browse = high ^ copy = +  
projects = morethanone ^ peer = + ^ visit = high ^ browse = high ^ copy = +  
overview = high ^ words = high ^ resources = high ^ student = zero ^ peer = -  
overview = high ^ words = high ^ resources = high ^ student = zero ^ copy = -  
overview = high ^ words = high ^ resources = high ^ peer = - ^ copy = -  
overview = high ^ words = high ^ student = zero ^ peer = - ^ copy = -  
overview = high ^ resources = high ^ student = zero ^ peer = - ^ copy = -  
overview = + ^ words = + ^ student = zero ^ visit = - ^ copy = zero  
overview = + ^ words = + ^ peer = - ^ visit = - ^ copy = zero  
overview = + ^ student = zero ^ peer = zero ^ visit = - ^ copy = zero  
overview = - ^ words = low ^ resources = low ^ student = + ^ browse = low  
overview = - ^ words = low ^ resources = low ^ student = + ^ copy = zero  
overview = - ^ words = low ^ resources = low ^ visit = - ^ copy = zero  
overview = - ^ words = low ^ resources = low ^ browse = low ^ copy = zero  
overview = - ^ words = low ^ student = + ^ browse = low ^ copy = zero  
overview = - ^ resources = low ^ student = + ^ browse = low ^ copy = zero  
words = low ^ resources = low ^ student = + ^ browse = low ^ copy = zero  
words = high ^ resources = high ^ student = zero ^ peer = - ^ browse = +  
words = high ^ resources = high ^ student = zero ^ peer = - ^ copy = -  
words = high ^ resources = high ^ student = zero ^ browse = + ^ copy = -  
words = high ^ resources = high ^ peer = - ^ browse = + ^ copy = -  
words = high ^ student = zero ^ peer = - ^ browse = + ^ copy = -  
words = + ^ resources = + ^ peer = + ^ visit = high ^ browse = high  
words = + ^ resources = + ^ peer = + ^ visit = high ^ copy = +  
words = + ^ resources = + ^ peer = + ^ browse = high ^ copy = +  
words = + ^ resources = + ^ visit = high ^ browse = high ^ copy = +  
words = + ^ student = zero ^ peer = - ^ visit = - ^ copy = zero  
words = + ^ peer = + ^ visit = high ^ browse = high ^ copy = +  
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resources = high ^ student = zero ^ peer = - ^ browse = + ^ copy = -  
resources = + ^ peer = + ^ visit = high ^ browse = high ^ copy = +  
 
6-itemsets (N = 31) 
projects = one ^ overview = high ^ words = high ^ resources = high ^ student = zero ^ peer = -  
projects = one ^ overview = high ^ words = high ^ resources = high ^ student = zero ^ copy = -  
projects = one ^ overview = high ^ words = high ^ resources = high ^ peer = - ^ copy = -  
projects = one ^ overview = high ^ words = high ^ student = zero ^ peer = - ^ copy = -  
projects = one ^ overview = high ^ resources = high ^ student = zero ^ peer = - ^ copy = -  
projects = one ^ overview = + ^ words = + ^ student = zero ^ visit = - ^ copy = zero  
projects = one ^ overview = + ^ words = + ^ peer = - ^ visit = - ^ copy = zero  
projects = one ^ overview = + ^ student = zero ^ peer = zero ^ visit = - ^ copy = zero  
projects = one ^ words = high ^ resources = high ^ student = zero ^ peer = - ^ browse = +  
projects = one ^ words = high ^ resources = high ^ student = zero ^ peer = - ^ copy = -  
projects = one ^ words = high ^ resources = high ^ student = zero ^ browse = + ^ copy = -  
projects = one ^ words = high ^ resources = high ^ peer = - ^ browse = + ^ copy = -  
projects = one ^ words = high ^ student = zero ^ peer = - ^ browse = + ^ copy = -  
projects = one ^ words = + ^ student = zero ^ peer = - ^ visit = - ^ copy = zero  
projects = one ^ resources = high ^ student = zero ^ peer = - ^ browse = + ^ copy = -  
projects = morethanone ^ overview = - ^ words = low ^ resources = low ^ student = + ^ browse = low  
projects = morethanone ^ overview = - ^ words = low ^ resources = low ^ student = + ^ copy = zero  
projects = morethanone ^ overview = - ^ words = low ^ resources = low ^ browse = low ^ copy = zero  
projects = morethanone ^ overview = - ^ words = low ^ student = + ^ browse = low ^ copy = zero  
projects = morethanone ^ overview = - ^ resources = low ^ student = + ^ browse = low ^ copy = zero  
projects = morethanone ^ words = low ^ resources = low ^ student = + ^ browse = low ^ copy = zero  
projects = morethanone ^ words = + ^ resources = + ^ peer = + ^ visit = high ^ browse = high  
projects = morethanone ^ words = + ^ resources = + ^ peer = + ^ visit = high ^ copy = +  
projects = morethanone ^ words = + ^ resources = + ^ peer = + ^ browse = high ^ copy = +  
projects = morethanone ^ words = + ^ resources = + ^ visit = high ^ browse = high ^ copy = +  
projects = morethanone ^ words = + ^ peer = + ^ visit = high ^ browse = high ^ copy = +  
projects = morethanone ^ resources = + ^ peer = + ^ visit = high ^ browse = high ^ copy = +  
overview = high ^ words = high ^ resources = high ^ student = zero ^ peer = - ^ copy = -  
overview = - ^ words = low ^ resources = low ^ student = + ^ browse = low ^ copy = zero  
words = high ^ resources = high ^ student = zero ^ peer = - ^ browse = + ^ copy = -  
words = + ^ resources = + ^ peer = + ^ visit = high ^ browse = high ^ copy = +  
 
7-itemsets (N = 4) 
projects = one ^ overview = high ^ words = high ^ resources = high ^ student = zero ^ peer = - ^ copy 
= -  
projects = one ^ words = high ^ resources = high ^ student = zero ^ peer = - ^ browse = + ^ copy = -  
projects = morethanone ^ overview = - ^ words = low ^ resources = low ^ student = + ^ browse = low 
^ copy = zero  
projects = morethanone ^ words = + ^ resources = + ^ peer = + ^ visit = high ^ browse = high ^ copy = 
+  
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CREATE Lab, Utah State University 
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